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HOW TO 'CAME YOUR LIBRARY
Even the most efficient library can
very affordable, too, thanks to
be a real jungle.
a unique software des~gnwh~ch
But no more. Data Trek can
allows you to put mdividual
help you cut through the tangle of
modules to work, or combme them
managerial and clerical drudgery
into a fully integrated system
with high-performance, fully-supStdl not conv~nced?Then conported microcomputer automation
s~derthis our state-of-the-art Card
software.
DatalogTMSystem is bemg used by
Regardless of your library's size, more special hbrar~ansthan any
specialty or budget, Data Trek can
other microcomputer system In the
provide everything you need to
world And, r~ghtnow, you can get
streamline your operation. Like
a preview of exactly what ~twdl
microcomputer and IAN hardware. do for you Just fill out
Comprehensive training. Technical the couDon below
exuehise. And outstanding r
" I Explore The Data Trek Demo
online support. Data Trek
Free Card Datalog Sampler
makes automation
For \our Card Oatalog Sdmpler 1111 out tire coupun.

-

I
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and mail it in. In return, we'll
send you a free Card Datalog Sampler so that you can take your own
self-running, guided tour.
If greater efficiency and productivity are what you're hunting for,
check out Data Trek.
We think you'll find the difference anything but tame.

data trek

We wok?the hook on khruqj automution
4 621 Second Street

Encmtas, Cal~fornla92024
Telephone 6191436 5055
c

attach tt to vuur letterlread, and return to Ihta Trek
(,:I 2nd St . Et~c~trlt;c\,
( 3 9!0?(, Kl'T\ Tom Keaudln
XT or 100",, comp:mhle hardwire wit11 rnilunrurn il:K Kk\l requlrid
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For New Products And Great Sewke

--

The H~ghsmithCo., Inc.
W5527 Hwy 106,P.0.Box 800
Fort Atk~nson,WI 53538-0800

But not under cover.. .
In fact w e are quite open about it:
For outstanding management of
subscriptions to all your foreign journals,
there is really only one source
you should conside r...
Swets Su bscription Sew~ce
The Resourceful Source
Contact: Dep:. N.A i).
S\<vetsSubscription 5i:!-;1i

PO.BOX 830
2160 SZ i-isse Holiar.~

t
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On The Scene

Special Libraries (ISSN 00384723) is ublished by Specid
Libnries Association, 1700 Eighteenth
NW,Washington,
D.C. 20009 302~234-4700. Quutdy: Wim. Spring. Summer,
Fall.Annual index in Fall Issue.
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o 1989 by S+
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l
by
yright may be photocopied, with credit,for the noncanthis
m a p u r p o r c of scholuship or ns-h.
Sccond class st. e aid at Washington. D.C., and at additional
o f f i . POS&!T!
R: Scndadhschan estoSp~cidLibmries, S F a l Libraries Association. 1700 kia-th
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1989 SLA Award Winners
227

Audit Report

234

Book Reviews
3A

GPO PUBLICATIONS

tions,
for allincluding
u s Government
books, pamphlets.
publ~camaps. Congressional hearings and
regulations

FILLS
VOLUMES

ORDERING MADE SIMPLE.

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY FROM AOBC. Up

till now, waiting weeks for GPO publications to
be delivered was standard procedure AOBC
changed that standard with ourovernight delivery,
a sewice available to you at special rates Even ~fyo
do not specib "overnight," AOBC sh~psyour GP
lications via UPS within 5 days, instead of 6 to 8 weeks- the
time frame considered customaw for GPO ~ublicatlonswith no prepayment or deposit account required
MAKE AOBC YOUR SINGLE
SOURCE FOR GPO PUBLICATIONS. Fast

dellvery Simple and

There is no easler way to order your
GPO publications than through
AOBC S~mplysend your purchase
order via letter, telex. phone, FAX,
computer or any way you find most
convenient If you do not havea GPO
stock number available. lust give AOBC
as much b~bliographicalinformation
as poss~bleShould you miss reaching AOBC
dunne. the dav, FAX vour order through our 24-hour sewice
MANY SERVICES. MANY SOURCES. Not only is AOBC a
source for GPO publications, but we handle all domestic as
well as all fore~gnpubl~shersWith its virtually ltm~tless
resources, no wonder AOBC has become "the publtcat~on
source the world refers to "

chooslng AOBC as
your s~nglesource

AMERICAN OVERSEAS BOOK CQ

INC

THE PUBLICATION SOURCE THE WORLD REFERS TO

Subscription Rates: Nonmembers. USA $48.00 per calendar year includes the quaarly journal, Special Libraries, and the monthly newsletter, the SpeciaList; add
$10.00 postage for other countries including Canada.
Special Libraries is $12.00 to members. the SpeciaList is
$3.00 to members, included in member dues. Single
copies of Special Libraries (1981-) $9.00,single copies
of Special;ist (July 1980-) $3.00. Membership Directory
(not a pan of a subscription) is $25.00.
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints (1910-1965):
Inquire Kraus Reprint Cop., 16 East 46th St.. New York.
N.Y. Hardcopy, Microfilm & Microfiche Editions
(1910 to date): Inquire University Micmfiis, AM
Arbor. Michigan. Microforms of the current year are
available only to current subscribers to the original.
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all changes to
become effective. All communications should include
both old and new addresses (with ZIP Codes) and should
be accompanied by a mailing label from a recent issue.
Refund Policy: Due to the cost of processing a reimbursement. the Association's policy is that "No refunds will be
issued for amounts under $5.00."

Members should send their communications to the SLA
Membership Department, 1700 Eighteenth St., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20009.
Nonmember Subscribers should send their comrnunications to the SLA Circulation Department, 1700 Eighteenth St. NW. Washington, D.C. 20009.
Claims for missing issues will not be allowed if received
more than six months from date of issue. No claims are

allowed because of failure to n o w the Membership
Department or the Circulation Department (see above) of
a change of address, or because copy is "missing from

files."
Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility
for the statements and opinions advanced by the contributors to the Association's publications. Instructions for
Contributors appears in Special Libraries 79 (no. 1):
(Winter 88). A publication catalog is available from the
Association's Washington, D.C.. office. Editorial views
do not necessarily represent the official position of Special Libraries Association. Acceptance of an advertisement does not imply endorsement of the product by
Special Libraries Association.
Indexed in: Book Review Index, Computer Contents,
Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, Historic01 Abstracts, Hospifal Literature Index,
International Bibliography of Book Reviews, International Bibliography of Periodical Literature. Library
Literature, Management Index, and Science Citation
Index.
Abstracted in: Cambridge Scientif~Absrracfs,Information Science Abstracts, INSPEC, Library & Information
Science Abstracts, and Public Affairs 1nforma.kon Service.

Membership

DUES. Member or Associate Member
$75.00; Student Member $15.00; Retired
Member $15.00; Sustaining Member $300;
Sponsor $500; Patron $1,000.
special libraries
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The professional's
choide for
reliable business data.
Ward's Business Directory
of U.S. Private and Public
Companks 1988

I

n the new 1989 Ward's, you'll find
complete information on approximately 90,000 businesses- over 90% of
which are privately held!

Confirmed Statistics
Ward's gives you information on the
companies that count: from the smaller
private firms to the largest publicly held
companies. And, Ward's is the only place
you'll find a 100%private company verification rate-data listed in Ward's is verified through direct company contact!

Three Volumes of Specialized Data
Vol. 1 lists companies with over $11.5
million in sales, in alphabetic and geographic state and zip code sections.
Vol. 2 lists private and public companies
with $.5 to $11.5 million in sales, again in
alphabetic and geographic state and zip
code sections.
Vol. 3 lists private and public companies
ranked by saleswithin a particular industry and shows corporate linkage.

6A

sales figures
number of employees
import/export designation
public/private, subsidiary/division
designations
year founded
If you'd like to order by phone or you
need more information, call us toll-free
(from anywhere in the U.S. and Canada) at
1-800-223-GALE.
Ward's Business Directory o f U.S. Rivate and
Public Companies 1989,3 volume set with slipcase,
Order X30123-99882, $845.00.
Vol. 1, Over $11.5 Million in Sales, Order #30124
99882, $395.00.

Entries Provide the Entire Picture

Vol. 2, From $.5 to $11.5 Million in Sales, Order

Single-line listings for each company
include:
company name, address, phone
names of chief executives
+digit SIC codes (1987 revised) with

Vol. 3, Ranked by Sales Within Industry, Order

x30125-99882, $395.00.
x30126-99882, $595.00.

Gale Research Inc.
Book Tower ' Depr -774R
Detronl MI 48277 074X
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We've Put
Our Reputat
Online!
You know us as the producer of Biological Abstract@. For over 60 years
we've been providing coverage of the latest research findings in the life
sciences.
We also produce BlOSlS Preview@, the online database offering you the
largest collection of biological and biomedical references available. This
database monitors over 9,000 serial sources from more than 100 countries
for news of important life science research findings, noteworthy clinical studies,
or discoveries of new organisms. We'll process over 500,000 new items this
year. Over 6.5 million citations will be included in the BlOSlS Previews
database by the end of 1989.
Whether you're looking for current life science research findings, or the
historical background of a particular topic, BlOSlS Previews can provide you
with references to a massive and diverse body of scientific literature. It's &@
life science research database that will answer your questions.
For more information or to find out how to access BlOSlS Previews, return
the coupon below.
Biological Abstracts and BlOSlS Previews are registered trademarks of BIOSIS.
BlOSlS is a registered trademark of Biological Abstracts Inc.

Name
Title
Organization
Address
City

State

Postal Code

Country

BIOSIS'

Return to:
BlOSlS Marketing Section, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1399
USA. Telephone (215) 587-4800 worldwide; toll free 1-800-523-4806 (USA
except PA); Telex 831739; Fax (215) 587-2016.

SL689RC

The small customer.

With some booksellers, a small customer doesn't rate quite the consideration
that a large customer might. But at Ballen, the single book customer receives
the same service and services that a thousand book customer does.
Which means no matter what size your library, you can expect to have
your very own customer service representative to help answer all your
questions. And your very own shelf reserved in our warehouse to guard
against shipment and inventory mix-ups.
It also means access to our online, interactive BallenNet system for
order entry and current status. The ability to reach a Ballen company officer
just by picking up the phone. And an ongoing evaluation of library needs so
rigorous, it's given us the industry's lowest overall return rate - less than 1%.
All of which we provide with the understanding that what are small
fish today, might one day be big ones.
I
F'or information or our new
brochure, call (800)645-5237.

_.

U5 Ricefield Lane, Hauppauge, NewYork 11788
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INMAGIC'S recipe for effective library mana ement: a decade of
research and field-testing, and the input of a higilyqualified library
professional. . .you!
With INMAGIC and the BIBLIO GUIDE, you can create custom
o n h e catalogs and bibliographies, and manage serials, acquisitions,
loans and more.
As the industry's first truly comprehensive "textbase" management software, INMAGIC combines the easy-to-learn structure of
dedicated library software with the flexibility of a database management system.
But what makes INMAGIC unique is the ease with which you can
set up or change databases and reports to accommodate your own working procedures for every aspect of library information management.
Maybe that's why over 60% of our new customers are referred
from fellow librarians. Library management may never be "a piece of
cake: but INMAGIC users are saying some pretty sweet things!
Inmagic, Inc 2067 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140

11
(
)

617/661-8124

Please send me more information on INMAGIC and the BIBLIO GUIDE
Have a dealer or representativecall me.
Send TESTMAGIC demo disk for
computer.
I have enclosed payment or purchase order for $45.
Name

Phone

Library or Arm

I

Address

I

City

I

State -Zip
MAIL TO: Inmagic, Inc, 2067 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140-1338.

L-------,---,,-,-,,-----------J

iI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
SL 1

INMAGIC" and the BIBLIO GU1DE'"areavailable for the IBM PC and compatibles, Wang PC, DEC VAX and
MicroVAX. Online help and tutorials, quarterly newsletters, and 45-day free telephone assistance are included.

summer 1989
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Now, Even More Big News
It's an era of rapid change in the history of newspapers. New publications are
springing up, while others are closing down. How can you monitor all of this
activity? The third edition of the United States Neuspaper Progmm (IJSNP)
National Union List can help your library track down information on more than
77,000 U.S. newspapers published during the last three centuries.
From Publick Occurrences in 1690 to CiSA Today, this new edition of the IJSNP
National Union List gives you basic bibliographic and holdings data on newspape
held by libraries, archives, and historical societies in 28 states and territories and the
District of Columbia. This new third edition has 20,000 more citations than the second edition, and represents three times the information found in the first edition.
For your library's newspaper needs-whether historical research or up-to-the-minute
reference questions-the IJSNP National Union List, available on microfiche, is an
invaluable tool for directing patrons toward the right information.

Ohio
Canada

800-848-8286
800-533-8201

OCLC Online Computer
Library Center, Inc.
6565 Frantz Road
Dublin, Ohio 4301 7-0702

IOA
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The economv isn't all that! ex~anding:.

The 1989 Poor's Register is, also. We've added
profiles on 5,000 U.S. companies. Poor's Register
is one of the most comprehensive business directories available.
The 5,000 additional profiles bring you and your
patrons hard-to-find facts on private corporations. The
1989 Register gives you accurate, current information on a grand total of over 50,000 business firms.
The data in Volume 1includes names, titles, sales
figures, products, phone numbers, addresses, SIC
Codes and more. You can turn to Volume 2 for
70,000 mini-biographies on the men and women
who run corporate America. Volume 3 helps you
locate businesses by industry, by geographical
location, and more.

As part of an annual subscription you also receive
the Register's exclusive revision service. This keeps
you up todateon all changes in the Register throughout the year. Cumulative revisions are published in
April, July and October.
Mail the coupon below for a free copy of our User's
Companion. It outlines 89 ways subscribers apply the
information they find in Poor's Register. You'll find
numerous uses for yourself and your patrons, and
discover in greater detail why the Register is one of
the most practical and hard-working business references in the world.
O n e final note: because Poor's Register expanded
by 5,000 companies this year, your dollars buy more
information than ever before.

.------------------

#/I

Standard & Poor's Corporation

25 Broadway, New York, N Y 10004
Send for your free copy of the "User's Companion to
Poor's Register" today!
0 YES, Please send my free copy of the "User's Compamon
to Poor's Reg~ster,"detailing89 ways subscribers use the
Register to find useful information every day. I understand
I am under no obligation to subscribe.

I

Address

summer 1989
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City

I
I
I
I

State
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Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference

BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
Recently Published by
Van Nostrand Reinhold

PHILIP

0. W A S S E R M A M

Wasserman, P. NEURAL COMPUTING
(0-442-20743-3)

Goumain, P. HIGH-TECHNOLOGY WORKPLACES (0-442-22741-8)
Henderson, J. THE FINANCIAL ANALYST'S DESKBOOK
(0-442-26453-4)
Igoe, R. DICTIONARY OF FOOD INGREDIENTS, Second Edition
(0-442-31927-4)
Lin, C. OPTOELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY AND LIGHTWAVE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS (0-442-26050-4)
Satas, D. HANDBOOK OF PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE
TECHNOLOGY (0-442-28026-2)
Stitt, F. ARCHITECT'S DETAIL LIBRARY (0-442-20529-5)
Vincent, G. MANAGING NEW-PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
(0-442-23808-8)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving
Special Libraries for 26 Years

38 Academy Street, P.O. Box 1507
Madison, Connecticut 06443
(203) 245-3279 FAX (203) 245-1 830

Except from Connecticut call 1-800-445-RELY

12A
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THE
WILSON
IN DEXES

When You Need an Answer Fast and it Has to be R i ~ h t
Offering broad coverage, unparalleled accuracy, and unmatched
currency, the Wilson Indexes are your key to important literature
in business and law, science and technology, art, education,
the humanities, the social sciences, and general reference.
Now you can search these renowned indexes in print,
online, on CD-ROM, and with patron-accessib~software.

A s~ngle-alphabet,author-subject mdex to 227 domestc and fore~gnmuseum
bullet~ns,perlodcals, and yearbooks utlllzed by researchers artists archltects.
des~gners,collectors and others needmg ~nformat~on
about the art world. Art lndex
covers Archaeology Arch~tecture Art H~story C~tyPlannlng Computer
Appl~cations& Computer Graph~cs Crafts F~lm Folk Art. Graph~cArts
lndustr~alDes~gn Interlor Deslgn Landscape Arch~tecture Museology Pa~nt~ng
Photography Sculpture Telev~s~onText~les V~deo

.

.

.

-AMERICAN
REFERENCE
BOOKS ANNUAL

Humanities
Index
"Recommendedfor
virtually all libraries."
-AMERICAN

REFERENCE
ANNUAL

Social
Sciences
lndex
"An indispensable tool for
access to the periodical literature
of the social sciences. "
-AMERICAN
REFERENCE BOOKS
ANNUAL

Availability
In Print: Four quarterly Issues annual cumulatwe volume Retrospect~vecoverage
from 1932 to date sold on the servlce basis (per~odicalbudget)
Online & CD-ROM: Coverage from 10 84 CD ROM annual subscr~pt~on
$1 495

An ~nvaluableresearch tool for students teachers researchers and l~brarians,
Human~beslndex provides thorough accurate mdex~ngof 346 Engl~sh-language
per~od~cals
n such d~sc~pl~nes
as Art Archaeology & CIass~caStud@s Area
Stud~es Dance Drama. Fllm Folklore. H~story Journal~sm& Commun~cat~ons
Language & Literature Music Performing Arts Ph~losophy Rel~g~on
& Theology

.

.

In Print: Four quarterly Issues annual cumulat~vevolume Retrospectwe coverage
from 1907 to date (1907 1965 as lnternationallndex 1965 1974 as SocialSciences&
Hurnanii~esIndex) sold on the servlce bas~s(per~od~cal
budget)
Online & CD-ROM: Coverage from 2184 CD ROM annual subscr~pt~on
$1 295

Broad ~nscope and comprehens~veIn coverage. Sooal
Soences lndexoffers complete accurate and t~mely
coverage of 355 Engl~shlanguage period~calsIn such
areas of the soclal sclences as Anthropology Area
Studless Commun~tyHealth & Medcal Care. Economcs
Ethn~cStudies + Geography lnternat~onalRelat~ons
Law Cr~m~nologyM~nor~ty
Stud~es Plann~ng
8 Publ~cAdm~n~strat~on
Police Sc~ence& Correct~ons
P o k y Sc~ences Pol~t~cal
Sc~ence
Psychlatry. Psychology Soc~alWork
& Publ~cWelfare Soc~ology
Urban Studles
Availabilitv
In Print: Four quarterly Issues:annual cumulative volume. Retrospectivecoverage
from 1907 to date (1907-1965as Internahonallndex:1965-1974 as Soc~alScrences&
Humanities Index],sold on the servlce bas~s(period~calbudget)
Online & CD-ROM: Coverage from 2233 CD-ROMannual subscr~ptron$1.295.

COMPANY
NewYork 10452

summer 1989
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950 Un~verstlyAve Bronx

.
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.

~

To Order, or for more mformat~on
on these or any of the other W~lsonIndexes. s~mplycall toll-free
1-800-367-6770
InNewYorkStatecall1800 462 6060 ~nCanadacallcollect1 212 588 8400 Telefax 1 212 590 161
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esearch in the arts and humanities demands that you stay
on top of what's happening today as well as what happened yesterday. Arts & Humanities Search @ --the online version of the Arts & Humanities Citation Index TM --offers
you the most current arts and humanities information available...anywhere. With Arts & Humanities Search, you can find
out what was published two weeks ago--or two years ago--because it's updated every two weeks and indexes information
from 1980 to the present.

Arts 6 Humanities Search indexes 1,300 of the world's leading
arts and humanities journals to bring you information on a
multitude of subjects from archaeology to TV. Its coverage includes everything from articles, letters, and editorials to
reviews of books, records, and theatrical performances. And a
special feature tells you when illustrations of original works
are included in the item of interest.

Log on to Arts & Humanities Search for complete, timely
coverage of the arts and humanities literature. For more information, write to the address below or call toll-free
1-800- 523-1857* today. Your timing couldn't be better.
*ln PA and outside the U.S., call 215-386-0100,extension 1591. In Europe, call

(+44)895-70016.

o 1988
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Institute for Scientific Information
3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104

S-26-5668
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Staying up-to-the-minutewith thefabreaking research
,that is shaping our future has never been easier with... ,

-

WKER A&l PUBLISHING'
-THE-A
flT
RONMENT ABSTR

INFORMATION AB
ID RAIN ABSTRACTS
BOTICS ABSTRACTS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ABSTRACTS
CADICAM ABSTRACTS
TELEGEN (BIOTECHNOLOGY) ABSTRACTS 1
A
ABSTRACTSA

-

1

CAD TELECOMMUNICATIONS
.,--

...because every month Bowker's eight
carefully compiled journals abstract and index
thousands of articles on environmental studies
energy, acid rain*, roboticv, aanqicial intelligence,
CAD/CAM, hiotechnology, and telecommunications.
The information found in each publication is
drawn from over 1,700 international scientific,
economic, technical, academic, and trade
journals plus scores of leading generalcirculation
newspapers. magazines. and wire services.

More than just journals.

Better still, our journals are part of a
sophisticated document retrieval system that lets
you order comprehensive microfiche collections
carrying the full text of over 80%of the articles we
cite. And you can order microfiche or paper copies

of individual articles on a per-document basis as
well. In addition. all eight databases are available
online from the top online services.
What's more, Bowker A & I Publishing's
journals bring together the "grey" or elusive
literature -- conference proceedings. government
studies, scientific association reports, even
patents -- that often is neither indexed or
available in any readily accessible medium.
So whether you're looking for the latest
findings on gene products, ozone depletion,
nonconventional fuels, U.S.acid rain policy,
robot locomotion, human-machine interfaces, or
any of hundreds of other crucial high-tech issues,
don't bury yourself in indexes or burden yourself
with serials orders.
*Acidmm is ahstraclcd and indexed every two monLs.

h k to Bowker A & I Publishing to keep you
current with the literature. You'lhot only make
a small research breakthrough yourself...you'll
make a big one easier for your patrons, too.
-

-

--

Call Now For a Free Sample Journal!

-

TO ORDER OR FOR MORE INFORMATIONABOUT OUR
INTEaRATED SYSTEM OF MONTHLY JOURNALS, ANNUAL
INDUES, MICROFICHE, AND ONLINE DATABASES CALL

-

TOLLFREE 118001s2118110
(IN NY. AK, OR HI CALL COLLECT 1 - 2 1 2 - 4 ~ ~ ~ 8 0 ) .

summer 1989
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THE ABSTRAUING

--. ---

-

/~IJ~LISHIIE

-

AND INDEXING DIVISION OF R R B O W K E R
FOlrn.l\,

IICil"8.

I

I."*.

R R Bowker. 245 Weal 17 Street N.w ~ w kNY
. 10011

Here's one more reason to choose UIALOG:
A- Acaoem c Amer can Encycsopeo a Aom n rtral.re Management Aaranceo Ceramu Report Ao~anceoCoa! ngr& S,rface Techno og, Aoranreo Campor ter 8. el n Aaralcco nlo!mal.en Repor! Aabmcea
Mandfact~rnglecnnoag~M m n c e d l 1llar)Compul ng Admntage Aerospace Inlell gence Agmg A I Tmseon Wo! 0 A r Water P o l l A m Repan A.asraB,r nerr Montn A ar~a,o.malolComme!ce A Delia
B ~ r . n e r rAmer canBan*el Amer CanBan~erFu Tell Ameroran Demographm Amel ca ~Eo.cal on Pmcl CanFeaelal onor! Ame##canHellage 1neAmcr can H w p la Form. a q Serv ce Amer can. o w er
Amer canMetalMarxet AP h e w APSD.u*omatFaleofthe Arao an Pen "$6 a APSDlplomat h e r r Serb ce APSD p omat O~eralmnrn o . D pmomae) APSD p omat Recorder APS D p o m : Reman ngtne r.am c
Map APSDlp omat Straleg c Ba ance mtheM 00 cEast APSRnner DmnstlCdmTr~nol.APSRCY.CUGas H a r m lnenos APS Rev e*O Mathellrends Ar r o n a B ~ nerr
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More full-text than any other online service.
As the world's largest online knowledgebank, we offer full-text articles £rom more
publications than any other online information service. And we are
continually updating and adding sources.
For more information and a complete list of our full-text sources, The worldk largest
online knowledgebank.
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Nobody else gives you so much
patent information, so cl* so fast
Rapid Patent Servicemis the world's largest private supplier of patent
and trademark information, with enough patent research products and services to fill a book- our new free Info-Kit. Order it now if you need:
Same-day or overnight copies of patents from our in-house database
of over 6 million patents.
Automatic monitoring of U.S. patents you need to follow with weekly
delivery of documentation.
Fast delivery of file historyhvrappers with more and better-organized
information than any other source.
Instant access to post-issue changes long before decisions are reached
publior other sources spread the news. Revolutionary Patent Status FileTM
cation alerts you to over 21 actions. LitAlertF available in print and online,
details pending litigation.
Plus patent and trademark searches, translations, customized patent
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See what you're missing. . .
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To make important business decisions you need
com~lete.in-de~th.accurate information.You can't
affoh &tes;
g&sswork, or second-handdata.
That's where Dun & Bradstreet comes in.
D&B spends over $150 million a year to collect,
maintain and deliver business information. Over
1,300 analysts conduct more than five million interviews each year. In addition, 16 million mail questionnaires are sent annually to collect new
information and verify existing data. We ask all the
t questions-about sales, growth trends, lines
o business, corporate family ~ t i o n sand
, more.
The result is a database on over 8.5 million
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businesses worldwide-the largest collection
of business information available anvwhereinformation that you can rely on foiits accuracy
and completeness.
For more information on our online databases,
write or call Dun's Marketing Services, Online
Customer Support Center, 3 SylvanWay, Parsippany, NJ 07054; 1-800-223-1026or in New Jersey
1-201-605-6000,Ext. 3809.
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Tracking Issues and Meeting
Information Needs in
Government Agency Libraries
Karen J. Sy
Peg Walther
-

-

The belief that provision of inforrnatlon improves the quality of
decisions has fed a variety of efforts to systematically bring
information into the public policy making process. if information
Is the key to more effective policy outcomes, then libraries have a
crucial role to play in government agencies. The policy context
creates special challenges for tracking issues and meeting information needs through coilectlon development or other means.
Functioning as a member of the pollcy team and having flexibility
in expending resources are two vital factors in being able to meet
those challenges.
THE suggestion that the political process
would improve if there was better use of information in policy development and implementation garners little opposition. Program planning and budgeting systems, environmental
impact statements, technology assessments,
risk analyses, and similar efforts testify to our
eagerness to discover ways to systematically
bring information into policy making forums.
If information provision is a key to more
effective policy making, then libraries have a
crucial role to play in enhancing the process.
Governmentalpolicy making poses particular challenges and opportunitiesfor the provision of library and information services. How
do government agency librarians track issues
and anticipate change? How do they identify
clients associated with new projects or issues?
How do they determine and meet information
needs required by new trends? These questions, not previously addressed in information
literature, inspired an exploratory study of
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administrativeagency librariesas a first stepin
the developmentof a theoretical Eramework to
study the role of information provision by
libraries in policy making contexts.

The Policv Makina Context
Policy making has been described as a series
of functional phases which parallel sequential
steps in a general problem-solving model. (I,
2) First, there is an awareness of the need for
action. That awareness might come about
gradually or be precipitated by a natural disaster or other crisis. Ensuing discussion leads to
problem definition and preliminary observations about cause and effect. As analysis
progresses and potential responses begin to
emerge, there is a shift to the policy formulation phase. In this second phase, the pros and
cons of alternatives are debated and a limited
number of options drafted for further consideration.
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Elected or appointed officials decide
whether or not a policy will be approved in a
third phase referred to as legitimation. Policies surviving legitimation are then assigned
to an agency for implementation. Agencies
must often begin their task by clarifying and
elaborating the policy mandate they have been
given. Criteria for allocations and standards
for regulation may have to be established before a program can get underway. Ideally,
after some experience with the program, it is
evaluated. Evaluation may lead to modest
changes in implementation or may require
substantial reformulation of the policy. Thus,
policies cycle and recycle through these
phases in a manner reflective of the push and
pull of political forces.
Phases are a useful analytical tool for characterizing the work of government. They also
serve as an indicator of information needs.
Based on Sy's study of information provision
to stategovernment,information needs can be
hypothesized to vary with the policy making
phase. (3) During problem definition and
policy formulation, decision makers and staff
are likely to seek information on trends, issue
background, impacts, and policy options.
During implementation, detailed methodologies, data, standards, and site-specific assessments will be needed.
Implementation creates the strongest demand for technical information. An ability to
generate and use technical information is a
substantialsource of power for many administrative agencies. Sabatier argues that four key
factors affect how much technical information
willbe acquiredbyan agency: staff and budget
resources available to the agency; the characteristics of the issue; the legal and political
context; and the anticipated reaction of decision makers. (4) Engineers, natural scientists,
and economists use more technical information than social workers or educators. Among
issues needing empirical analysis, more information is sought if the involved risks are great.
More information is acquired if the agency is
given a mandate to do a study or impact assessment. Finally, more information will be gathered if it is believed it will have an impact on
the decision.
Though administrative agencies are more
likely to demand technical information than
the legislative branch, policy decisions in the
agencies are not based solely on technical

information. Agencies also will want to know
legal rules and regulations constraining their
behavior, past activities of the agency as they
pertain to a current issue, and political information such as preferences of important individuals and the probable reactions of those
individuals to policy outcomes. (5) Potentially, an agency librarian might facilitate retrievalof all these types of information,but the
library is unlikely to be the primary source for
legal and political information. Most agencies
have their own legal counsel to interpret rules
and regulations. Political preferences are
gleaned from several sources, including the
media, personal contacts, and citizen input.
Timeliness in response, accessibility, ability to provide relevant information,andobjectivity are the criteria influencingthe preferred
choices of information sources. (6) Libraries
are judged by these same criteria. If it is
inconvenient to get information, or if there is
significant delay between the time of request
and delivery, the agency staff will probably
seek the information elsewhere or do without
it.

Exploratory Study

To explore the role of the library in meeting
policy makers' information needs, interviews
were conducted with head librarians in eight
public agencies. The libraries were distributed
across levels of government with one in a
federal agency, four in state agencies, one in a
regional (multi-county) agency, and two in
local agencies.
Primary clientele of four of the libraries are
predominantly involved in problem definition, planning, and policy formulation. Primary clientele of the remaining libraries implement policy directives from the legislative
branch or a higher level of government. The
mandates of the organizations studied include
planning, forecasting, and technical assistance; program and infrastructure maintenance; and regulation.
Respondents were asked a series of openended questions about the agency, the library,
information needs, collection development,
and their own role in the organization. Interviews ran from 60 to 90 minutes in length and
were taped.
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Tracking issues and Clientele

contents is now augmented by electronic bulletin boards.
Knowing who is working on the issues is as
Keeping track of issues is most challenging
in agencies which are involved in a wide range essential as following the issues themselves.
of issues and in which there is rapid change. Several libraries have formal arrangements
Half of the libraries are in organizationswhich with the personnel office to introduce new
work on numerous issues, whereas the other employees to the library through tours and
half focus on two or three well-defined issues. distribution of brochures. While orientation
In nearly half of the agencies, new issues crop sessions in the library may establish comecup suddenly or the issue priorities shift tions with new employees, many arenot aware
quickly. In other agencies, constant but grad- of the details of their project assignments until
they have been in the agency for several
ual change is more typical.
The librarians interviewed employ a variety weeks. Follow-up contacts are imperative in
of strategies to stay abreast of agency con- order to learn specifically about the
cerns. All respondents rely on in-house employee's information needs. Later, shiftsin
memos, newsletters, planning documents, staff positionsand responsibilitiesare noted in
other publications, and informant conversa- agency newsletters and informant conversations with staff to monitor their agencies. tions.
Theoretically, there is no reason to expect a
While these sources may be reliable indicators
of activity, they may not be adequate for an- significant difference across agencies in the
ticipating change. Only one-third of the li- types of options available for tracking issues
brarians routinely participate in regular man- and clientele, and only modest differences
agement or research briefings. Frequency of were observed. However, there were dramatic
these meetings varies from weekly to quar- variations in the extent to which optionscould
terly.
be employed.
Early clues about probable information
The ease with which librarians are able to
needs are often picked up from sourcesoutside track issues and clientele depends on the
the agency. Several respondents carefully library's placement in the organization chart
monitor citizen complaints and demands that and the magnitude of the task. In one case, the
could trigger agency action. One librarian library had moved in and out of several diviattends weekly public hearings, paying par- sions in recent years, agency interests inticular attention to the powerful organized volved a broad range of issues, and only one
interests in that issue arena. Others follow the person was employed to provide library servnews media.
ices to a large, dispersed bureaucracy. The
Another early warning sign is the federal librarian in this agency does not become aware
budget-*
especially important signal for of agency concerns until staff members come
agencies deriving much of their funding from to the library with reference questions. By
related federal agencies. If the federal agency contrast, in several agencies where the ratio of
changes the focus of its planning, one can library staff to primary clienteleis more favorpredict the funding and emphasis of projects - able, there are fewer issues to track, and where
will change at the state or local level as well. the library is positioned at a top management
Issues and problems have an annoying habit level, respondents are much more articulate
of traveling around the country. Once a prob- about agency mandates, current issues, forthlem surfaces in one area, professional net- coming developments, and names and titles of
works and literature serve as an alerting func- individuals in the organization.
tion for other jurisdictions. One librarian who
works with a broad range of issues scans the Retrlevlna Relevant Information
contents of about 200 periodicals, Another
scans articles in five key journals for each of
A significant working assumption in this
the six subjects covered by the agency and study was that the librarian's awareness of
reads five titles cover-to-cover. This respon- issues, projects, and personnel has a direct
dent insisted "reading what staff reads is the bearing on the selection of relevant and timely
key to keeping abreast of what staff needs." information. When asked what issues or projThe time-honored strategyof scanningjournal ects the agency was presently working on,
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several librarians readily described issue
tradmffs, technical nuances of projects, and
the influence of key personnel without further
prompting. Their responses were peppered
with jargon and acronyms in a manner suggesting active participation in the agency.
These tended to be the same librarians who
were in more favorable situations regarding
issue range, position, and staffing. When
queried about selecting materials, the same
group responded in rich detail with names of
the professional associations pertinent to the
agency's work, titles of journals of interest to
staff, and names of research institutes or cities
or states that had done work relevant to current
issues.
Thus, among the librarians interviewed,
there is a qualitative difference in the manner
in which the work of the agency and the
activity of retrieving information for the
agency are linked.
In addition to awareness of issues, the
librarian's stance with respect to primary clientele and the librarian's perception of hisher
role in the organization appear to be pertinent
factors for the selection of relevant information. Stancecan be viewed on a spectrum from
proactive to m t i v e . Half of the librarians
actively promote the library and its services;
fewer take steps to try to anticipate information needs or analyze types of information and
materials needed by the agency. A dramatic
example of the proactive stanceis the instance
when a librarian, noting early warning signals
at a public hearing, foresaw a regulatory problem arise before it was noted by agency staff.
Librarianson the proactive end of the spectrum view their role as a member of a team.
They are the information specialists working
with other agency professionals to accomplish
common goals. One describes her work as
retrieving, tabulating, packaging, and disseminating information. She actively malyzes, summarizes, and presents information
to the staff and to the public.
Those clustered in the middle of the spectrum describe their role as a supportive oneto be the research assistant, watch trends, and
select publications.
The reactive stance refers to those respondents who wait for requests to come to the
library before retrieving information or acquiring materials. One individual, facing a
large agency and a broad range of issues,

states,"I am not an expert [on the issues]," and
intimated the librarian's role was that of a
facilitator, serving staff from the sidelines.

Collection Development:
Planned or a Reaction?
The pragmatic concern of meeting needs
and building collections relevant to agency
programs hinges on the awareness of needs as
discussed above, the library's mandate or
philosophy for collection development, and
budgetary practices within the agency. Only
one library existed because of a formal mandate included in the agency's enabling legislation, another was established at the insistence
of the agency head, and most simply evolved
with their organizations.
In no case is collection developmentan end
in and of itself. Materials are being acquired
selectively to meet information needs, not to
develop balanced collections. Thus, the scope
of agency activities is an enabling guideline
rather than a restrictive one. Indeed, the
strongest shared characteristic is that none of
the libraries house comprehensivecollections
and none retain items indefmitely. While all of
the libraries have historical runs of the parent
agency's publications, none automatically
retain materials obtained from external
sources. All collectionsare routinely weeded
and, in most instances, weeded items are
routed to the state library, or a library known
to collect in the same subject area for retention
or disposal.
A further indication of the emphasis on
meeting information needs is staff participation in materials selection. In five of the
libraries, at least half of the items acquired in
a typical year are identified by agencystaff. At
several agencies, publication announcements
or bibliographies resulting from online literature searches are routinely routed to staff for
review. This approach allows staff to aid in
anticipating information needs. However, if
staff requests are not initiated until information needs are urgent, the library is unable to
respond in a timely manner.
Quite different was the approach of one
librarian who accurately defined a hot issue in
advance. Citizen complaints on a new theme
became more frequent. The librarian did a
subject search on a bibliographic utility. Most
of the titles found were not in the agency
special libraries

library and most of the titles located in the
same city were not available for loan. A
further search for two key associations as
corporate authors yielded only a few hits, but
a call to the associations identified many more
relevant publications. These were ordered
along with the past six years of the associations' journals on microfiche. For an additional fee, one association's librarian searched
the association's holdings and provided a
shelflist printout. Three months passed before
all 100 new items were in the library. Two
days later, there was an urgent request for information on the new issue; the governor
wanted the problem fixed. Rush cataloging
was ordered and the library quickly had a
relevant collection in place. Requests poured
in from one county and four stateagencies; the
library staff was ready.
Admittedly, there is a degree of professional
discretion and some risk involved in predicting what will become a future concern for the
agency and what will fade for lack of further
attention. Whether a librarian will gear up for
acquisitions efforts in response to a warning
depends on several factors. A major consideration is how closely the topic relates to the
organization's mission. However, even if an
emerging issue falls within the purview of the
agency's mandate, other factors are considered before purchasing begins.
A significant determinant of acquisitions
activity is agency budgeting and accounting
practices. If the library has an acquisitions
budget which can be allocated directly by the
librarian, the librarian then has some flexibility in responding to emerging issues. Given
this flexibility, an issue precipitated by a crisis
or brought to the agency's attention by a
powerful figure or organization,is most likely
to start the acquisitions process.
In libraries where technical staff comprise
the primary clientele and are involved in
implementing policy, librarians typically follow new interests but do not begin to purchase
materials until funding for agency research or
response is appropriated. When temporary
interests do inspire acquisitions, the rationale
is, that while the specific concern might be
temporary, the overall interest probably is not.
Problems are rarely resolved quickly, and
programs or offices set up to deal with an issue
often have a longer duration than initially
authorized.
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In the libraries that work with policy analysis and planning staff, temporary interests are
more likely to trigger information retrieval,
but purchasing is only part of the strategy.
"Buy, beg or borrow! and fast!," urges one
respondent. Interlibrary loan and networking
are heavily used in these libraries to get information more quickly and/or more economically than acquiring by purchase order. In one
library used by both the technical and policy
staff, the librarian states purchases are most
often for technical staff, while policy staff
needs are frequently met by reference and
interlibrary loan.
In most libraries, acquisitions can be
charged back to program or departmental
budgets if project staff request the materials.
In one case, this was the only way materials
could be purchased for the library. Although
the librarian was able to recommend purchases, there was little opportunity to do more
than react to staff suggestionsbased on current
needs.
To guide collection development and to
serve staff without project funds, a librarian
has to have the freedom to expend funds directly. To be able to respond to fast-breaking
new issues, there must be further flexibility in
allocating funds so the most effective combination of acquisitions, interlibrary loan, photocopying, online searching, telephone calls,
and clerical staff can be utilized.

Collection Development: Sewing the
"Big Picture" or the Technical
Details?
Government responses to public problems
vary from narrow directives to broad general
policy frameworks. However, even narrowly
focused responses are part of a broader area of
activity and are presumed to reflect public
values. There is a notable lack of material on
public opinion in the libraries studied. Collections in each of the libraries are highly focused
by subjectand predominantly made up of technical documents. These materials deal with
facts and descriptive details, but seldom with
the values related to an issue. Exceptions
noted to this acquisitionspattern are for publications of key consumer leaders or public
interest groups active on the issue. These
exceptions occur in libraries working most
closely with policy staff, but even in those

libraries the strong preference is to borrow
value-oriented literature from other libraries.
The matter of acquiring comprehensive
works relevant to the agency's interests is less
clear cut. Half of the librarians find subject
overviews to be valuable in their collections.
While engineers need specific, technical materials, other agency staff who must monitor or
manage technical activities, such as accountants or auditors, may need basic texts for an
introduction to concepts and vocabulary. One
librarian working on a planning team acquires
general materials on a subject first and then
selects more specific items deemed relevant.
Although several of the libraries receive questions from the public, only one library allocates part of the budget to acquire materials to
answer citizen inquiries. As with value-onented materials, d l of the libraries rely upon
the state, public, and academic libraries to
collect titles dealing with such issues as transportation, water quality, public health, and
energy on a broad scale. The strongest tendency to rely on this strategy is evident in
libraries which arebranches of a stateor public
library system.
The minimal attention given to value-oriented and comprehensive materials in collection development does not indicate agency
librarians are not serving policy makers. It is
just that their service to planners and policy
formulation units takes other forms. In one
organization, policy makers do not directly
use the in-house library. Instead, the library
retrieves material for the staff and they in turn
analyze, summarize,and report information to
the policy council. In other agencies, the
library staff provides reference service to policy staff rather than loaning books or articles.
Librarians providing this kind of two-tiered
service appear to be serving their agencies in
an enlightened manner. Their focus in collection development is on acquiring resources for
the staff who package information and prepare
reports for the policy makers. The less frequent needs for value-oriented and comprehensive publications are met by retrieving
those materials from other libraries. There are
two reasons for this approach. First, it would
be prohibitive to build the type of general and
balanced collection needed to pursue the ideal
of having a range of alternatives and broad
policy options before recommending or deter-

mining policy. Second, a large collection
could become unwieldy for the implementation staff. The advantage of a concise, focused, convenient collection would be lost.
Lindblom supports this approach by arguing
policies are not carefully crafted in a void, but
evolve incrementally with consideration of
only a narrow range of options at any point in
time. (7) Likewise, the work of Caplan and
associatessuggests decision makers can rarely
point to a specific report or article that shaped
their conceptualizationof a policy. (8)Rather,
the big picture for policy frameworks comes
from an individual's wide range of reading and
listening over an extended period of time.
Given these aspects of policy making, the
approach taken by the agency librarianscan be
viewed as economically and theoretically rational.
Implications
This study reveals a variety of factorsaffecting provision of information by librarians in
government agencies. These factors cluster
into groups of policy process variables,organizational management and structure variables,
and library variables. Combined, these variables determine the de5ee of success librarians are likely to have defining and meeting
information needs in the agencies.
Being attuned to the policy making phase is
important in being sensitive to the information
needs of library clientele. This study compliments findings of earlier research that information needs vary with the degree of development of an issue. Interviewed librarians described distinctive patterns of library use for
the policy and planning and implementation
staffs. Planning staff frequently have urgent
requests for information that are more often
met by reference and interlibrary loan than by
use of the existing collection. The pace of
change in the immediate focus of the work of
these staff members is moderate to fast and
often difficult to anticipate. By comparison,
implementation staff needs tend to be more
stable and there is likely to be more lead time
for the changes that do occur. Acquisitions,
primarily of technical materials, serve implementation staff well.
Aware that their agency's directives ultimately reflect public concerns,librariansserving a governmental agency must contend with
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one more variable than the typical corporate
librarian-the public. Public demands and
interests, whether expressed directly or
through news media, are a significant indicator of future information needs in the agency.
This makes it particularly important for librarians serving policy and planning staffs to
monitor public meetings as well as local and
national news sources.
The librarian most likely to learn of new
developments in a timely manner has accessto
the top of the agency. Such access occurs
because of appointment at an administrative
level, by reporting to a powerful individual in
the organization, or by establishing a working
link with someone who has access to the flow
of strategic inside information. A favorable
position in the organization allows the maneuverability to mix with those setting the agenda
for action. This flexibility in turn generates
opportunities to attend important meetings
and collect advance copies of working papers
and documents.
To be able to respond to information needs
as quickly as they are defined, librarians must
have some autonomy in expending monetary
resources. If library services are constrained
to charging acquisitions back to program
budgets, the contribution the librarian can
make meeting agency goals is considerably
undermined. Resource flexibility is essential
to avoid time delays and provide effective
service to agency staff who are working on
issues in the early stages of development.
Issue range, pace of change, and ratio of
library staff to primary clientele is an intriguing but mysterious combination of variables.
Hypothetically, there might be a quantifiable
feasibility constant that would suggest how
many issues,new thrusts per year, and primary
clientele one librarian can reasonably be expected to monitor while serving an agency in
a proactive manner. If such a guideline could
be determined by further research, it would
serve as a valuable standard for providing
special library services.
One of the variables confounding analysis
of information provision is the operative
stance assumedby the librarian. It was evident
that those participating beyond the level of
information delivery were among the most
well-informed on issues and activities. However, whether a proactive stance is a reflection
of the respondent's view of the librarian's role
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or simply of having optimal organizational
variables in place is a question needing further
study.
In conclusion, the librarian's feasible options for tracking issues and clientele, the type
of library service provided, and collection
developmentpolicies are contingent upon the
phases of policy making in which the agency
participates, the librarian's position in the organization, access to budget resources, and
possibly, the librarian's view of appropriate
professional duties. According to this exploratory study, these factors appear to be the
most significant variables affecting the provision of information services to government
agencies.
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E-Mailing Downloaded Search
and SDI Results
Using a DEC VAX and
ALL-IN-1 Software
Robert J. Stout
Dennis R. Peterson

Librarles and information centers continue to search for methods of delivering lnformatlon to patrons faster and more efficiently. Much of the information presently provlded to patrons Is
available from online senrices. ALL-IN-1, DEC's VAX minlcomputer-based office automationprogram, may be used for e-mailing
downloaded search and SDI results to patrons' VAX accounts.
Searching and downloadlng may be performed through a subsystem of ALL-IN-1, or personal computers may be used and networked with the VAX. Discussion Includes benefltsand problems
encountered.

introduction
LIBRARIES and information centers are
always looking for ways information can be
disseminated to patrons faster and more efficiently. Since the early 1970s, a growing
percentage of bibliographic information provided to patrons has come from online services
(BRS, DIALOG, MEDLARS, SDC).(l)
In the beginning of library automation, online service search results were only available
in hardcopy, and that continues to be the form
164

in which they are primarily used. Hardcopy
was either printed online by the searcher, or
offline by the online service and mailed to the
searcher.(2)
Personal computers came to replace "dumb
terminals" because they can be used for purposes besides searching, and search resultscan
be downloaded onto floppy disks, from which
hardcopy can be printed(3) Downloading
allows for greater flexibility and efficiency in
managing search results. Search results can be
edited before printing. printing is less expen-
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sivethan if done while online,and patrons may
bring in their own disks to have search results
downloaded directly onto them.(4)
This paper describes how the David D.
Palmer Health Sciences Library. Palmer College of Chiropractic, Davenport, Iowa, uses
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) ALLIN- 1 office automation software on a campus
cenrral DEC VAX minicomputer for online
searching, downloading search and selective
dissemination of information (SDI) results,
and electronically mailing (e-mailing) the
results to patrons. In addition, information is
provided on PC-VAX networking, so readers
who use personal computers for searching can
similarly disseminate downloaded search and
SDI results.

Palmer College of Chiropractic
Palmer College of Chiropractic is the founding and largest college of the chiropractic
profession. Located in Davenport, Iowa, the
college has approximately 120 faculty, 1600
chiropractic students, 14 graduate students,
and 40 chiropractic technology students.
The college's central computer is a cluster
of 11P80 and 11P50 VAXs with 2.1 gigabytes of memory and 100terminals and supporting printers networked throughout campus.
Additionally, personal computers are scattered throughout campus, but none are networked with the VAX, and all have only
recently been acquired. The college's primary
emphasis on computing development for the
past seven years has been upon the VAX and
its network of terminals; until very recently,
personal computer use has been discouraged
due to the desire all campus computing be
networked. PC-VAX networking is now
possible, and necessary equipment will be
presented later.
All faculty, key support staff, and some
students have VAX accounts. Programs on
the VAX supporting the college's administrative, educational, research, and patient care
activitiesincludedatabasemanagement, word
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processing, spreadsheet, statistical analysis,
clinical scheduling, and student grade analysis.

David D. Palmer Health
Sciences Library
When VAX networkingbegan on campus in
1982, the David D. Palmer Health Sciences
Library was among the first departments to
participate. Library faculty and staff have
access to all of the VAX programs noted
above, and have worked with College Computing to develop several library administrative programs. Library computing hardware
includes seven DEC VT220 terminals and two
DEC printers, LA75 and LA50.
All information from online services has
been provided via the library. Initially,
searches were performed using a dumb terminal and modem. To upgrade the equipment
and search capabilities, the Health Sciences
Library began working with College Computing in October, 1986,to developprogramming
for searching online services using the VAX.
As noted earlier, personal computer use on
campus was being discouraged at that time.
Since ALL-IN-1 office automation software
was in place then, its CommunicationsControl
subsystem allowed the VAX to function as a
dumb terminal through external port Hayescompatible auto-dial 1200 baud modems.
Login commands were stored in the Communications Control subsystem for both online
services used by the library.
In addition, the Communications Control
subsystem can download the entire search
process, including search strategy and results,
into the files of another subsystem, Record
Session. All VAX files, including Record
Session files containing downloaded search
results, may then be e-mailed to other VAX
users-including library patrons-through a
third subsystem, Electronic Messaging. All
three subsystems are menu driven. Use of
Electronic Messaging will be fully discussed
later.
Searching online services through the VAX
started shortly thereafter. Since then, the
165

Health Sciences Library offers search results
in four forms: online hardcopy, offline
hardcopy, hardcopy from downloads, and emailed downloads. SDI results are available
in the last three forms, the last two by using
DIALMAL(5)

VAX-based ALL-IN-1 software is widely
used by DEC-equipped colleges and businesses; it is estimated there are over 1,000,000
users.(6) Despite the high estimate, however,
a literature search yielded no articles about
ALL-IN-1 being used for searching online
services.
Since there are so many ALL-IN-1 users, it
seems likely many libraries and information
centers presently use the software, but evidently not for searching and dissemination of
search and SDI results. This is probably because ALL-IN-1 is generally viewed as an
office automation program; it would not occur
to searchersto use it for searching and disseminating search and SDI results. The idea probably would not have occurred to Palmer Health
Sciences Library faculty had acquisition of a
personal computer been more viable in 1986
when it was necessary to upgrade equipment
from a dumb terminal to something that allowed downloading. ALL-IN-l suits our
needs, and can help readers who have ALLIN- 1, including searchers using personal
computers,better disseminate search and SDI
results.

VAX VMS files. (VMS is the basic operating
system of VAX. )

PC to VAX Flle Networking
While Palmer College of Chiropractic
does not presently network personal computers and its VAX, any VAX site could, and
many probably do, through the addition of a
combination of two DEC VAX featuresDECnet and VMS Services for MS-DOS.
DECnet goes on the VAX end of the link, and
VMS Services for MS-DOS on the personal
computer end. VMS Servicesfor MS-DOS, a
package consisting of a board, mouse, and
license (selling for approximately $900 per
package) must be added to each networked
personal computer. Through the addition of
the combination of features, personal computers (PC's) are able to network with the VAX
and each other as if they are terminals, while
maintaining all PC functions-including
searching and downloading capabilities.
Search and SDI results can be downloaded
directly into VMS files. (A discussion on
transferring VMS files to ALL-IN-1 appears
later.) Additionally, DECnet/VMS Services
for MS-DOS allows results that have been
downloaded onto a floppy disk to be transferred to VMS files. Personal computers
which can be VAX networked include DEC
VAXmate. IBM PC, Apple Macintosh, and
IBM compatibles such as Zenith, Compaq and
Oliveui.(7)

Electronic Messaging
VAX Files

Before an online service's downloaded
search or SDI results can be e-mailed to a
patron's VAX file, the patron must somehow
reach a VAX file of the searcher. Access may
be accomplished two ways; both will initially
require the assistance of a local VAX expert.
Either the VAX can be made to function as a
dumb terminal with modem to download
search and SDI results directly into VAX files
as described earlier or a personal computer
with modem may be used to transfer results to

The Electronic Messaging subsystem of
ALL-IN-1 is central to the dissemination of
downloaded search and SDI results, whether
searching is done using the Communications
Control subsystem or a personal computer.
Using the Electronic Messaging subsystem,
the searcher e-mails results to patrons' VAX
accounts, where these results arrive in their
Electronic Messaging subsystems. If desirable, a search strategy may be edited or irrelevant portions of results may be deleted before
they are e-mailed to the patron. After the
special libraries

results have been sent, a copy is filed in the
searcher's ALL-IN-1 outbox for later reference or deletion.
However, before e-mailing can occur, the
VAX file containing the results must be transferred to the ElectronicMessagingsubsystem.
How a transfer is accomplished depends on
whether the search or download was generated
using the CommunicationsControl subsystem
or a personal computer.

quests to be e-mailed to the library or information center for in-house photocopy and delivery, or interlibrary loan and delivery. A benefit for patrons is the ability to better manage
personal information files. Search results can
be stored in patrons' computer accounts, edited, and e-mailed to colleagues as desired.
Advantages to the library or information
center are less paper to manage, and document
delivery requests which require no additional
verification.

E-mailing Downloaded Results
Cons
Communications Control Downloaded Results. The ALL-IN-1file into which the search
or SDI results have been downloaded must be
transferred to the Electronic Messaging subsystem. After theElectronic Messaging menu
is accessed, the file is selected and sent to the
patron's VAX account like any other file.
E-mailing PC Downloaded Results. Using
DECnetNMS Services for an MS-DOSequipped VAX and personal computer,search
and SDI results are downloaded either directly
into a VMS file or onto a floppy disk, and later
transferred into a VMS file. In either case, the
results must be transferred from VMS to ALLIN-1--a transfer accomplished by using the
Document Transfer subsystem of ALL-IN-1.
After the Document Transfer menu is accessed, the command is given to receive a
document from VMS. The VMS file name is
queried, and the searcher is asked what the
name of the ALL-IN-1 file will be. After the
VMS file has been converted into an ALL-IN1file, the process for e-mailing it is identical to
the process described above for Communications Control downloaded results.
Pros

-

The chief advantage to managing search and
SDI results in the manner described concerns
the campus-wide e-mail network. Using the
VAX network, an information request can be
electronically received, searched, and downloaded. Results can then be e-mailed to the
patron, reviewed, and edited. Use of the VAX
network also allows document delivery re-
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Disadvantages to e-mailing search and SDI
results include dependence upon the computing center, the need to reformat downloaded
MEDLARS search results, and a minor problem concerning downloading SDIs via DIALMAIL.
When one department depends upon another department to provide its services, additional problems can occur that would not if the
department depended upon its own resources.
Problems frequently occur with any large
system, such as the VAX, and when they do
occur, the Health Sciences Library is dependent upon College Computing to correct them.
The VAX receives some interference in
what is downloaded from MEDLARS that a
personal computer does not; this interference
is not present in what is downloaded from
DIALOG. The interference is visible on the
screen in the form of intermittentnonsense, or
"special" characters. Characters are visible
when the downloaded file is being edited, or
has been printed; they do not obstruct the
readability of the file, but they do hinder its
aesthetics. Characters can be removed by
transferring the file to VMS, reformatting it,
and transferring it back to ALL-IN-1. As
noted earlier, transferring files between ALLIN-1 and VMS is accomplished by using the
Document Transfer subsystem of ALL-IN-1;
reformatting is accomplished by using the
VMS reformat program, which is accessed
with the command "setup reformat."
A minor problem is downloading SDIs from
DIALMAIL. The process can be time-con167

suming when more than one SDI result is
waiting to be downloaded and e-mailed to
patrons. For each SDI, the entire procedure
must be repeated, as each SDI must be downloaded into a separate file.

Search and SDI volume is relatively small at
Palmer College of Chiropractic, as with most
special libraries' institutions. Presently, approximately 150 searches are performed and
15 new SDIs stored annually. During search
interviews, patrons are asked whether they
want their search and SDI results in hardcopy
or e-mailed. About half of those who have
VAX accounts ask to have their search results
e-mailed. Two-thirdsof new SDIsare being emailed. Very large libraries' search and SDI
volumes may be too large for the described
method to be practical; it can, however, work
well at a smaller library or information center,
as experienced at Palmer College.
Informal feedback from patrons who have
received e-mailed search and SDI results has
been favorable. There have been no complaints, and about half of the patrons e-mail
selected references from their edited search
results back to the library for document deliveryUse of DEC's VAX-based ALL-IN-1 is
widespread on both college campuses and in
the business world. Touted as an officeautomation program, libraries and information
centers whose institutions use ALL-IN- 1
probably have not considered it as a tool for
downloading and e-mailing online database
search and SDI results. Hopefully, libraries
and information centers with access to ALLIN-1 will consider using it as described by this

paper. The David D. Palmer Health Sciences
Library is satisfied with the usefulness of
ALL-IN-1 for this purpose.
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Information-Seeking
Behavior of Geoscientists
Julie Bichteler
Dederick Ward
Authors investigated problems encountered by geoscientists
retrieving and processing Information. Through lntervlews and
questionnaires, geologists judged the importance of information
sources and describedtheir continuousand "on-demand" modes
of information seeking. Journals and personal contacts rank
highest. Geologists show little interest in end-user searching and
need additional training in information services, sources, and
procedures. Results also illustrate opinions of foreign language
literature, variations In patterns of information seeking which
dependon professionalposition and time available, and problems
resulting from constraintsset by employers. Several implications
for librarians emerge from the study.

Introduction
OUR information-based society invests
enormous sums annually for developing and
acquiring sophisticated systems and services.
Some of the largest and most expensive of
these services are designed to facilitate and
enhance scientific and technical communication and result from commitmentsby business
and industry, universities, scientific societies,
and the federal government. Such efforts are
predicated on the belief that these industries
and institutions know how scientistsand engineers actually seek information and how they
wish to access it. Some past user studies have
investigated scientists and engineers as broad
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user groups, as well as concentrated on specific disciplinessuch as geoscience or chemistry;hveu provides an excellent summary of
this research on user behavior. (I)
The present study is of broader scope than
previous work in geoscience communication.
In a series of interviews, the informationseeking behavior of geoscientists was investigated and their use of a wide range of information resources from traditional to new technology-dependent sources was examined. Of
particular interest are implicationsof the findings for information service to the geoscience
user group, implications which suggest an
expanded role for librarians in the communication of geoscience information.
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Interviews were arranged by contacting
geosciencelibrarians in private f m s , government, and academia and asking them to select
library users and nonusers who would participate in the study. The sample was balanced
according to geoscience specialty, type of
employer, age, and sex. Several geoscientists
who had no onsite library were also interviewed.
A total of 56 interviews in eight states, with
concenmtions in the East, Midwest, and
Southwest were conducted; interviews lasted
from 45 minutes to one hour.
Geoscientists who were interviewed represented 17.specialties on the list used by the
American Geological Institute (AGI) in a
1986 survey. (2) Participants were from the
following broad categories: geology and geochemistry,68percent; geophysics, 11percent;
engineering geology, 10 percent; and hydrology and hydrogeology, 11 percent. Ages of
participants ranged from the mid-20s to the
mid-60s with 71 percent in the 30's and 40's;
thirteen percent were female. The study included several types of employment colleges
and universities, the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) and state surveys, the petroleum industry,private consultants,and environmental
f m s . Overall, the employment breakdown
was academia, 45 percent; private firms, 32
percent; and government, 23 percent.
In the interview thegeologist was first asked
to complete a brief questionnaire covering
information described above, as well as type
of training received, if any, in the use of
libraries and literature and in the use of computers to build or search databases. Participants also judged the relative importance of
various information sources used in the home
or office, in libraries, and through professional
contacts.
The interviews continued with open-ended
questions relating to the individual's research
interests, patterns followed in meeting information needs in both the continuous and "ondemand" modes, changes in patterns, frustrations and successes,effectivenessof information seeking, foreign language literature, and
desirable improvements.

Overview of Information Sources and
Related Problems
Geoscientists spend two to ten hours per
week in information-seeking activity, with an
average of about four hours per week. An
exact amount of time is hard to estimate, since
demands are cyclical and depend on current
circumstances. Information sources important to geologists appear in table one, ranked
by frequency of use within three categories.
The following two sections of the paper discuss the significanceof these sources in meeting on-demand, specific needs and keeping up
with continuing, current interests.

Table 1
lnforrnatlon Sources Ranked
by Frequency of Use
Professional Contacts
Colleagues at work
Telephone
Large conventions
Correspondence
Specialist meetings, short courses
In-house conferences

Home and Office
Journal subscriptions
Reprint collection
Book collection
Card file
Bibliographic databases (personal)
Numeric databases (personal)

Libraries and Information Centers
Browsing new journals
Ask librarian directly
Card or online catalog
Printed indexes
New book announcements
Browsing book stacks
Journal tables of contents
Bibliographic database services
Numeric database services
special libraries

When describing their use of information
sources, participants commentedon accompanying frustrations which are addressed
throughout this paper. Their concerns are
listed below in order of importance, according
to opinions expressed in the interviews:
Frustration in Seeking Information
1. Time required for seeking
information;
2. Physical access to materials, delays;
3. Quality of published information;
4. Retrieval by geological concept;
5. Red tape in dissemination of
reports; and
6. Foreign language literature.
No significant differences which could be
attributed to age, sex, or geologic specialty
were found.
Seeking Information for Specific Needs
Several common patterns emerged when
geoscientistsdiscussed techniques for seeking
information in an "on-demand" mode for such
purposes as getting a new project underway,
completing a grant application, or beginning a
different area of investigation. Some of their
techniques are further explored in this section.
Personal Contacts. Personal contacts are
extremely valuable, especially to those under
severe time constraints and those who lack
substantial onsite library resources. Geologists in private firms tend to think first of
fellow employees who can give them quick
references and suggestions. Academic geologists more often mention colleagues in their
specialties,either on campus or at remote locations. Both groups praise highly USGS and
state survey personnel, who are considered
invaluable information sources.
Gatekeepers. In geosciences as in other
disciplines, gatekeepers play a useful role in
information dissemination. When taking
with gatekeepers, it was clear they thoroughly
enjoy their reputation as company or department "expert." One gatekeeper searches his
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own database to assist colleagues with their
problems, and another scans his personal copy
of Petroleum Abstracts to locate references to
route to his group. Somewhat akin to gatekeepers are those individuals who provide
links among their colleagues by means of their
broad interdisciplinary views or their empathy
with both the classical hard rock geologist and
the newer laboratory-oriented, mathematical
theorist. One geophysicist describes himself
as both a field geologist and a "number
cruncher." With a foot in both camps, people
like him are in position to smooth over the rifts
evident in some of the interviews.
Databases and Retrieval. After getting
good leads from colleagues, most geologists
follow up promising references, examine
subject indexes of appropriate journals, read
reviews of articles, scan proceedings of pertinent conferences, and check indexes and databases. Geologists do not depend on bibliographic database searching nearly as much as
other scientists, notably chemists. None of
those interviewed were enduser searchers. In
the sample, 56 percent either never request a
database search or had only tried it once or
twice, ever. The remaining 44 percent report
database searching at least once a year. Geologists in private companies account for 100
percent of those who routinely and regularly
request such services. Geoscientists in the
petroleum industry represent the largest database user group of those interviewed, searching primarily Petroleum Abstracts and GeoRef.
Dissatisfaction with AGI information services focuses on the high cost of GeoRef, time
lags, indexing in BIG, the Bibliography and
Index of Geology, and lack of abstracts. Many
academic geologists commented the cost of
GeoRef precludes their use of the database.
AGI has recently addressed this problem by
instituting a 50 percent academic discount. In
addition, they have decreased the time lag for
102corejournals by giving them priority treatment and in the future will be adding abstracts
to the database.
Subject access, however, continues to present problems for users who have difficulty
171

expressing specificgeologic conceptsin terms
of the indexing vocabulary. Key words and
phrases often seem inadequate for representing content, and Boolean combinations of
terms are seen as producing too many nonrelevant items, lacking context, or deleting relevant material. Many users pointed out instances when key papers were not picked up in
the search,"I either miss relevantreferencesor
I get too much." Their frustration expresses,of
course, the classic dilemma of recall versus
precision with which all searchersare familiar.
Another source of frustration is retrieving
references to abstracts which have no equivalent complete paper.
Users perceive AGI indexing lacking in
specificity and not representing details of
books and articles. For example, a geologist
interested in a particular soil testing technique
found items posted under "soils-analysis" in
the index too undifferentiated, and as another
pointed out, his research area, "high magnesium calcite ore," is subsumed under a broader
topic. "Indexing of all aspects is needed-a
section of a book may contain the critical
information needed, but that section was too
small a part of the book to be represented in
BIG."
Indexing terminology and policy change
over time, making careful consultation of the
GeoRef Thesaurus and Guide to Indem.ng
necessary. These problems are obviously not
unique to BIG and GeoRef. The same complaints have been heard for years as users
attempt to master the intricacies of card and
online catalogs. Subject access as a major
source of user frustration is exacerbated,
however, when expensive databases are involved, and the result for many geoscientists is
a rather leery, suspicious attitude toward online searching.
A major part of geoscientists' dissatisfaction is caused by unfamiliarity with AGI's
indexing policies and procedures. Unfortunately, most geologists do not use the GeoRef
Thesaurus. (3) Academic librarians may
search GeoRef so seldom they may not have
the opportunity to gain the necessary experience. Actually, only a small minority of geos172

cientists interviewed are happy with access to
GeoRef and BIG. Typically, they are users
who enjoy literature searching and have taken
the trouble to really learn the system, or have
access to experienced searchers.
Library Use. Libraries and librarians received high marks from their geoscience clientele. Of paramount importance are convenient physical access in terms of hours of operation and distance from the geologist's office.
Journal holdings are seen as a critical component of the collection. Although document
delivery is generally in the form of slow interlibrary loan, most users accept time lags of
four to eight weeks as inevitable and are grateful to be able to get material at all. Those who
had had access to outstanding libraries
through sabbatical leaves or previous positions nostalgically recall the excellent holdings. Geoscientists without libraries describe
coping behavior which incorporates extensive
telephone use to reach various personal contacts, including librarians.
Dependence of library users on librarians
increases as geologists have less and less time
for information seeking. Those in private
companies indicate they often just describe a
new project to the librarian and then return to
their offices, waiting for reports, database
searches, etc., to appear. Library nonusers
occasionally expressed negative opinions
about the library, but more often stated they
simply found the library unnecessary. They
are satisfied with their own books, journals,
reports, etc., and with their personal network
of colleagues.

Keeping Current
The most successful approaches to keeping
current are personal networks of colleagues,
browsing journals, and collecting reprints,
according to the study.
Personal Networks. The importance of
personal contacts in keeping currentcannotbe
overemphasized. One respondent stated,
"This week I received a dissertation from
Chicago, a manuscript for an article from the
University of Washington, and an NSF prospecial libraries

posal to review. Unsolicited information
comes in automatically." The respondent's
network consists of a group whose information channels include exchange of reprints,
manuscripts, and correspondence; telephone
calls; personal visits; and conversation and
presentations at both specialist meetings and
large conventions.
Two academics stressed the role of their
graduate students in keeping them up-to-date.
Their students know their interests and give
them reprints and references to the relevant
literature. In addition to sponsoring formal
seminars by visitors, some geology departments bring in well-known researchers to
speak informally about their work; such discussions are accompaniedby intense feedback
and commentary.
Personal networks begin during the student
years and continue to grow stronger throughout the professional ones. A geology teacher
in a small university in the Midwest slowly
builds her universe of colleagues while attending only one national meeting a year. In a large
midwestern university a young researcher has
greater accessto grants and travel; his network
expands more rapidly. Industrial geologists
tend to stay within their own organizations for
most of their personal contacts.
Time Constraints. "I have piles of journals
and reprints around my bed and desk. There is
simply not enough time to keep current,"-a
sentiment echoed by almost all participants.
Lack of time is especially a problem when
geologistshave to stay currentin several fields
or when techniques developed in other areas
are useful in geology and might appear in such
journals as IEEE Transactionsor Bell Systems
Technical Journal.
A geologist in a private company comments, "We find out this morning that something needs to be finished this afternoon and
written up by tomorrow. In an academic
environment it's very slow moving; they have
time to think and to get information they need.
We'realways ina hurry,and we have tocharge
our time, searches,and so forth to acustomer's
account." This policy certainly inhibits those
who would like to pursue something unrelated
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to current projects.
Meetings; E-Mail. About 75 percent of the
respondents reported they attend meetings at
least occasionally. Those unable to attend
cited lack of funds as the reason. Electronic
mail services such as Bitnet are used by only
11percent of the geoscientists.
Newsletters. The personal network has
spawned a kind of publication effective in
keeping researchers up-to-date. Research
newsletters are the "invisible colleges made
visible." (4) They are an alternative to the
formal review process of journals and are
particularly successful in paleontology where
descriptions of new species reach the specialist long before the same species are formally
reported in the literature. Newsletters support
communication in specialist areas such as
trace fossils,carbonates, calcareous nannofossils, karsts, bryozoa, and phosphorites. Some
geoscientists praise the newsletters in their
fields with great enthusiasm, "The Carbonate
Research Newsletter is great! Let's have more
newsletters in those well-defined, narrow disciplines. People would gladly pay." On the
other hand, newsletters are not a part of the
formal, reviewed body of scientific knowledge and for that reason are held in low esteem
by some.
Journals. The study registered a heavy
dependenceon personaljournal subscriptions,
and browsing new journals was the highest
ranked activity during visits to the library.
Some academics devote a specific time every
week or every month to scanning new books
and journals. "I scan all new journals, even the
esoteric ones." One geologist takes "piles of
journals" with him on the plane whenever he
travels, every two weeks or so. Most estimate
they look carefully at eight to 12 titles. Interdisciplinary researchers report using other
libraries,biology and chemistry, for example,
along with geology. About 20 percent find
reproduced tables of contents to be useful.
Several industrial geologists find valuable
their library's subscriptions to multiple copies
of journals for circulation purposes. Another
service offered by some special libraries and
highly praised by all who use it is the compi173

lation of highly selective summaries or annotations of articles on individual or company
interests. These summaries are produced by
informationspecialistsand are not the result of
automated SDI programs.
About half of those interviewed read
Science or Nature. Several commented that
the geosciences are not represented in these
journals to the extent other scientific disciplines are and are of less interest to geologists.
Fewer geoscientists read Geotirnes, AGI's
news magazine, which reports on selected
geoscience conferencesand covers news of individual scientists and societies.
In some of the interviews there emerged a
sense that many journals insufficiently cover
the interests of the intended audience, regardless of the breadth promised by the title. A
seemingly mainstream journal is not subscribed to by one hydrologist who finds its articles lacking in critical review, too narrow in
scope, and controlledby too select an editorial
board. Perhapsjournal specializationdoes not
always correspond adequately to the subdisciplinary and interdisciplinary breakdowns
within geoscience.
Reprint Collections and Personal
Databases. A geologist stated, "I threw away
my reprint collection. I had a card file cataloged and indexed-thousands of reprints. It
was becoming an end in itself." According to
a geochemist:
"My office is getting cluttered, and I worry
about the arrangement of my books and reprints. I've made several attempts at management of references and failed because one, I
couldn't keep up the card file; two. I began a
computer database but lost the data and never
began again, and three, I'm still looking for
suitable software, but I'll probably never go
back retrospectively. I would like to have an
assistant toorganizemyoffice and workonmy
reprints."

A sedimentologist working for a state survey
does not consider a computerized bibliographic database because she goes from project to project, each with different needs. She
sees others spending too much time agonizing
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over them and wants to use her time for other
activities.
Of the geoscientists interviewed, 25 percent
had established personal bibliographic databases, using a variety of software. Two geoscientists use the company mainframes for
databases, the others use micros. Project
teams in one company build a joint database
for their current project. Everyone adds references, accompanied by a sentence or two
about the article. A university professor photocopies tables of contents from selectedjournals, and takes them home to peruse, adding
relevant citations to his personal database.
The majority of geoscientists who have not experimented with setting up a personal bibliographic database either arrangereprints themselvesaccording to an author or subject system
or maintain manual card files of references.
Many are far behind in filing! One geochemist
photocopies reprints in order to file them
under more than one subject.
When Patterns Change
Ways in which most geoscientists seek information have not changed appreciably
through the years. The study did identify a
tendency, as time pressures increase, to become more systematic and selective and to
browse less. One respondent, in fact, calls
browsing a lost art, "I went to graduate school
at Yale and everyone browsed. People would
sit on the floor and read and then find something else and read that. The best grad students
were browsing freaks." Clearly, new technology has had an impact. One geophysicist
praises his new lap-top computer which he
uses in the library to enter journal citations
directly.
The study detected more significant variations in seeking information when geoscientists had experienced a major change in job or
status. Amount, type, and direction of incoming information changes as one goes from
being a specialisttoa generalistand vice versa,
from a field geologist to an administrator, or
from a government or industry scientist to a
geology professor. Those with increased outspecial libraries

side responsibilities find they need to seek
information less because it arrives automatically, thus visits to the library are not so
frequent. Such individuals might be journal
editors, chairs,or members of scientific panels
and committees, or geologists in the process of
developing regional or national databases at
their place of employment. When one becomes an authority in a specialized field, one
uses the library less.
Employers and the Public
Scientific Record

To some extent the type of employer affects
the public scientific record. This issue concerns information which should be in the formal geoscience literature and isn't, as well as
information which does get in but probably
shouldn't. Government and industry are generally associated with the former category, and
academic institutions with the latter.
Many times, information which needs to be
in journals, survey publications, and monographs isn't there or is very late. Most information is the result of research performed by
government agencies, and some (nonproprietary) originates in industry. A problem in
geological surveys is the time it takes to publish findings. One researcher reported his
work had to go through five editorial steps
before final publication in a numbered survey
serial. He also revealed results of a study
which ended up clothed only in a plain brown
wrapper without date or series. As another geologist put it:
''The bureaucracy in federal contract work
requires page after page of signoffs. A report
requires word processors, cartographers, and
editors, all of whom delay the information
going out. In addition there are logistical
problems such as people being sent the wrong
tape or a tape which is formatted wrong or is
unreadable."

One government geologist is beginning to
experience more restrictions on her research
as additional layers of management personnel
appear in her organization. In fact, bureaucracy can simply stifletheextra incentive it may
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take to get research results into the formal
literature.
For several researchers it is difficult to find
out what is being done in the national laboratories, and others point out that some of this
research will never be reworked for formal
publication. A professor who formerly
worked in a national laboratory characterized
many of its researchers there as "eight-to-five
people" with little incentive to go beyond the
internal report stage with their results. A
geologist in industry finds his company too
"provincial." He complains it "doesn't emphasize outside literature enough" and
strongly believes internal company reports
should include references to outside publications instead of mostly references to internal
ones. He thinks employees should publish
more outside the company when their work is
nonproprietary and would then have to cite the
literature. "Management doesn't encourage
outside publication, so people don't. Outside
publication keeps people up-to-date, more
rigorous. The role of impartial, outside reviewers is critical."
Ideally, of course, government and industry
will encourage employees to publish more in
the formal literature and give them time to do
so. In reality. this is often impractical. Most
geoscientists like the fact project work does
not drag on forever, but several said they wish
they could have extended a particular study to
the point where it would have resulted in a
significant contribution to the literature of
geology.
On the other hand, academic geologists are
under considerablepressure to publish. Granting agencies and university administrations
keep the ''publish or perish" syndrome alive,
forcing academics to publish prematurely,
break up the results of a project into several
papers to play the numbers game, and publish
the same work more than once with slight
variations. The resulting paper explosion
contributes to everyone's headaches, librarians and geologists alike.

Foreign Language Literature
Although a large majority of geoscientists

believeEnglish is the language of the sciences,
respondents expressed a wide range of opinions of the value of foreign language literature.
For some fields foreign work is clearly valuable. For example, mineralogists cite Japanese, French, German, and Italian literature;
paleontologists, Russian and Chinese; petroleum geologists, French; hydrogeologists,
Dutch and Israeli. These geologists comprise
the 34 percent of the study who do use, frequently or occasionally, foreign language literature.
The 66 percent who do not use foreign
literature fall into two categories. One group
takes an apologetic attitude,"About one out of
twenty papers that look good to me is in a
foreign language. I wish I could read it." They
think it is unrealistic to assume valuable foreign publications will be available in translation. A sizable second group believes foreign
literature, particularly Russian, Chinese, and
Third World publications, is valueless. Some
similarly discount Western European publications, suggesting that more and more Europeans publish in English. Further, they argue,
should an urgent need for foreign literature
arise, translations can be obtained.
Twenty-four percent have strong, negative
opinions about the value of Russian and Chinese research and publication. They complain
documentation for experimental work is lacking, illustrationsare poor, geological maps are
badly organized, reports often lack an index
map, and the work is overly descriptive. One
respondent believes the Russians are encumbered by the need for interpretations to be
consistent with whatever is in fashion and
pressure to publish causes some to simply
describe what they intend to do next.
A small minority have better things to say
about Russian literature. Two geophysicists
find the Soviets frequently offer new approaches to problems. One of them prefers
reading the original Russian and suggests libraries which are cancelling Soviet translations retain the less expensive originals. A
petroleum geologist comments, "Russian
geophysics, geochemistry, and petroleum
geology are very good. Russia has always
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been our equal in descriptive aspects; they
were behind in instrumentation, but that's no
longer true."
Questions need to be asked. How much of
the good foreign literature is actually translated? In those specialties where foreign research is valuable, how much is being lost to
American geologists who don't read foreign
languages? Will the minority of geoscientists
who monitor foreign language literature be
around in the future in the same numbers?

Conclusions
This study raises issues which must be
addressed if problems affecting the communication of geoscience information are to be
solved. It came as no surprisethat, for the most
part, geoscientists are pressed for time, depend heavily on colleagues,do not use bibliographic services as effectively as they should,
are not interested in end-user searching, read
relatively little foreign material, value journals highly, and do not employ computerbased shortcuts such as e-mail or personal
databases.
What is rather surprising is the extent of
their misconceptions, lack of knowledge
about services and procedures, and passive
acceptance of major inconveniences such as
several-week delays in obtaining materials
borrowed on interlibrary loan. The study also
showed interesting variations in patterns of
information seeking which depended on professional position and available time, as well
as problems resulting from constraints set by
employers.
Librarians can facilitate scientific communication by critically examining their role in
the process. The first step is to understand
users' information needs and problems. Geoscientists delight in discussing their work in
language understood by the uninitiated. Also,
talking with geoscientists on their own turf,
gives one an appreciation of each individual's
information-seeking behavior as shaped by
time available, habits, and, most interesting.
personality-their
perseverance, curiosity,
and ambitions. It is easy to understand why
special libraries

and ambitions. It is easy to understand why
some are reluctant to rely on the computer for
information retrieval and, if they do,
heir preference for a human intermediary who
understands the context and complexities of
their work. Interviewing users and nonusers
takes time, but provides insight into their interests, problems, frustrations, prejudices, and
successes.
Librariansshould undertake more personalized information analysis and dissemination.
Getting out of the library and into the laboratory to become a true knowledge consultant
requires additional time, of course, and a clerical staff to handle routine tasks. Users who
receive summariesof currentarticlesgeared to
their interests and projects describe such services with great enthusiasm. One librarian, for
example, analyzes energy and environmental
information (articles, news stories, proposed
EPA regulations, etc.) and provides her users
with a weekly newsletter; she believes it's
important to gear her dissemination to current
projects and she stays up-to-date on users'
interests. Another librarian sends copies of
potentially useful journal articles to her users.
More librarians should follow the example of
those graduate students who keep an eye out
for their professor's interests and give them
articles on a regular basis!
The escalating budget crisis in serials has
not diminished users' overwhelming dependence on them. Document delivery services,
supplying tables of contents from other locations on campus or in the company, alternatives to lengthy bindery delays, more sophisticated resource sharing-librarians must continue investigating ways to improve access to
these expensive and critical publications.
Geologists' opinions varied widely concerning the value of GeoRef. The startling
contrast between satisfied and dissatisfied
users of this database prompted examination
of some of the techniques used by those
searcherswho had the most enthusiastic users.
Their advice was explicit, "Use the thesaurus!
Many librarians are so addicted to free text
searching that they go to the thesaurus only
after poor results." When downloading, use
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good software, such as Smartcom 11, to produce attractive output; use a laser printer and
high quality paper which can be photocopied
and read easily.
In the output eliminate commands, line
noise, etc. and let users select the format; show
the exact Boolean strategy employed. For
complex searches,download a sample of titles
and let the user assist in improving search
strategy; the user becomes aware of how carefully a search must be constructed and learns to
participate more intelligently in search formulation. Give users the choice of downloading
to disk or paper; some prefer to edit searches
on their own micros. Edit for users if they
prefer not to see any irrelevant items. Instead
of teaching users to search, should librarians
concentrate on making them more informed
partners in the search formulation?
Geologists also need educating in other
respects. Those who use BIG and other
printed services often do not understand the
use of the thesaurus and would benefit from
specific search hints. They seem unaware of
translations indexes and databases and are
under the impression that if they can't read a
foreign language they have no alternative but
to somehow get it translated themselves.
Many geologists do not realize a database
exists whichcoversreportliterature. In setting
up their personal databases, most geologists
need assistance in the form of evaluationsand
summaries of software accompanied by advice in subject analysis and record structure.
Also, the use of e-mail among geoscientists
seems so rare that many, apparently, could
benefit from an introduction to networks such
as Bitnet.
Clearly, librarians and other information
specialists cannot solve all the problems in
geoscience communication. Geoscientists
themselves must assume a major share of the
responsibility. A first concern should be the
deteriorating condition of their public record
of research and development-the quality of
what goes into the record, omissions from the
record, and user-provided access to the record
are of critical importance. In addition, geologists should devote more attention to the archi177

val aspects of their data and information. Too
often,funds are available for the production of
data but not for its long-term maintenance,
processing, and access. Librarians will respond to quality of record by comparable efforts of retrieval and management.
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Botanical and Horticultural
Libraries in the U.S.:
A Survey of CBHL Member Libraries
Beth CIewis

H A questionnaire survey of members of the Council on Botanical

and ~ortlcultural~lbraries,Inc. (CBHL) Identifies the variety of
botanical libraries in the United States. The typical botany library
In thls sample is small, narrowlyfocused In its collection, attached
to a botanicalgarden or arboretum, and staffed by part-timeor one
full-time librarian. Only 33 percent of these librarians have educational backgrounds in botany or horticulture.

lntroductlon
LIBRARY collections in plant science are
found in a wide variety of libraries serving
botanical gardens, arboreta, universities,
museums, horticultural societies, and the
general public. While library and general
literature include a few articles profiling individual libraries (see Bibliography), a general
survey of botanical libraries is lacking. To
help fill this gap, a recent study collected data
on botanical libraries (spring, 1988) by surveying members of the Council on Botanical
and Horticultural Libraries, Inc. (see Appendix A for copy of questionnaire) C B H L
was founded in 1970 by a group of librarians
and other representatives of botanical and
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horticultural collections interested in promoting the exchange of materials and ideas. In
June 1987, CBHL had 61 institutional and 123
personal members according to the CBHL
Newsletter, no. 44. Members meet once a year
to discuss mutual concerns and visit a member
library. CBHL produces its Newsletter at
varying intervals providing news, reports
from meetings, job postings, conference announcements, and information on books and
other materials available for sale or exchange.
The study polled 51 libraries listed in the
1983 CBHL Directory of Member Libraries,
excluding members from outside the United
States, and libraries with agricultural or very
general collections. Usable replies were re-
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ceived from 43 libraries (84 percent) (see
Appendix B for list).

Table one divides the responding libraries
into seven categories by type.

Table 1. Types of Libraries

Botanical Garden Library
ArboreWarks
Botanical/Horticultural Societies
University Botanical/Horticultural
Library
University Science Library
Museum
General Library with Strong Botanical Collection

16
11
6

Total

43

4
2
2
2

Table 2. Regional Distribution of Libraries
Resion
New England
Massachusetts
Central Atlantic
New York
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Washington DC
South
Virginia
North Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Florida
Midwest
Illinois
Iowa
Ohio
Missouri
Minnesota
West
Colorado
Arizona
California
Washington
Hawaii
180
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Clientele

Services

The libraries were asked to give their primary user groups. Predominant groups mentioned were staff of the parent organization (49
percent of the libraries); the general public,
including visitors, gardening enthusiasts, local students, and ILL requesters (44 percent);
members (33 percent); and botanists or other
scholars (33 percent). While many botanical
libraries are not readily accessible to the public
because of restricted hours or limited staff,
only nine percent of the respondents indicated
the public is not allowed to use the collection.

Table three ranks services offered by the
libraries to primary users and to other user
groups.
At this time the use of online bibliographic
databases does not appear to be widespread,
though some librarieshave accessto computer
services through a parent library. Table four
lists databases searched in order of popularity.
Locally produced databases are also important in some botanical libraries. One example
is the FLORUTIL (Plants at Risk in the Sonoran Desert) database maintained by the Richter Memorial Library in Phoenix.

Table 3. Services Offered by Libraries
Services to Primary User Groups

Percentage of Libraries

Reference
Borrowing
Interlibrary Loan
Archives
OnlineISDI
Other
Services to Others

Percentage of Libraries

Reference
In-house Use
Borrowing
OnlineISDI
No Services
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Staff
Each library was asked to list the number of
librarians, full and part-time, and the number
of nonlibrarians on its staff. Responding libraries reported a total of 100 librarians (62
full-time and 38 part-time), and 118nonlibrarian staff. Thirteen libraries are run by parttime librarians, five by nonlibrarians only.
Background information on each professional librarian was also requested, using a
checklist of various educational and professional qualifications. Table five summarizes

the reported backgrounds of the 92 librarians
for which this information was provided.
Most checked more than one option. One
library reporting professional staff did not
answer this question.
Background findings were echoed in the
comments section of the survey, in which
some librarians remarked that, while a background in botany is helpful in this field, and
even mandatory for some positions, most librarians had learned what they needed to know
on the job.

Table 5. Backgrounds of Professional Library Staff
Percentage of Librarians

Background
Coursework or degree in a nonbiological field
Previous experience as librarian in a
non-biological field
Coursework or degree in botany/
horticulture
Previous experience as a biology
librarian
Coursework or degree in biology
Previous experience as a botany librarian
Other (mostly on-the-job experience)

Collections and Subject Strengths
Libraries in the sample hold a median of
1,000 monographs and 200 serial subscriptions. Information about collections was gathered from the Directory when not provided by
the libraries. Forty-four percent of the libraries collect microforms-primarily herbaria
Index Kewensis and The Grey Herbarium,
Index, seed lists, botanical illustrations, taxonomic and classic monographs, serials,theses,
and documents. Table six ranks various special formats according to popularity.
Among the most frequently mentioned
subjects collected by these libraries were hor-

ticulture, botany, landscape desi&architecture, and gardening. About a quarter of the
libraries focus on specific species or the ecology of a particular environment or locale.
Examples include desert ecology, Midwest
horticulture, cacti, orchids, and bromeliads.
Other topics collected include the history of
science,agriculture, forestry, taxonomy, plant
hunting, flower arranging, herbals, world floras, and botanical illustration.
Most libraries report collecting a diversity
of subjects; by category, libraries in botanical
gardens and botanical/horticultural societies
are more likely to collect materials on gardening, history, plant hunting, and the botany of
special libraries

specific plants, while university libraries collect mostly "hard" botany, including systematics, taxonomy, anatomy and physiology.

Arboretalparks libraries collect horticulture
and botany with a smatteringof other subjects.

Table 6. Speclal Formats Collected by Libraries
Format

Libraries

Slides
Pamphlets
NurseryISeed catalogs
Art and objects
Rare Books
Maps
Vertical Files
AudioNideo Tapes
Photographs

Cooperation

Thirty-fivepercent of the responding libraries belong to OCLC, and 12percent belong to
RLIN. Overall,72percentreportparticipation
in networks or cooperative agreements for the
purpose of consulting on reference questions,
sharing books, services, cataloging, indexing,
and photocopying. Examples of such networks or organizations include CBHL, RLG,
TANSIL (The Association of Natural Science
Institutions Libraries),and regional, state, and
city-wide library systems (i.e., The Central
Colorado Library System).
Some libraries report reciprocal arrangements with other botanical or museum libraries in their area or specialty. For example, the
Rhododendron Species Foundation maintains
ties with the City of Seattle Arboretum,
Meerkirk Garden, and the Center for Urban
Horticulture in Washington State.
Comments written by respondents underscore the importance of cooperation to libraries with limited resources. Several persons
said CBHL helps them keep up with events in
the field and provides information about botanical books available for sale or exchange.
Others noted problems typical of special
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librarianship, such as isolation. Somelibraries
are branches of large library systems, and
mentioned problems with limited space and
budgets. Many commented that in a special
library such skillsas management,and general
library experience can be as important as
subject expertise.
According to one respondent, "Subject
background is always useful, but it is possible
to learn a lot on the job and make up for a lack
in formal subject training. A good memory,
patience with details and an interest in the
history of the subject are important. We deal
largely with taxonomic botany here [Smithsonian] and so use much of the old literature;
it is quite different from a collection dealing in
physiology."
Libraries in botanical gardens, museums,
and 'nonprofit organizations spoke of their
reliance on volunteers and donations. Low
salaries are also a concern.
Except for a few major libraries at such
institutions as the New York Botanical Garden, the botanical and horticultural libraries in
the United States are small and focus on the
needs of their parent organization,though they
often serve as an important resource for local

residents. Cooperation enables them to pool
resources and share ideas. While financial
conditionsare apparently not ideal, encouraging trends identified by the survey include an
interest in shared databasesand other cooperative ventures.
A final issue mentioned by one respondent
is the need for CBHL to attract more members.
University science libraries with important
botanical collectionsare currently underrepresented. Involvement by more botanically
strong libraries could help foster cooperative
efforts. Further research in this area might
investigate such topics as innovative ways for
museum/arboretum/garden libraries to overcome limited resources, the role of such libraries in their parent institutions,and the interaction of botany/horticultural librarians with
both professional clientele and the public.
Since a number of botanical libraries do not
belong to CBHL, a follow-up study of non-

CBHL librariesmight provide a more comprehensive picture.

Membership
Membership in the Council on Botanical
and Horticultural Libraries is open to botanical and horticultural libraries of both public
and private institutions. Individual memberships are available to anyone interested, particularly librarians and persons from the horticultural and botanical professions. Institutional membership is encouraged and is open
on a worldwidebasis tobotanical and horticultural libraries of any size.
Annual dues are $50 for institutional members and $20 for individual members. Applications for membership should be directed to
John F. Reed, treasurer. Checks should be
made payable to The Council on Botanical and
Horticultural Libraries, Inc.

Appendix A. Questionnaire
Services
1. Who are the primary users of your library?

2. What services do you offer your primary users? Please check all that apply:
a. Borrowing privileges
b. Reference
c. ILL borrowing
d. Online searchingISD1
e. Archives
f. Other (Please explain)

3. If you offer online searching, what databases do you frequently use? Please check all that apply:
a. BIOSIS
b. CAB
c. AGRICOLA
d. Other (Please list)
4. What s e ~ i c e do
s you offer persons outside your primary user group? Please check all that

apply:
a. None - the library is for primary users only
b. Reference
c. Use of materials in the library
d. Borrowing privileges
e. Online searching
f. Other (Please explain)
special libraries

Staff
-

5. How many full-timelibrarians are on your staff? How many part-time librarians? How many
nonlibrarians are on your staff (full or part-time)?
6. Please list each librarian on your staff by hisher position and indicate hisher academic1
professional background, using one or more of the options listed below:
a. Coursework or degree in botany specifically
b. Coursework or degree in biology
c. Coursework or degree in a non-biological field
d. Experience as a botany librarian before current
position
e. Experience as a biology librarian before current
position
f. Experience as a librarian in a non-biological field
g. Other (please explain briefly)
Collection

(For questions 7-13 you may indicate "use information in 1983Directory of CBHL Members"
if you prefer, but please check to be sure that information is still accurate and up-to-date.)
7. Approximately how many monographs does your library hold?
8. How many current serials subscriptions?
9. How many microforms? What sort of materials do you keep in microforms?
10.Please note any special materials held by your library, including quantities,such as pamphlets,
slides, paintings, and so forth.
11. Please list the subject strengths of your library.
12. Please list any publications describing your collection.
13. Are you a member of OCLC? Other bibliographic utilities?
14. Do you cooperate with other libraries on a local, regional, or national level for collection
development or to share services and resources? Please describe.
15. May Irefer to your library by name, if necessary, in any articles based on this survey?
16. Please check if you would like a copy of any articles or papers based on this survey.
17. Please add any information here that you feel would be helpful to students or others interested
in botanical libraries (such as future trends as you see them, necessary experience for work
in a botanical library, your involvement in library organizations, etc).
Appendix B. Participating Libraries

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, PA.
Bernice P. Bishop Museum Library, Honolulu, HI.
Bickelhaupt Arboretum Free Lending Library, Clinton, IA.
Birmingham Botanical Gardens, Horace Hammond Memorial Library, Birmingham, AL.
Cherokee Garden Library, Atlanta, GA.
Chicago Botanic Garden Library.
Dawes Arboretum Library, Newark, OH.
Delaware Valley College of Science and Agriculture, Joseph Krauskopf Library,
Doylestown, PA.
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Denver Botanic Gardens, Helen Fowler Library.
Desert Botanical Garden, Richter Memorial Library, Phoenix, AZ.
Dumbarton Oaks Garden Library, Washington, DC.
Garden Center of Greater Cleveland. Eleanor Squire Library.
Harvard University, Farlow Reference Library.
Holden Arboretum, Warren H. Coming Library, Mentor, OH.
Horticultural Art Society of Colorado Springs Library.
Huntington Botanical Gardens Library, San Marino, CA.
Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation, Hunt Botanical Library, Pittsburgh, PA.
Kingwood Center Library, Mansfield, OH.
Library Company of Philadelphia.
Longwood Gardens, Inc. Library, Kennet Square, PA.
Los Angeles State and County Arboretum, Plant Science Library.
Maryland National Capitol Park and Planning Commission Library, Silver Springs,
MD.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston, MA.
Missouri Botanical Garden Library, St. Louis, MO.
Monroe County Parks Arboretum Library, Rochester, NY.
Morton Arboretum, Sterling Morton Library. Lisle, IL.
New England Wild Flower Society, Inc. Library, Framingham, MA.
New York Botanical Garden, Cary Arboretum Library, Milbrook, NY.
New York Botanical Garden Library, Bronx, NY.
Oak Spring Garden Library, Upperville, VA.
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society Library, Philadelphia, PA.
Planting Fields Arboretum Horticultural Library, Oyster Bay, NY.
Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden Library, Claremont, CA.
Rare Fruit and Vegetable Council, Pompano Beach, FL.
Rhododendron Species Foundation, Federal Way, WA.
Smithsonian Institution Libraries, Botany Library, Washington, DC.
Temple University, Ambler Campus Library, Ambler, PA.
University of Iowa, Botany-Chemistry Library, Iowa City, IA.
University of Michigan, Matthaei Botanical Gardens, Ann Arbor, MI.
University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum, Anderson Horticultural Library,
Chanhassen, MN.
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of Botany Library.
University of Pennsylvania, Moms Arboretum Library, Philadelphia, PA.
Wilmington Garden Center Library, Wilmington, DE.
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AN ELECTRONIC BULLETIN
BOARD: LIBRARY
G. Lynn Tinsley

Electronic bulletin boards and mail systems are the main form
of daily communication for members of the computer science
department at Carnegie Mellon University. This technology lends
itself quite naturallyto informationtransfer. Strategiesforextending library services are as close as a computer terminal. An
electronic bulletin board called LIBRARY was developed which
displays the current table of contents for more than 33 scholarly
journals. Each display is entered in ANSI standard format and is
archived to a computer account available for public searching.
This paper discussesthe organizational preparation and management of the bulletin board.

ELECTRONIC bulletin boards and mail
systems are the main form of daily communication among members of the computer science department at Carnegie Mellon University. There are more than 1500users of the department's network. Strategies for extending
library services to this user community are as
close as a computer terminal. Assisting a
person's research and study habits by offering
access to information on a system already
heavily accepted and utilized is logical. Such
technology lends itself quite naturally to information transfer. With the idea of enhancing
technology transfer in mind, and as a current
awareness service to the community, an electronic bulletin board called LIBRARY was
developedat CarnegieMellon University. This
bulletin board displaysthe tableof contentsfor
188

37 scholarly journals as they are received in
the library. It also features timely posts ofnew
monographs acquired for the collection in the
fields of computer science and robotics.
This paper discusses the organizational
preparation involved in beginning an electronic bulletin board service, the management
and upkeep of the bulletin board, the feedback
generated from the users, and future directions.
The service was designed to augment the
researcher's efforts to keep up with the latest
literature in hisher field at the touch of a
terminal keyboard by electronicallyproviding
current awareness service to the computer
science department and all users on the network and to promote bibliographic standards
within the department. As added features,
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each citation is entered already formatted for
use in local Carnegie Mellon document production editors, Scribe and LaTex, and follows the American National Standard for
Bibliographic References. The organization
and preparation required before launching the
project yielded many concerns. Foremost
were journal title selection criteria, data input
manpower, entry format, and timeliness.
Following sections address these issues.

to allow for standardized input and includes
fields for author, title, journal name, etc., formatted to produce the correct document production output. A location note was added to
the template as a local finding tool. Information provided in each field guides the user to
the exact library location for the item and may
also give furthershelvinginformation (Figure
1).

Figure 1. Template Example.
Organization and Preparation
ScribeILatex Template
The Engineering & Science Library maintains over 2,000 journal subscriptions with
approximately 130 titles targeted for shelving
in a special browsing room set aside for use by
computer science/robotics clientele. Selection of project titles began from this list of
more than 130 titles. A questionnairehad been
sent to each faculty member in the computer
science/kobotics department asking which of
these scholarly titles they used in their own
research and which titles would be educationally broadening to their students. A compilation of survey information and conscious efforts to eliminate concentration in one field
resulted in the beginning list of featured titles.
The list evolved as new titlesbecameavailable
and other titles were identifiedas unnecessary
inclusions.
Carnegie Mellon's computer science department has amechanismknown as the Liebermann Queue, which helps spread occasional
tasks that must be done among all qualified to
do them, ensuring the smooth running of the
department by distributing these tasks fairly
and regularly. Points are given by the task.
tasks are listed and then chosen by a department member to perform. This method of
acquiring manpower to input the table-ofcontents project data, without cost to the library, was proposed; it quickly became a
popular job and eight graduate studentssigned
up to begin.
Each volunteer selected four or five titles of
interest or relevance to hisher own research
from the master list. A template was designed
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KEY= "xxx",
AUTHOR="xxxW,
TITLE= "xxx",
JOURNAL="xxx"
PAGES="xxx",
VOLUME="xxx",
NUMBER="xxx",
MONTH="xxx"",
YEAR="xxxW,
LOCATION="xxx")
Each article is entered following the ANSI
Standard for Bibliographic References,
239.29- 1977,compiled by a subcommitteeof
ANSI, chaired by Ellis Mount. Instructions
for following the standard were provided to all
volunteers. Any bibliographic format questions which arise are directed to the bulletin
board administrator (the computer science
librarian) for a decision. Photocopies of the
table-of-contents of newly arrived issues are
obtained through a serviceofferedby the CMU
Libraries System called the Journal Article
Delivery Service (JADS), and passed to volunteers. The photocopying saves constant
checking of library shelves for incoming issues and alerts the volunteer of its receipt.
Development of a computer program called
LBP, written by oneof the volunteers,spawned
the automation of the input process. Each
journal title is inserted into a template version
of LBP, saving the volunteer re-keying of

repetitive information. For each individual
journal title only unique changes such as author, title of article, volume number, issue
number, and month, are added.
Each completed table-of-contents is then
sent to the documentproduction editor (Scribe)
which takes the raw text and produces a nicelooking bibliography. The input file is then
mailed electronically to the bulletin board
administrator for posting.

Management & Upkeep
Posting is only done by the administrator,
with each post signed by the volunteer to
ensure quality control. The information is
actually posted twice, first in document-production form and then in template format.
Double posting offers the reader an easy reading format for current awareness and following and a formattedtemplateready to copy and
insert in a local text file or document.
Bulletin boards abound on the computer
science network and each provides a service.
Needan apartment,car,orwish to sell an item?
Tapping into or posting on the apartment or
market bulletin board will help you out. Have
an opinion you'd like to share with others?
Take a look at the opinion bulletin board
information transfer in the broadest sense of
that term. Why not extend this communication to library applications?
Posting to a bulletin board is generally done
by the community at large. The only need in
applying for a bulletin board for this project
was that only the librarian post items to ensure
quality entries. Each volunteer mails the formatted table-of-contents to the librarian first,
the entry is saved as a file, checked for errors.
and then posted to the bulletin board. So far,
no random postings have been generated. The
library has also been given its own computer
account on a CS Unix Vax for electronic mail
messaging and file production. It is the CS
Unix Vax accountwhich acts as the archivefor
posted files.
Each journal table-of-contents is archived
in two ways: as it appears in readable, bibliographic style, and as it appears in template

form. Consequently, two files exist for each
contents entry. These files are distinguished
by different file extensions. An example is the
March 1987 issue of the Communications of
the Association for Computing Machinery, v
30, 3. The issue would be listed in the file
directory calledCACMunder"v30.3doc" and
also as "v30.3.Lbib." The "doc" files the
easily readableonlineversions, while the "ibib"
files are the template version are prepared for
inclusion in alocally produced document. It is
surmised that a user would access the "doc"
files for searching or quick scanning of titles
and the "ibib" files would be accessed to pull
the information for addition in a locally produced bibliography once it was identified via
the "doc" search.

Searching the Files
Each archived file is publicly available for
searching. It is possible to search files in the
Unix environment by using a function called
"grep". Commands of the grep family search
input files for lines matching a particular pattern. A regular expressioncan be searched and
simple strings are accepted such as author
names or terms.
Grep processes arequest and produces a list
of files which contain the term($ chosen in the
citation. The information provided will include file directory, the file name, and title of
the article found. An author search will give
both the name and article title.

Feedback
From the outset, developers of the bulletin
board admitted to network users that "LIBRARY" was an experimental bulletin board
and would evolve as time passed. Imperfections would undoubtably appear and the developers encouraged problems be brought to
their attention, to identify needs that had not
been addressed.
Proposed ideas included expanding the information posted to include conference proceedings and technical report citations, restructuring the posts themselves, and several
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requests to set up the archived posts in both the
Scribe and LaTex document production format. The last suggestion was implemented.
Feedback from users also generated more
volunteers and some thank-you's for its timeliness!

Why Offer This Service?
Marketing of the service is natural. The
atmosphere of the computer science department is one whereeach memberconnectswith
hidher world via the computer and its myriad
feast of bulletin boards, files, and mail features. Natural curiosity and the desire to
obtain timely information at the touch of a
button, in the comfortof home or office, aid in
selling the library's willingness to serve and
also promote its ability to support the research
needs of its audience. All of the information
displayed is available on site. Photocopies of
articles can be obtained through the Journal
Article Delivery Service (JADS). For a minimal fee the researcher can have the full text
delivered to hisher campus address. A researcher's request can be generated while
online by sending electronic mail or by filling
out a request form in the library.
The library is constantlybypassed as a source
of information for the researcher. A common
method of obtaining a needed article, reference, or body of references, is to post a message on a bulletin board, thereby soliciting a
response from the network users. Such posting is a prime example of the "invisible college" in electronic form. Educating thecamegie Mellon population about the functions and
services of the library and the librarians becomes achallenge which can be met by applying the Dominos Pizza concept of "we deliver
to your door in 30 minutes or less."

Futuristic Outlook
Future options for easier input include pur-
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chasing an opticalcharacterrecognition reader
to digitize the contents page and post it automatically. Manual changes would have to be
made to the input text to offer the extra options
of complete ANSI bibliography format in
documentproduction-ready form. Some major
publishers like Pergamon are now offering
Softstrip (a registered trademark of Cauzin
Systems,Inc.) data strip as a way of reproducing table of contentspages in a form which can
be scanned and input to personal computer
database software (i.e., DBASE 11, Lotus
Symphony) to avoid manual data input.
Softstrip readers and accessories can be purchased at computer stores for around $200.
Several major institutions have met and
spoken of the need to create an electronic
database of the title contents of current scientific and technical journals and conference
proceedings which could be shared. Inputing
could be done locally and then shared with
member institutions. The database could then
be tailored to the holdings of each library for
current awareness and searching. Although
IS1currently is offering acustomized table-ofcontents service for use on a mainframe system, it is at an astronomical price out of the
range of many libraries. The authorpersonally
contacted several publishers and societies at
the SLA exhibition booths last year and asked
if they had any plans to offer their contents
pages in any data/strip electronic form. Many
were interested but unsure of future plans.
Looking to the future of the "electronic
library" is a vision of a project group at Camegie Mellon called MERCURY. The goal of
MERCURY is to establish a Center for the
Study of Electronic Information. This center
will undertake the research and development
necessary to realize the vision of the electronic
library. A pilot program is planned which will
create a prototype library consisting of existing machine-readable versions of full-text
information in the computer science subject
area. Thecomputer scienceresearch arena has
been selected as a testing ground due to the
familiarity of its constituency in utilizing information electronically and because bodies
of information are available in this field in
191

electronic form. The one-and-a-half years of
text files archived from the library bulletin
board posts will be used in the pilot study.
The creation of LIBRARY was a way of
making use of a library's available technology; the bulletin board and its parent archive
are ever-growing and new ways to market it to
the larger university community are being
investigated.
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The Information Manager as
Provider of ~ducationalServices
Martha Jane K. Zachert
H Technological changes, among other factors, have created a

demand for educations1servicesh special libraries, information
centers, and inthe broadercommunitiesofinterest for information
managers. Acceptance as a role of educational advisor and designer of educational services provides an expansion of traditional horizons for special librarians. Strategies already wellknown to special librarians are called for, as well as challenging
new ones. Consequently, there is considerable potential for
expanding personal horizons in offering these new services. The
decision to initiate educational services in a special library or
informationcenter must acknowledgebothvalues and difficulties.
Questions decision makers must answer in order to make valid
iudaments are stated.
Background of a Need
PROVIDING information precisely and
quickly is the service that earned special librarians their place in the business world. The
role of educator, for special librarians, has
been an uncommon one historically. Except,
of course, in academic special libraries where
bibliographic and library use instruction has
long been a major role.
The last 20 years have seen steady changes
in the information environment. In this time,
special librarians have broadened their horizons as the situation demanded. For example,
as the stock of books, serials and documents
grow larger and more complex,and as professions not traditionally information-oriented
became so, speciallibrariansadded total information resource management to their skills.
Also in the past 20 years, technology expanded speciallibrarians' capabilities. At first
the new technology simplified jobs in many
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ways, but eventually it added complexity to
the point of disorder through an unbounded
growth of hardware and software. Again,
special librarians' horizons were expanded
and technologybecame a tool. They learned to
design and market new information products
and services.
At the same time that resources have been
proliferating and special librarians have been
learning to deal with them, information-dependent users have found their college-learned
library skills insufficient in today's high-tech
information environment. Workers are often
faced with diagnosing their own need before
they can ask a clearcut question that elicits the
needed answer. Users are frequently limited
in stating their needs by their inability to consult databases in a preliminary way. Those
who generate information, as well as those
who use it, are finding they also must be able
to manage information.
Users now face each working day frustrated
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from information overload, technological
overload, and minimal or outdated skills for
getting help. One of the ways information
specialists can alleviate users' information
problems, and once again expand traditional
horizons, is offer them carefully selected
educational services.
Frontrunner libraries are finding audiences
of users for whom educational services are
proving valuable. By teaching users to be
more efficient, libraries find they can provide
information more effectively. As always,
providing information is the major goal.

equipment took on educational tasks for the
entire group. The obvious economic advantage of having such peer education locally
availableand custom designed has led to more
and more of it being offered. Some special
libraries use their capability to mount peer
education as part of their contractual input into
networks; others use it for direct dollar input to
their parent organizations.
To meet the needs of all audiences-users,
staff, students, and information professionals-special librarians are again expanding
their horizons to learn the skillsof educational
planning and delivery of educational services.

Additional Audiences
Study of the "educational services" phenomenon in special libraries has shown that
the educational skills special librarians have
learned for teaching users are being used for
three additional audiences: staff, students of
library and information science, and other
information professionals in one's geographic
vicinity. ( I ) Users have some responsibility,
and the special librarian may well ask, "What
responsibility does a special library have to
these three additional groups?"
Education of staff is a constant and traditional concern in a busy special library. Frequently encountered responsibilities include
orientation of new staff, introduction of untrained support staff to new jobs, and updates
of many kinds for all staff. Such training is
time-consuming and labor intensive. Usually
it has to be carriedoutin-house. Staff training,
like user education, lends itself to educational
planning.
Does a special library have a responsibility
to students? Recognition of the needs of
special libraries in the graduate library schools
and of the value of internship experience for
students is increasing. (23) Special libraries
are cooperating with library schools to meet
students' needs for their own sakes and for the
sake of the profession. ( 4 5 ) Like staff training, internships are time-consuming and labor
intensive for the host library,but they also lend
themselves to educational planning.
Informationprofessionals not on one's own
staff were not thought of as alibrary's responsibility until networkingdemonstrated that all
members of the network team need to have
certain knowledge in common. Network
member libraries which had specific skills or

Exam~lesof the Trend
Examples of this trend will be limited to the
needs and responses in three kinds of special
libraries: law libraries, health science libraries
and corporate libraries. The trend towards
providing educational services does not include orientation to a special library or information center. Orientation activities, an acknowledged need and service to users, are
classified as public relations. Orientation has
been, and is, frequently offered by all kinds of
special libraries.
Educational services address a more complex need and require a different level of planning expertise, are usually custom-designed,
and call for a greater breadth of teaching skills
than does orientation.
Law Libraries. The development of layers
on layers of finding tools between legal researchers and their primary sources has complicated the searching process. Computerassisted legal research offers net potential, but
also requires new skills. The nature of legal
research itself has changed from narrow reliance on laws and cases to a humanistic focus
on the literature of the social sciences, requiring the use of more, and different, databases.
The traditionally trained legal researcher,who
prefers personal searching to the service of a
surrogate, is now at a serious disadvantage in
planning strategiesand in searching.
Law school librarians, law f m librarians,
and court librarians are observing how these
problems affect their clients. They see legal
researchers who are now willing to be taught
bibliographic problem solving and searching
skillsbeyond thetraditionallaw schoolcourses,
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especially in relation to computer-assisted
research and the use of multiple databases.
Increasingly, these researchers are willing to
accept librarians as surrogates; they then need
tobe taught to interact with intermediaries. In
response to these changes law librarians are
experimentingwith new educational services.
(6,7,8)
Health science libraries. Health science
libraries have similar problems with their literature and databases. Long accustomed to
surrogate searching,their users have suddenly
become end-users. In response, the libraries
have evolved their educational services into
coordinated programs called "information
management education," programs which
tackle a wide range of skills and concept education.
Academichealth sciencelibrariesbegin with
the familiar 1ibraryPiterature introduction.
They branch into teaching the literature of
medical specialties, add computer skills, and
coordinate all of this by teaching total information management for personal use. They
are currently emphasizingend user instruction.
(9) Non-academic health science libraries,
serving clinicians and researchers,tend to pick
up where professional school introductions
leave off, adding to skills training instruction
in concepts. They teach specialized literature
use through databases, end user searching,
gateway systems, and personal information
management.
Corporate Libraries. Although the trend is
not as obvious in corporatelibraries, signs and
predictions are appearing. End user education, including gateway training as well as
searching specific databases, is the most significantsinglekind of user education reported.
There are indications, however, that more
comprehensive information management
education is also on the way, with emphasis on
private database management and the use of
compact discs. (10)

New Educational Formats
As well as reaching new audiences and
incorporating innovative subject matter, the
new educational services are adapting traditional formats and experimenting with others
until now unknown or little-used for library
teaching. Demonstrationsandtrue workshops
(in which learners try out new skills)predomi-
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nate, often combined with minilectures.
Seminars which balance minilechues with
audiencelexpert interaction are also popular.
Among the newer formatsarelunchtimebrown
bag discussion groupsand computerldatabase
user groups with librarian facilitators. Teleconferencing, talkback phone networks, and
interactive video have found special applications.
Notice the absence of traditional "library
courses" and "lectures"-both
declining in
use. Emphasis is now on techniquesappropriate for busy professional people, presented in
small topical segments at times and places
convenient for the learners. The important
roleof adults in their own learning is acknowledged through self-instructionalformatsranging from handouts (to take the learner beyond
the basics presented in group instruction) to
computer-assisted instruction. There is also
emphasison media from slide lecturesto interactive video, and on materials that are adaptable to either group or individual instruction.
Throughout all types of the educational services, there is informed concern that all educational servicesbe used to the economicadvantage of the library as well as all possible
advantages to learners.

Are Educational Services For You and
Your Library?
Is this summary description of what is new
a growing trend only of passing interest for
you? Or does the trend among some special
libraries mean you should rush to educational
servicesin your organization? Hopefully,you
will look at both the trend and your own
situation closely enough to make a professional judgment. The decision to move a
special library or information center into new
educational services must acknowledge both
values and difficulties. Questions you, as
decision maker, will have to answer include:

Need. Do users need educational services? Would staff, students, or other librarians benefit? How can you find out
what is needed and by whom?
Goals. What is the relation of educational services to existing organization
and library goals? Are new goals appropriate?

Cost. What could the costs of new services be? What conflicts in resource
allocation could arise if educational services were added? What would the impact
of educational services be on other direct
user services? Are staff and facility resources available for needed educational
services? If not, would the cost of attaining a state of readiness be offset by value
to the organization?

Quality. How can quality be assured in
educational services? What evidence of
quality can the library provide management?
Finally, and ultimately most importantof
all the questions for the decision maker:

BenefU. What are the benefits to the
organization? Can convincing evidence
of them be provided for management?
Another way to look at this question is: If
the needs for educational services are
real, what would be the cost to the parent
organization of not meeting them? Is it
possible to get reliable data about this
question?

What can be expected if educational activities are added to a library's services? The
background study for this paper, part of a
larger project, included intensive study of
speciallibrariesliterature sincethe mid- WOs,
supplementedby interviewsandin-housedocuments made available by libraries that are
frontrunners in the provision of educational
services in special libraries or information
centers.
Thesefrontrunnerstestify to many desirable
outcomes. First of all, previouslyunidentified
needs within your parent organization will be
met. Properly evaluated and reported, success
at providing educational services will enhance
management's perception of the value of the
library/information center. Additional benefits will accrue to the librarian: new respect
from management and library users; an improved personnel response to work; and increased personal satisfaction from learning
new skills and contributing to library education, to cooperativeprofessional projects and,
probably, to library literature. In some instancesexperienced library managers are finding educational services are the doorway, for
them, to new careers.

What of the Future?
Many special libraries have worked their
way through these questions and decided in
favor of offering educational services. Their
experience can be of help to you.
If you decide to consider educational services seriously, you will find marketing skills
will stand you in good stead as you segment
your markets and analyze their needs. Deciding to go forward with development of educational services will require some study of the
literature of educational planning. Educational development is remarkably similar to
administrative planning, but there will be
opportunity for new growth through your
preparation for educational design, presentation skills, and evaluation. When your offerings are ready, you will use known skills for
marketing these new library services.
In short, to extend a library's services into
direct teaching, the special librarian will build
on strength and also expand horizons as planner, manager, and-now4ducator.

The need for education will not end soon.
Private database producers will continue to
innovate. End user searching will spread to
new electronic information consumers- (11)
as will surrogate searching with information
professionals as intermediaries.Frank Spaulding (in Special Libraries. Spring 1988) predicts that anew role as "knowledge counselor"
will emerge. (12) This role, as seen by him and
others who are already experiencing it, is one
of "consulting, analyzing and working...in a
kind of partnership...more consultative and
less functionary" than present roles. As part of
this new role special librarians will function
much more as teachers.
New information professionals and intermediaries alike will need continual update.
The needs of surrogate searchers are different
from those of end users, necessitating differing educational services. (13) A need for welldesigned,coordinatedprogramsof educational
servicesis indicatedfor many special libraries.
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There is considerable potential for information managers who are willing to broaden their
horizons in order to become providers of these
needed educational services; pay attention to
this growing need.
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Management Of Bibliographic
Data Using Revelation
Amy Warner
Patrick H. Wenzel
Production and use of in-house databases are noted as a
phenomenon of interest to librarians. Various categories of
software which can be applied to that purpose are analyzed and
discussed. It is claimedthereare trade-offs inthe software market
and that one direction to take involves the investment of time and
effort in learning a general purpose package with a procedural
language. A small indexing system using a package of this type,
called Revelation, is described.
Introduction
INgeneral,literature dealing with the development of in-house databases on microcomputers in libraries inwduces and explains
general softwareevaluationcriteria,compares
and contrasts features of various packages, or
details the use of a particular package. This
paper describes a particular bibliographic
application of the Revelation database management system for microcompnters. It also
attempts to outline the position of Revelation
within the information management software
market and explains the options considered
and adopted because of the characteristics of
that market and of the intended application.

Information Management Software
Classification
As a class of software, all information
198

management programs perform three basic
functions. They store and retrieve information, manipulate and sort it into varying degrees, and use it to createreports. Within these
general features, however, there is a tremendous range of potential applications, capabilities, ease of use, and cost. To make senseof the
vast array of options, it is useful to consider
ways software may be categorized. (I) The
following categorization is particularly useful
since it emphasizes issues in which libraries
are particularly interested.
Bibliographicsoftwareis characterizedby
the use of a predefined record structuremeaning the database is already set up, and all
the user needs to do is input the data in the
appropriate fields. These systems are primarily used to print bibliographies, often in various standard or user-defined formats. An
exampIe of bibliographicsoftwareis PROCITE
by Personal Bibliographic Software,Inc.
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Text management software is characterized by the ability to create and maintain
inverted indexes on terms within an unstructured or structured text file. The unstructured
text file consists of running text not divided
into discrete fields, the structured file contains
data consisting of records and fields. Text
management packages alsotend to have strong
retrieval capabilities, usually including
Boolean logic and truncation of search terms.
Examples of unstructured and structured text
management systems are ZyIndex by ZyLab
Inc. and INMAGIC by INMAGIC, Inc., respectively.
Data management software is characterized by powerful abilities to manipulate individual fieldswithin records. This groupcan be
further divided into software which can open
and access only one data file at a time (file
managers), and software which can open and
access more than one data file at a time (true
database management systems). True database management systems are further distinguished from file managers in that they often
incorporate a procedural language, allowing
users to customize their applications. Examplesof common file and database management systemsare PC-FILEI11by Buttonware,
Inc. and dBASE III+ by Ashton-Tate, Inc.,
respectively .
In general, bibliographic and text management packages are considered "special purpose" (targeted for avariety of uses within text
processing and informationretrieval), whereas
data management packages are usually called
"general purpose" (targeted for business uses).
Revelation,by Cosmos, Inc.(2), is oneof the
first information management packages for
microcomputers which enables the user to
bridge the types of bibliographic,text management, and database management software. It
is a true database management system, having
powerful relational capabilities and a procedural language. Revelation can employ many
of the important features of an information
storage and retrieval system and provides
Boolean searching capabilities on variable
length fields and records (other aspects of
retrieval systems are more problematic). It
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can also be used to create features found in
bibliographic packages through its application
generator.

The Application
To demonstrate some of the capabilities of
Revelation, the authors designed and implemented a small personal indexing system for a
file of photocopied documents. The system
was implemented on an IBM PC-XT Model
286 with 512 K of expanded memory.
The documents to be described and indexed
consisted of approximately 600 photocopied
journal articles, book chapters,conferenceand
unpublished papers, as well as a few short
monographs and technical reports. Actual
physical items are sequentially numbered,
making addition of new items to the actual file
a straightforward process. The file spans a
large, interdisciplinary subject area (including information science,artificial intelligence,
research methods, and information technology).
Revelation was chosen for this application
over locally available software because it
incorporates necessary features. These features include the ability to handle variable
length records and repeating fields,createentry
screens,retrieve records using Boolean operators, print sorted, formatted bibliographies,
and maintain a record of who has borrowed
items from the collection.
Basically, the job required the package selected to support true data management (relational) as well as information retrieval (citation formatting and Boolean searching) capabilities. Other software considered included
dBASE I11 + (version 1.1-a relational database system);INMAGIC (version7.O-a structured text managementsystem);andPROCITE
(version 1.2-a bibliographicpackage). Given
the features required, Revelation was the only
package which provided all of them, although
some were more difficult to implement than
others.
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Revelation in General
Revelation consistsof severalmoduleswhich
function together as a relational database
management system. File management is
achieved through TCL (Terminal Control
Language), which operates at the command
level to perform various operations such as
moving, clearing,deleting,andrenarning files.
WESIGN creates data files, defines the
characteristics of the fields in those files, creates links between fields in separate files,
designs data entry screens, and displays and
edits existing data. RjLIST produces reports
in which specific records and fields may be
displayed. R/BASIC is Revelation's procedural language and is primarily used to customize applications. Although Revelation
does have its limitations, some of which will
be discussed below, its procedural language
gives a sophisticated user the ability to program many tasks unavailable within Revelation's other software modules.

records and truncation in others. Wasted
space can become a major problem when the
maximum record length is known and used as
the field length. Revelation accommodates
variable length data by delimiting individual
fields within arecord with a special character,
enablingthe softwareto address specificfields
within the record by locating the special delimiter.
Repeating fields are also easily accommodated within the system. Such accommodation is a valuable feature within bibliographic
data processing, since many fields, such as
author and subject heading are truly multivalued-separate values that mustbeaddressed
by the system in such operationsas sorting, indexing, and retrieval. Revelation uses a separate delimiter for multi-valued fields. Thus,
the system may address the individual values
in those fields, while maintaining the identities
of those values as multiple instances of the
same entity. No space is wasted, and all of the
sorting, indexing,and retrieving may takeplace
on these fields as single entities.

Data Storage and Maintenance
Database Design
Bibliographic data is primarily textual and
individual fields, particularly titles and abstracts, can range greatly in length from one
record to the next. A well-known deficiency
of many general purpose packages is that field
lengths must be specified when the databaseis
created, resulting in wasted space in some

A beginning menu allowsthe user to choose
data entry,circulation, or searching(figure 1).
Upon selecting data entry as the option, the
user is then presented with a menu of options
corresponding to the various entry screens
available (figure 2).

Figure 1 Bibdex Main Menu
19:27:14 3 OCT 1987
1. Enter Records
2. Check item(s) out
3. Check item(s) in
4. Search for item

FSToggle MAILlLAST menu Ctl-FS=TCL F9=END menu Reun=Run menu option

I
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19:27:14
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.

Figure 2 Bibdex Entry Menu
3 Oct 1987

Journal
Monograph
Analytic
Proceedings
Technical Reports
Unpublished Manuscripts

;5=Toggle MaiVLast menu Ctl-FSTCL F9=END menu Retrn=Run menu option

The actual documents which the authors
described and entered into the database consisted of the following bibliographic types:
journal articles, short monographs, analytics,
conference papers, technical reports, and
unpublished manuscripts. These separate
bibliographic types were considered parts of a
single database, whose fields are shown in
figure three. Thus, at an underlying level,data
for all document types were entered into a
single database. However, FUDESIGN was

then used to provide a variety of entry screens
with field designations specific to that bibliographic type. Using RDESIGN enabled the
designers to customize data entry to accommodate theactual discretebibliographic types.
Their single database structure/multiple entry
screens set-up enabled the designers to account for the variety found in the bibliographic
data while maintaining all data within a single
file. The entry screen for analytics can be
found in figure four.

Figure 4
BIBDEX Analytlcs Entry Screen

BIBDEX.Analytic.Entry Analytic Entry
ACCESSION #
AUTHOR
TITLE
BOOK EDITOR
BOOK TITLE
VOLUME
EDITION
PLACE
PUBLISKER

YEAR
PAGINATION
SERIES EDITOR
SERIES TITLE
SERIES NUMBER
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Figure 4
BiBDEX Anaiytics Entry Screen

BIBDEX.Analytic.Entry Analytic Entry
ACCESSION #
AUTHOR
TITLE
BOOK EDITOR
BOOK TITLE
VOLUME
EDITION
PLACE
PUBLISHER
YEAR
PAGINATION
SERIES EDITOR
SERIES TITLE
SERDES NUMBER

From the first menu (figure l), the user can
also opt to check in or checkout items from the
circulation module. The check-in screen is
found in figure five. In terms of underlying
design, BIBDEX (the citationsfile) is relationally tied tooneotherfde,called BIBDEXCIRC
(the circulationfile). BIBDEXCIRCconsists
of the @ID field from BIBDEX and the name

--

of the individual (NAME) who has borrowed
that particular item. The additionalfile,acting
as a simple circulationcomponent,capitalizes
on Revelation's relational capabilities. Use of
Revelation allows one to preserve the identity
of the two distinctentities(bibliographicitems
and persons) involved in the database system.

-

Figure 5
BIBDEX Check in Screen

BIBDEX No.: 112
112
Checked out to: John Smith
Date checked out 6/30/87
Check this item in? (Y/N): ?
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Searching the File
Semhing a file within bibliographic data
processing relates strongly to a system's indexing capabilities. Indexed fields within
bibliographic data processing include the au-

I

thor fields, title fields, bibtype, and a "basic"
index consisting of all single terms from these
fields. A sample s-h
showing some of the
system.s search and display capabilities is
shown in figuresix.

Figure 6: BIBDEX SEARCH AND DISPLAY CAPABILITIES
Welcome to the BIBDEX Database
The following commands are available for use in this database:

I

SEARCH term :searches for a term ,e.g.: SEARCH Computer
COMBINE set# AND/OR/NOT set# :combines two sets
BRIEF set# : displays brief author and title for set.
VIEW :lists the previous sets and their postings.
LIST set# : lists a retrieved set, e.g.: LIST S12
PRINT set# : prints the retrieved set
HELP command :displays complete command options.
END :ends a search session.
The initial letter is sufficient for most commands.
At the following prompt enter your command:

?SEARCH TI=COMPUTER
S1 :
4HITS
TI=COMPUTER
?S au=waltz
S2 :
3HITS
AU=WALTZ
?S1 AND S2
:
lHIT
S1 AND S2
S3
?C S1 OR S2
:
SHITS
S1 OR S2
S4
?S BIB.TYPE=P
:
15HITS
BIB.TYPE=P
S5
?C S4 NOT S5
S6
:
3HITS
S4 NOT S5
?BRIEF S6

l1
2
3

Somerville, Arlene N; The Place of the Reference Interview in Com

67
112
123

Sparck Jones, Karen; Compound Noun Interpretation Problems
Waltz, David L.; Pol Massively Parallel Parsing: A Strongly Inte

END OF SELECTED LIST
?LIST S6
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Figure 6.
67
Somerville, Arlene N. The Place of the Reference Interview in Computer
Searching: The Academic Setting. Online. l(4): 14-23; 1977 October.
112 Sparck Jones, Karen. Compound Noun Interpretation Problems. In: Fallside,
Frank; Woods, William A., eds. Computer Speech Processing. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice Hal1;1985: 363-381
123 Waltz, David L.; Pollack, Jordon B. Massively Parallel Parsing: A Strongly
Interactive Model of Natural Language Interpretation.CognitiveScience. 9(1): 5174; 1985January-March.
END OF SELECTED LIST
?END

Subjectsearchingassumeskeywords in titles
are sufficient indicators of content. The decision to use a separate subject indexing system
was decided against because the collection is
relatively small and the system will be used
primarily for known item purposes. Subject
indexing does not support true proximity
searching. Thus, phrase searching is an example of exact match searching; the phrase
must be keyed in exactly as it appears in the
title, regardless of where it appears in the title.
A further example of the intolerance of the
subject indexing system to inexact matches
occurs in the area of truncated searching,
another useful feature in many information
retrieval syslms. Because of Revelation's
scatterstorage method of storingdata, indexes
are not maintained in alphabetical order as
they are in other well-known general purpose
packages such as dBASE I11 +. Therefore,
Revelation only easily supports exact match
searching.
Subject indexing thus supports Boolean
searching on keywords and phrases through
programs written in its procedural language.
However, it should be reiterated that information retrieval is not a straightforward application in Revelation, unlike INMAGIC where
information retrieval capabilities can be
achieved with much less effort.
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System Output
Final system output is achieved through a
series of RIBASIC modules which format
citations according to the ANSI Standard for
Bibliographic References. (3) The program
consists of a driver and a series of modules
which are called by the driver. The module
which is called depends on the value found in
the BIBTYPE field. Each module consistsof
the programming statements necessary to
properly punctuate and indent the citation and
to perform line wrapping so words are not
broken in the middle. A final sample search
result is found in figure six. Final search
output is sorted alphabetically by author and
then by title. Note that R/LIST, Revelation's
report generator was not used, since it is designed with potential business applications in
mind--asisapparent in itsoutput style,which
is one record per line in column format.
Thus, Revelation can be made to format
citations. Its weakness in formatting stems
from the fact that the formatting feature must
beprogrammed; inaddition, each new citation
format requires additional programming.
Unlike PROCITE, citation formatting is not a
user-friendly process, since it requires programming effort.
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Conclusions
Revelation has proved satisfactory for bibliographic information retrieval largely because its procedural language. RIBASIC, allows the user to build in a number of capabilities not intended by the original designers of
this general purpose package. Indeed, the
term "general purpose" seems to be a misnomer. Revelation, like its counterparts in the
general purpose category,assumes a business
application. Revelation is set apart from other
software within the general purpose category
because useful features can be built in-features beyond the capabilities of others within
the general purpose category class. With the
necessary knowledge, skill, and time, one can
capitalize on Revelation's inherentpower and
its procedural language, and build in the features of informationretrievaland text management packages.
Why should Revelation be preferred over
packagesfor microcomputerswhich have been
designedandmarketedfrom the startfor bibliographic applications? The answer relates to
thecost in both time and money of automating.
A library considering a microcomputer software package to be used for a variety of applications should consider Revelation for the
followingreasons:
1. Its power allows one to customize a
variety ofapplications,ranging from bibliographic retrieval to true business data
management.

2. It allows the designer to build userfriendly menus for applications which
obscure the technicalities and difficulties
of the system from users; and
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3. It allows the designer to purchase and
learn only one system.
If Revelation can be used for bibliographic
applications, a use for which it was not really
designed, it is even more effective for record
keeping and true data management applications, of which there are many in libraries.
Revelation can be considereda multi-purpose
package and can be employed in a variety of
library tasks, from record keeping to information retrieval.
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The Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Transfer Center:
Strategic lnformation Management for Regional Economic Development
Ann Bishop
Robert Boissy
H Scientific and technical information (STI), technology transfer,

and local economic development are interwoven in this paper,
which reports on the results of a feasibility study done in the
Syracuse, New York area. lnformation needs and information
resources data were collected from local businesspeople, information professionals, university personnel, and secondary
sources. Upon examination of the data and consideration of
several information transfer models, a "switching station" design
was recommended. Service, staffing, administration, and critical
success factors for an ST1 switching station are discussed here.
Introduction
THE exchange of scientific and technical
information (STI) is a necessary part of successful technology transfer-an exchange
whereby new products and processes emerging from research are developed and, ultimately, commercialized in the private sector.
In many regions in the United States, local
initiatives to improve technology transfer have
been undertaken to promote economic development. Such initiatives represent a new
challenge and opportunity for information
managers. Establishment of an "ST1 transfer
center," functioning as a "switching station"
among the various constituencies which par206

ticipate in technology transfer, is one way to
harness availableinformationresources, local
scientific research, and technical expertise to
help those in a region cope with complex,
evolving economic conditions.
In the spring of 1987 the authors participated in a locally-funded project to study the
feasibility of implementing an STI transfer
center in the Syracuse, New York region. The
team's effortsresultedin areportrecommending the establishment of an STI transfer center
on the Syracuse University campus. (I) This
paper presents one method for conducting a
feasibility study for such a center and describes its possible structure and activities.
The paper also describes the role information
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managers can assume, either as coordinators
of STI switching stations or as special library
participants in aregionalST1transfer network.
With careful planning and the required knowledge and skills, information managers can
take the initiative in promoting local awareness of the value of STI, assessinginformation
needs, and identifying, designing, and implementing appropriate ST1 exchange mechanisms.

STI, Technology Transfer, and
Economic Develo~ment
STI is usually defined as "the product of
research and development (including) data,
understanding, knowledge, and insight." (2)
For the purposes of the feasibility study performed, this definition was expanded to include business information such as information relevant to accounting, marketing, business law, government, finance, and pricing.
Businessescanvassed stated such information
is necessary to improve their performances
which, in turn, contributesto economic development in the region.
An STI transfer center can be thought of as
the switching station in an information exchange network (see figure 1). An STI transfer
center differsfrom a library in that the center's

primary goal is to actively promote and support technology transfer; administratively, it
should remain independent enough to serve
regional goals. An STI transfer center would
probably devote most of its resourcesnot to the
development of a vast collection, but to the
management of free and fee-based services
such as:
Information and referral
Customized information brokering
activities
Access to commercial and in-house
databases
Seminars on technology transfer
Access to library reference and
business information resources
Transferand use of STI have been acknowledged as an importantcomponent in economic
development. In recent congressional hearings, the chair of the task group on National
Information Systemsreported, "the scientific,
technical,and economic progress and international competitiveposition of the United States
depends on ready accessto information as well
as its effective use." (3) Such advocacy for
STI accessand use has resulted in the implementation of a number of recent federal, state,
and local policies and initiatives.

THE ST1 TRANSPBP C E M E P :
OVERVIEW OF THE 'SWITCHING STATION MODEL
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Local initiativesinvolvebuilding new business "incubator" facilities,improving university support of technology development, and
developing high technology task forces and
sourcesof venture capital. (4) An ST1transfer
center is a local initiative aimed not only at
fostering development of new high technology businesses, but also at improving productivity and quality of existing businesses.

Conducting a Feasibility Study for an
ST1 Transfer Center
Information professionals can take the initiative in promoting the establishment of an
ST1transfer center in their region by conducting a feasibility study for such a center. One
should begin with apreliminaryassessmentof
the region's economic, information, and research and development"climates" in order to
determine whether a regional ST1 transfer
center is really needed or wanted. This determination could be made by:
Acquiring demographic information
about area firms-what kinds of businesses exist? How well are they doing?
How big are they ? What sort of changes
are expected in the next ten years?
Investigating the status of formal
economicdevelopmentprograms such as
small business development or technical
assistance programs.
Finding out aboutactivities,priorities,
and plans of the local chamber of commerce and other community organizations aimed at the improvement of regional economic development. This sort
of information can be acquired from standard reference sources, contacts with
individuals, or local news items.
The Syracuse,NY,feasibility study was initiated by writing a brief proposal and contacting possible funders. A conscious decision
was made to include a variety of stakeholders
as funders in order to get them working together on, and committed to, the proposed

center as soon as possible. Input was also
sought from an informal advisory board made
up of representatives from the funding agencies and a few outside experts. The study team
worked with a minimal budget and a fourmonth time constraint.
Figure two representsthe methodologyused
in the study; it is a general model and can
provide a starting point from which others can
develop their own plans. First, project objectives were established. The Syracuse study
had the following objectives:
Identify potential participants in an
STI transfer network and assess their
needs.
Inventory available ST1resources in
the region.
Propose possibleadministrativestructures and services for an ST1 transfer
center.
Identify and recommend solutions for
issuesrelatedtoestablishment of such
a center, seeking to build consensus
among key players.
Identify, and if appropriate, seek
sources for funding the center's implementation.
Promote local awarenessof the importance and value of STI in the process
of technology transfer and enhancing
the economic health of the region.
The bottom half of this list reflects discovery of a needed educational and public relations function. Study team members realized
contacting so many people gave them the
opportunity to lobby for the proposed center
and actually enhance the probability of its
eventual success by initiating the marketing
process. The aim then, was to generate a spirit
of cooperationamong groups with conflicting
values, goals, and interests, and to generate
positive publicity about the proposed center.
Next, a review of the literature revealed a
number of existing models for universitylindusuy collaboration. The models demonstrated a wide range of possibilities exist for
funding, administration, and services. Thus.
the literature review became a method for the
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study team to identify and discuss the appropriateness of this broad range of possible organizational and technical design alternatives
with the local community.
Data was then collected from the three
populations of interest-S yracuse University
faculty and staff, central New York libraries,
and central New York businesses.
Researchers and research administrators at
SyracuseUniversity were interviewedto learn
the level of information awareness, sharing,
and skills which could be attributed to researchers and administrators; and what types
of communication links with area businesses
already existed or would be desirable. Secondary publications were analyzed in order to
produce an inventory of Syracuse University
research activities. Questionnaireson current
or anticipated research and development activities, information needs, resources, and use
patterns were sent to a sample of small businesses in the area; a telephone follow-up was
conducted in order to increase the response
rate. In addition, directors of information
centers in a number of the area's largest firms
were interviewed by telephone or in person.
Questionnaireswere also sent to asample of
the region's academic, public, and special
libraries. The purpose of the questionnaires
was to assess the degreeto which area libraries
were prepared to participate in the proposed
ST1 transfer network in terms of their needs,
attitudes, skills, and current resources. Another goal was to begin defining a range of
possible roles for the participating libraries.
Key people in those libraries that might play
the most significant role in the proposed network werealso interviewed. These interviews
allowed more in-depth data to be gathered.
After a preliminary analysis of the findings,
study team members met with the advisory
board, giving them a finalopportunity to gauge
the degree of cooperation and consensus to be
expected from key participant. in the next
stage of center implementation. A final report
was distributed to all project funders, advisory
board members, and other individuals with a
prominent role in the region's technology transfer efforts. The report is currently under con-

sideration by an ad hoc committee set up at
Syracuse University to investigate possibilities for the implementation of an STI transfer
center on campus.

Designing and Managing the ST1
Transfer Center
Analysis of the feasibility study findings included considerationof avariety of alternative
designs for services, locations, and administrative structures for an STI transfer center.
Table one represents a number of activities
that might be performed by an STI transfer
center. Because the activities of any center
will vary with regional needs, assessment of
needs is the first,andprimary ongoing workof
any ST1center. In the Syracusecase,the most
pressing need was for the developmentof local
databases and access mechanisms for ST1
available from Syracuse University. These
databaseswould form thebasis for an information and referral service for the community's
research and development workers, faculty
experts, and businesspeople. Indeed,personal
communication, such as that supported by
information and referral, is generally understood to be the most effective means of exchanging information to support technology
transfer processes.
The quality of the referral services of a
center depends upon another ongoing activity-identifying and forming links of trust
with other STI providers. This means contacting and then connecting information professionals in special and corporate libraries,academic libraries, information centers, and existing networks in order to form an information transfer infrastructure supporting STI
transfer for regional economic development
goals. Librarians in large public facilitiescan
alsocontributeby interfacingtheir preexisting
interlibrary loan network and their business
and technical reference capacity with an ST1
transfer network. In the Syracuse scenario,
regional special librarians participate in the
ST1 infrastructure as ST1 providers (where
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participation does not conflict with proprietary restrictions), and develop and contribute
referral expertise and knowledge of fee-based
service management. In return, the special
library can expand its information-sharing
network and become a conduitlgateway for
regionally-produced STI which might be of
interest to the library's parent organization.
Syracuse area businesses of all sizes had a
limited awareness of locally availableSTI and
a limited understanding of how to incorporate
and manage business and technical infomation. This discovery suggested that an ST1
transfer center might develop several types of
training and currentawareness services geared

to small, medium, and large businesses.
The decision about where to locate an STI
transfer center might be perceived as a strategic decision about who will control STI in a
region,but it shouldnotbe understood as such.
Thetruly successfulcenterwill be theone with
the fewestpolitical and proprietary constraints
imposed upon it because of location. Ideally,
location should be determinedby convenience
(centrality in a region), proximity to large
stores of usable STI,and the location of enthusiastic STI promoters.
Administration options flow naturally from
the results of a feasibility study. It is important
to see what government,university,and indus-

TABLE 1
The ST1 Transfer Center: Possible Activities

Services
Information and Referral Among Key Players
Delivery of STI Material to Researchers and the Business Community
Regular Scanning of STI to Meet Individual Clients' Needs
Customized Information Brokering Activities
Physical Access to Regional Library Materials

Databases
University Research Resource Directory (Indexed by Subject,
Project, and Researcher)
Business Resource Directory (Indexed by Subject. Project, and
Employ=)
Access to Commercial ST1Bibliographic and Numeric Databases
Access to Online Catalogs of Library Holdings

Disseminationand Interaction
Assessment of Institutional ST1 for Possible Business Development
Seminars and Workshops for Key Players in Technology Transfer
STI Ombudsperson
Newsletter, Reports. Electronic Bulletin Board. etc.
Dissemination of Information about Individual Clients' Special
R&D Activities to Selected Target Audiences
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try organizations emerge as committed economic developmentplayers, willing to engage
in cooperative strategic planning and take an
activerole in regional planning. Four possible
administrativemodels for the exchangeof STI
emerged from the Syracuse study, the fmt
three of which have been tried in otherregions:

Model 1-the fee-based academic
library unit; (5)
Model 2-an academic department
special center, (6) which in this case
probably would have been based in
the Syracuse School of Information
Studies;
Model 3-anon-profit governmentor
private sector agency; (7) and
Model 4--a regional ST1 switching
station.

Administrative structures were compared
according to the degree to which study team
members expected the structures could provide strong leadership, local support and enthusiasm, flexible policy and service formation-possibly on a long-term basis, responsiveness to changing local needs, stable funding, visibility, centralization, credibility,
breadth of services,and a strong serviceorientation.
The ST1 switching station was selected as
the most promising model on the basis of its
combination of relative independence, emphasis on equality of participants, and responsiveness to the changingenvironment. Coupled
with the centralization and visibility/credibility benefits of a location at the new Center for
Science and Technology, Syracuse University, the switchingstation model would ensure
businesses and special librarians accessibility
to campus research and development activities, area STI resources, academic library
support, and a pool of faculty consultants and
student talent, while at the same time providing university personnel with consulting opportunities and new sources of STI.
212

Educating the Information
Professional for ST1 Transfer
Several avenues for training are open to
information professionals interested in sharpening or reorienting their current skills towards working in an ST1transfer setting or for
students thinking of entering the field. Pursuing these avenues requires some creativity;
there are not many ready-made programs in
ST1 transfer.
What sort of background prepares one for a
career in ST1 transfer? Employment advertisements for information specialists to manage or participate in ST1 transfer networks
have begun to appear. They provide aglirnpse
of the educationalbackground and skillsdesirable for anyone seeking a career in ST1 transfer. One recent listing for an academic librarian whose clients would include corporations
and tenants of a research park, emphasized
subjectknowledge (i.e., a degree in science or
engineering),with preferably an M U .(8) On
the other hand, another ad sought "a rare
combination of skills, background, and qualities," which included an advanced degree in a
discipline relevant to information products
and services,knowledge of the manufacturing
sector, and various facets of contract research
and development such as program marketing,
proposal generation,and project management.
(9)
Table two presentsa range of the knowledge
and skills needed for a career in ST1 transfer.
Depending on the particular position desired,
one might concentrate on gaining subject
knowledge, library and information science
training, familiarity with technology transfer
processes and issues, management skills, or
direct involvement with workers in aresearch
and development setting.

Conclusion
The strategic planning needed to establish
an ST1 center is not easily accomplished. It
requires participation of local government,
businesses, libraries, and educational institu-
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TABLE 2
Educating the Information Professional for
ST1 Transfer

SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE
Science, Engineering, or Business Disciplines

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES COURSES
Reference and Online Services
Cataloging
Collection Development
Community Analysis
Management & Planning of Information Services
Systems Analysis
Scientific & Technical Information Resources & Services
Business Information Resources & Services
Microcomputers in Libraries
Database Management Systems
Telecommunications

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER COURSES
Managing Innovation in the R&D Environment
Industrial Organization & Policy
Regional Economics

MANAGEMENTSKILLS
Marketing
Grant Proposal Preparation

DIRECT INVOLVEMENT WITH R&D WORKERS
Fieldwork or Practicum in Corporate or Academic Science
Library
Information Consultant to R&D Team

tions. Making cooperativestructureswork for
a community is a complex task; the working
relationshipsare untraditionalfor the involved
institutions, and the innovation-developmentcommercializationprocess is a fragile one. In
addition, there are often problems explaining
to potential participants the role and nature of
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ST1in the technology transfer process. Moreover, it is generally understood that evaluating
the effectiveness of cooperative economic
development projects is difficult. Judgements
of this kind are probably best made over the
long term.
The ST1 specialist's key contribution is a

plan of how the management of scientific,
technical, and business information contributes to technology transfer processes, new
business formation,product development,and
long-term economic growth. An understanding of the role of STI in technology transfer
may be acquired through formal training,
coursework, and practical experience. The
authors endorse the SLA's Graduate Education Position Statement which states, "greater
emphasis must be placed on knowledge of
management, technology, provision of information services and evaluation techniques" in
preparing individuals for a career in a special
library setting. (10) Greater proficiency in
these areas seems especially critical for one
seeking a career in an STI transfer environment.
This study team's experience in planning
for one particular type of technology transfer
venture led to the conclusion that factorsnoted
below will be critical to the successof any STI
transfer center:
Sustained effort, often over a period
of decades;
Identifying local needs and resources;
Adapting to external constraints;
Linkage to other, broader
development efforts; and
Local initiative and partnership in
the initiation, implementation,and
operation of the program. (11)

Theseactivitiesarenot easily accomplished;
but regional ST1 transfer is a challenge to
special librarians to expand horizonsfor themselves and their communities.
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SLA Award Winners 1989
Hall of Fame:
Joseph Dagnese (posthumously)
Lois Erwin Godfrey
James L. Olsen, Jr.
Murray Wortzel

John Cotton Dana:
Pat Molholt
Vivian S. Sessions
Dorothy Beckrneyer "Becky" Skau

Professional Award:
Guy St. Clair

Honorary:
Roger Kent Summit

Fellows:
Jane I. Dysart
Edwina "Did?' Pancake
Lou B. Pa&
Fred Roper
Mary Lou Stursa

The H.W. Wilson Award
David R. Bender
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Hall Of Fame Award
"...granted to a member of the Association near the end of an active professional
career for distinguished service to the Association

...

..."

Joseph M. Dagnese, in his final report as the 1980 president of the Special Libraries
Association (SLA),challenged Association members to be "leaders in shaping the future." He was
a leader and led SLA in both planning for the future and calling for the Association to move to
Washington. D.C.
In 1955 he began his career in librarianship as assistant head of the Cataloging Division at
Catholic University. Following two years at Catholic, he served two years as document librarian
with Nuclear Metals, Inc., before joining the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in
1960. For the next 11years, Mr. Dagnese served in a variety of positions at MIT including head,
Acquisitions Department; science librarian; head, Circulation Department; and assistant director
of libraries for Technical Services.
His service to MIT was interrupted to serve as a library consultant on a Ford Foundationsponsored program at Birla Institute of Technology and Science in India in 1967 and in 1970 at
the University Library in Delhi.
In 1972Mr. Dagnesejoined the staff of Purdue University as director of libraries and professor
of library science, responsibilities he maintained until his untimely death from cancer in 1989.
His contributions to SLA are impressive. In 1964 he served as president of the Boston Chapter.
Throughout the mid-1960s and early 70s, Mr. Dagnese could be found serving the Association
as a John Cotton Dana Lecturer, as a representative to an ALA Library Technology Project, as
chair, Committee on Positive Action Program for Minority Groups, and as representative to the
Association of Research Libraries.
In 1974 he was elected to a three-year term on the Board of Directors, during which time he
served as Secretary to the Board. Following his term as director, he was elected president-elect
and served as SLA president in 1979. After his three-year term as president-elect, president, and
past president, Mr. Dagnese chaired the Awards and Nominating committees.
He authored numerous papers in Special Libraries, edited the procedures manual for the SLA
Boston Chapter and SLA's Guidelinesfor Chapters, and contributed to other libraryjournals and
SLA publications.
He was activein the Association of Research Libraries, was amember of the Boardof the Center
for Research Libraries, and president of the Universal Serials and Book Exchange.
In 1987 Joe Dagnese was honored by his peers by being named one of the first Fellows of the
Special Libraries Association for his leadershipand enduring contributionsto the special libraries
profession and the Association.
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Lois Erwin Godfrey s e ~ e d
the Association as the first elected chapter cabinet chair in 1976.
During her term, bylaws, boundaries, and budgets were the principal agenda topics.
She retired in May 1988 as assistant head librarian of the Los Alamos National Laboratory
Library after 34 years of service. During her service, Lois Godfrey was involved in most phases
of library operations including planning for a new building and planning and implementing the
automated system.
Lois Godfrey joined SLA in 1950 as a member of the New Jersey Chapter. Later she was a
charter member of the Rio Grande Chapter which she served actively, including two terms as
chapter president. Among the committees on which she served were the Nominating, Report
Series Dictionary, and Bylaws and Procedures Manual committees. She chaired the Award and
Ptogram committees and also served as the program chair for the Regional Workshop on the
Report Literature.
Her division memberships include Science-Technology,Library Management, and Nuclear
Science, the last in which she served as division chair.
Prior to her election as chapter cabinet chair in the mid- 1970s, she also served as a member of
the Consultation Service Committee and the Special Committee on Translations Problems.
She was also active in the New Mexico Library Association and was elected its president. Her
involvementin state issuesincludes memberships on the TaskForceon a New Mexico Interlibrary
Loan Cooperative System and the New Mexico Advisory Council on Libraries. Since her
retirement, she has been active as a member of the Library Books '88 Committee and co-chair of
the New Mexico Library Association Legislative and Intellectual Freedom Committee.

James L. Olsen, Jr., retired in 1986 from the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering. His career began in 1951as preparations librarian at the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory. A year later he became a member of SLA, in which he
has remained active beyond his retirement.
His career included stops at Smith, Kline and French Labs where he was head of the Document
Services Unit. Science Information Department, and resident consultant at Herner & Company.
At the chapter level his earliest elected position was second vice-president. In the years leading
to his term as president, Jim Olsen served as associate editor of the chapter bulletin; chair of the
218
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Recruitment, Interlibrary Cooperation, and Elections committees; business manager for the
Chapter Directory and Handbook; chapter auditor, and two terms as a director on the chapter
Board. In 1978 he was elected chapter president.
He was a member of four divisions: Pharmaceutical, Science-Technology, InformationTechnology, and Library Management. He was elected chair of the Pharmaceutical and
Information-Technologydivisions. He also servedas chair of both the Electionsand Nominations
committees for the Science-Technology Division as well as a member of the Committee on
Projects Evaluation and Development and a reviewer for Sci-Tech News.
His activities at the association level began with an appointment as ad hoc representative to the
Committee on Special Cataloging of the Council of National Library and Information Associations. Over the years he has served as a member of the Association's Education. Nominations,
Bylaws, Boston Conference Program, and Public Relations committees. He also chaired the
Special Committee on Conference Contributed Papers Review and currently serves as a member
of the newly-formed Research Committee.
Active in the American Society for Information Science for many years, he was consulting
editor for the Journal of the American Society for Information Science as well as a member of
various ASIS committees. Jim Olsen is the author of "Unlocking the Library's MarkecSeven
Keys."

Murray Wortzel has worked as associate professor specializing in the Periodicals Division
and in Social Work at the Lehman College of the City University of New York until his recent
retirement. His career began in 1950 at the Columbia University School of Social Work. Over
the years he has worked for Hunter College in the Social ScienceLibrary and has served as a guest
lecturer at Baruch College.
A member of SLA since the mid-1960s. he has been active within the Social Science Division,
the Social Welfare Section and its successor, the Health and Human Services Roundtable. He
chaired the Social Welfare Section of the division and shortly thereafter was installed as chairelect of the division.
Most recently, Murray Wortzel acted as division planner for the Social ScienceDivision for the
1988Denver Conference and will serve in the same capacity for the 1989New York Conference.
Within the division and its sections he was active on numerous committees including Special
Projects. He served as Local Arrangements chair for the Social ScienceDivision for SLA's 1984
New York Conference and has served for more than 10 years as Division Archivist.
As a member of the New York Chapter, Murray Wortzel is active in the Social ScienceGroup
and has served as chair. Additionally, he has chaired the Nominating and Positive Action
committees and served on the Planning Committee.
His service to SLA, whether with chapters or divisions, includes program planning for
members. Among the activities he planned were tours of the American Museum of Immigration
of Liberty Island and Ellis Island in 1984, a program on the employment outlook for women as
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professionals in 1979 at the Rockefeller Foundation, and a field visit to Hyde Park with a
presentation on the FDR Library and a tour of the FDR museum.
Murray Wortzel has been active with related professional associations including the Social
Welfare Librarians' Group of the Council of Social Work Education. In 1988 he co-chaired a
panel on the subject of historical social work archives and manuscripts and their locations in
various libraries throughout the United States. He has published widely and Served as editor of
Library Information, a publication of the Council of the Chief Librarians of the City University.
He is the recipient of the Faculty Fellowship Award at Lehman College.

John Cotton Dana Award

"...recognizes exceptional services by members of (SLA) to special Ilbrarlan-

ship

..."

Pat Molholt is associate director, Folsom Library at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. She
began her professional career as a library intern at the Milwaukee Public Library. Leading to her
position at Rensselaer, she occupied a variety of positions at the University of Wisconsin,
including teaching assistant and librarian for the Woodman Astronomical Library, and physics
librarian, General Libraries. The next step in her career was at the University of Wyoming where
she was appointed director and assistant professor, Science and Technology Library. In 1978she
joined Rensselaer. Currently she also serves as the Affirmative Action Advisor to the President
of Rensselaer whom she advises on all affirmative action matters.
For a portion of late 1987and January 1988,she was senior research analyst at the United States
Department of Education,Office of Library Programs. In this sabbaticalposition she investigated
the changing telecommunicationsenvironment and the potential leadership role for the agency.
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In 1983 Pat Molholt was elected president of SLA following a series of leadership roles at the
association level. Prior to her election to the presidency, she served as a member of the Board and
Secretary to the Board. Other positions include service on the Association Office Operations,
Consultation Service, and Finance and Networking committees. She has also served as SLA's
representative to IFLA.
Pat Molholt has been involved in three chapters: Wisconsin,Rocky Mountain,and Upstate New
York.
At the division level she has been a member of the Physics-Astronomy-MathematicsDivision
since 1970, a division of which she was elected division chair. She has also chaired the division's
Astronomy Serials Project and membership program.
Her list of professional activities include member, United States Department of Education
Advisory Board on Libraries and the Learning Society; financial officer, IFLA's Division of
Special Libraries; president, United States Book Exchange; and member, National Security
Archive, Technical Advisory Committee.
She has published extensively in Special Libraries, Library Journal, and the Journal of
Academic Librarianship. She has also lectured throughout the world, for numerous SLA and
librarylinformation association meetings, as a guest lecturer and as part of the Alberta Brown
Lecture series. In 1987 she was designated a Fellow of the Special Libraries Association.

Vivian S. Sessions began her career as reference librarian in the Municipal Reference Library
of the New York Public Library. In 1963 she was assigned to the City Planning and Housing
Library. During thii time she became interested in the use of computers in urban information
systems and received a grant from the Taconic Foundation for a program of computerized
information storage and retrieval.
The program evolved into "Project URBANDOC," and was funded by one-half million dollars
from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development and was part of the
Graduate Center at the City University of New York.
This interest in information storage and retrieval remains a significant part of her professional
life. Her other interestsinclude special librarianship and education. She has been able to combine
these interests for the benefit of the profession in each of her positions.
She founded and directed the Center for the Advancement of Library-Information Sciencealso
at the City University of New York. This center provided year-round training for librarians and
other information practitioners. Thecenterspecialized in the area of computerization and was one
of the first institutions to provide training on DIALOG.
In 1976 she was appointed director, Graduate School of Library Science,at McGill University.
She was again able to combine her interests. At McGill she installed computer laboratories for
the teaching of online searching and cataloging and developed and taught an advanced course on
information retrieval.
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Today she is chief librarian and professor at the Collegeof Staten Island, a position she accepted
in 1982. Most recently she served as an exchange professor at the University of Shanghai where
she taught information science and provided expert advice on how to best automate the special
libraries in Shanghai.
Vivian Sessions has been a member of SLA since the start of her career. She has served as chair
of the Social Science Division and is a member of the New York Chapter.

Dorothy Beckmeyer "Becky" Skau began her career at the New Orleans Public Library in
1937. In 1941shejoined the SouthernRegional Research Center of the United StatesDepartment
of Agriculture, a position she occupied until her retirement in September 1988.
Her hallmark was library service tailored to the bibliographic and technical research needs of
each scientist. She developed innovative methods of information retrieval and distribution for
hundreds of scientists. Through her work, 'TheLab" has become a prestigious clearinghousefor
current and retrospective information available to the information community.
Dorothy Skau's service to SLA includes organizing the Louisiana Chapter in 1946, making it
the first chapter in the South. She served two terms as chapter president, was the first bulletin
editor for the chapter and served in that position twice. She was active within the chapter, serving
as employment chair and consultation officer.
Through her work and articles in the Louisiana Library Association bulletin, the Louisiana
Chapter of SLA added members from Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, and Texas. In 1949,ll members of the Louisiana Chapter formed the Texas Chapter.
Shortly thereafterother southernchapters were also formed by members of the LouisianaChapter.
In 1963 Dorothy Beckmeyer Skau was elected to SLA's Board of Directors. Her involvement
at the Association-level includes service on the Membership and Nominations committees. She
was approached to run for the presidency of SLA but declined due to her workload. She is a
member of the Chemistry and Food,Agriculture and Nutrition divisions.
She uses her speaking engagements to stress the value of libraries in industry. The groups she
has addressed include the Louisiana Section of the American Chemical Society. With other
chapter members she participated in the Industrial Development Conference sponsored by the
Louisiana Department of Commerce and Industry and the Louisiana State University Department
of Commerce.
Her memberships include the American Chemical Society, the American Society for Testing
and Materialsand the Textile Information Users' Council. Shewas active in all of her professional
associations and was a champion for special librarians, applauding their contributions and value.
A member of the American Library Association, she received the Oberly Memorial Award for
the best bibliography on an agricultural subject in a two-yearperiod. She also served as president
of the Louisiana Library Association.
To honor her contributions to the United States Department of Agriculture, she was awarded
the Superior Service Award for her invaluable service to the scientists at the Southern Regional
Research Laboratory through her outstanding bibliographical contributions and for the excellent
administration of the New Orleans Branch of the Department library.

Professional Award
"...in recognition of a specific major achievement in, or a specific contribution to,
the field of librarianship or information science, which advances the stated
objectives of the Special Libraries Association..."

Guy St. Clair is credited in the information profession with recognizing the role of one-person
libraries in the library community, as well as for his work as an author, lecturer, and consultant.
His work in continuing education and professional growth for one-person libraries in the United
States, Canada, and England has played a significant role in raising the awareness of the value of
these professionals. Due to his work, these professionals are now seen in a new and positive
perspective.
Currently, he is president of OPL Resources, for which he publishes the OPL Newsletter. His
career began in 1962 as a serials assistant in the Alderman Library of the University of Virginia.
En route to his current position, he occupied posts with the Library of Congress, the University
of Illinois Library, the Richmond (Virginia) Public Library, and served as director of the
University College Library at the University of Richmond; director, Cultural Programs, at the
Union League Club in New York; and director, University Club Library.
He has been an active member of the Association for both the New York Chapter and the
Museums. Arts,and Humanities Divison. In addition to serving two terms as chair of the division,
he has served as division secretaryftreasurer, and bulletin editor.
In 1988 he became president-elect of the New York Chapter. He has also chaired the Museum.
Arts and Humanities Group of the chapter. At the association level he has been a member of and
chaired the Tellers Committee.
In 1988 he was a member of SLA's team of arts/museums librarianswho traveled to the Soviet
Union in a historic exchange program to study library practices behind the Iron Curtain.
Guy St. Clair has published widely on the topic of one-person libraries in Special Libraries,as
well as related management topics in other library journals.
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Honorary Member
"...an lndlvldual elected to this honor by Association members..."

Roger Kent Summit is the founder and president of Dialog Information Services. He is
responsible for inventing the DIALOG information retrieval language and the aerospacebusiness
environment simulator. He is the single most important figure in the history of online retrieval.
His achievements have resulted in outstanding contributions to the library field by making
possible rapid access to information. Special librarians in all fields of science and technology,
business, and the humanities have benefited from the development of databases available from
DIALOG and its immense storage capabilities. Roger Summit's inventivenesshas revolutionized
the information industry. Not content to rest on past successes, he continues to address the new
and future directions of Integrated Services Digital Networks and full-text databases.
He is a member of the Scienceand Technology InformationWorking Groupof theunited States
Department of Commerce and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Public-Private
Sector Relations Task Force of the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.
Roger Summit is also a member of the Information Industry Association, Association of
Information and Dissemination Centers, and the American Society for Information Science.
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Fellows Of The Special Libraries Association
"...given to individuals in recognition of their leadership in the field of special
librarianship and for their outstanding contributions to the Association

..."

JANE I. DYSART

FRED ROPER

EDWIND

"DIDI"

LOU B. PARRIS

PANCAKE

MARY LOU STURSA

Jane I. Dysart, manager, Information Resources, Royal Bank of Canada.
Edwina "Didi" Pancake, director, Science and Engineering Library, University of Virginia.
Lou B. Parris, supervisor, Information Center, Exxon Production Research Company.
Fred Roper, dean, College of Library and Information Science, University of South Carolina.
Mary Lou Stursa, head, Collection Development and Technical Services, Steenbock Library,
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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The H. W. Wilson Company Award

David R. Bender, executivedirector, Special Libraries Association, received the H. W. Wilson
Company Award for his article, "Transborder Data Flow: An Historical Review and Considerations for the Future." The article, which was selected as the outstanding article published in
Special Libraries in 1988, appeared in the Summer issue (vol. 80,number 3).
The article presents a comprehensive review of the historical aspects of transborder data flow
(TDF), including the evolution of international debate on the issue. The article also presents the
current status of TDF, including economic and trade concerns. Bender concludes the article with
a review of future considerations in the discussion of TDF.
The H. W. Wilson company generously funds this annual award which is presented by a
committee of five SLA members. Among the criteria for the award is that the article provide the
most significantcontribution to the philosophy, development, general practice, or knowledge of
special librarians. Originality,innovation, universal implications, validity, and communications
effectiveness are also criteria used in the selection of the award recipient.
Dr. Bender's article was part of a special issue entitled, "Governmental Activities and
Information Issues."

speclai libraries

Audit Report January 1,
1988-December 31,1988
To the Board of Directors
Special Libraries Association, Inc.
1700 Eighteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC
We have examined the balance sheet of
Special Libraries Association, Inc. as of December 3 1,1988,and the related statementsof
revenue, expenses and changes in fund balances,and changesin financial position for the
year then ended. Our examination was made
in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such
tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the financial statementsreferred to above present fairly the financial
position of SpecialLibraries Association,Inc.
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as of December 31,1987,and the results of its
operations and the changes in its financial
position for the year then ended, in conformity
with generallyaccepted accounting principles
applied on a basis consistent with that of the
preceding year.

CANTO, METRO, MEYER, AND
COMPANY
A Professional Corporation
Certified Public Accountants
Bethesda, Maryland
March 17,1989
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, I988
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Fund Accounting
To ensure observanceof limitations andrestrictions
placed on the use of resources available to the
Association, the accounts of the Association are
maintained in accordance with the principles of
fund accounting. This is the procedure by which
resources are classified for accounting and financial reporting into funds established according to
their nature and purposes. Separate accounts are
maintained for each fund; accordingly. all financial
transactions have been recorded and reported by
fund group.
The assets, liabilities, and fund balances are reported in six self-balancingfund groups as follows:
General Fund
Non-serial PublicationsFund
ScholarshipFund
Special Programs Fund
Building Reserve Fund
Coplen Fund

Operatiom
The Associationenwurages and promotes theutilizationof knowledge thro&h theLllection, organization, and dissemination of information. It is an
association of individuals and organizations with
educational. scientific. and technical interests in
library and information science and technology.
Marketable Securities
The marketablesecuritiesof theGeneral and Scholarship Funds are wmbiied and managed as one
fund for investment purposes, with participating
percentages in income and gains and losses based
on respective participation accounts at the end of
the year. Marketablesecuritiesarevaluedat~t.It
is the Association's intentionnot to utilize the noncurrent portion of these assets in the normal wurse
of operations.
Inventory
Inventory of nonserial publications is stated at the
lower of average cost or market.

Expenditures for additions, renewals and betterments are capitalized; expenditures for maintenance and repairs are charged to expense as inc u d . Upon retirement or disposal of assets, the
wst and accumulated depreciationor amortization
are eliminated from the acwunts and the resulting
gain or loss is included in income. Depreciation is
wmputedusing straight-lineand acceleratedmethods based on the following estimated useful lives:

Building
Building improvements
Furniture and equipment

40 years

10-20years
5-10 years

Subscriptiom, Dues, and Fees
Except for subscriptionstotheperiodicalsSpeciaList andSpecialLibraries, membership in the Association is based on either a December 31 or June 30
year. Dues, fees and subscriptions are credited to
income as earned.
Income Taxes
The Association is exempt from federal income
taxes under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code and applicable local law. Income
taxes arise from unrelated business activities of the
Association.

2. MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Marketable securities at December 31,1988, consist of the following:

Nm-cumnt assets
us.Oovcnrmmt
obligations
Corporaw bonds

289,400
49,696

308353
43,351

Building, Furniture, and Equipment
Fixed assets (including land) are stated at wst.

special libraries

3. BUILDING, FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT

loan security agreement covenants which include
the following:

Major classesof building, furniture. and equipment
at December 31.1987. consist of the following:

a. The Association may borrow $25.000 more only
upon the bank's prior consent.
b. Until terminationof agreement, the debtor agrees
to maintain cash plus liquid investmentsat a minimum of $400.000. Future minimum principal
payments for the five years following December
31,1988 are as follows:

Building .nd building
improvanmts
Fumiturc and equipment

$1,453,470
369.481
1,822951

Lcss l~lllllulattd
dcprcCi.ti~1
Nst building. fumitun.
d equipmmt

345,417
51,477,534

4. LONG-TERM DEBT

Note payable to abank. due in monthly installments of $4,000 increasing by $1.000 each
year beginning 1/31/86 to 2/28/89 plus a final
payment of $10.000 on 3130194. with interest
payable monthly at the bank's prime lending
rate plus 3/48 (currently 9.5%) secured by all
real and personal property of
the Association
$570.000
Less: current maturities
84,000
$486,000

The note is subject to the provisionsof the business
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S 84,000
$ %.oOo
$108,000
$120,000
$132.000
$540,000

Long-termdebtconsistsof the following at December 31.1987:

Long-term debt

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

5. COMMITMENTS AND
CONTINGENCIES
Annual Conference Contract
The Association is obligated under various letters
of agreement withcertainhotels in connection with
its annual conferences through 1994. The liability,
if any, under these agreements is not determinable
at this time.
Retirement Plan
The Association has a contributory group annuity
defined contribution retirement program with an
insurancecompanycovering substantially all qualifiedemployees. The Association's policy is to fund
costs currently. Pension expense for the year ended
December 31,1988, was approximately $24.660.

Reviews
CD-ROM and other Optical Information Systems: Implementation Issues for Libraries, by
Nancy L. Eaton,LindaBrew MacDonald, and Mara
R. Saule. Phoenix,AZ: OryxPress. 1988. ISBNO89774-448-9. $29.50

Whether or not CD-ROMs and related optical
technologies are becoming the papyrus of the electronics age as Microsoft Inc. proclaims remains to
be seen. Whether or not electronic media will
supplement. complement, or replace printed communicationis probably irrelevant to the current decisions librarians are making about today's information products. With CDs proliferating like
blackflies on Memorial Day. librarians can use a
trustworthy resource to consult before plugging in
yet another gadget.
Eaton and her colleagues from the University of
Vermont have written a thorough and practical
guide for librarians unfamiliar with the nature of
this technologyand its applications. Another book,
The Librarian's CD-ROM Handbook (Meckler,1989), by Norman Desmarais,covers much the
same territory; in my opinion, however. Eaton's
work is clearly superior becauseof its broader scope
and clarity of presentation. Desmarais' work
heavily emphasizes descriptions of CD products
and equipment. There is not much here for the
librarian with little knowledge of microcomputers
and peripheralswho seeks to wme up to "speed" on
CDs. The principle virtue of Desmarais 'Handbook,
I believe, are its descriptions of CD applications
outside of library environments.
Compared with the Desmarais book. Eaton's
volume is really the handbook of choice for the
librarian faced withdeciding how to integratethese
new resources into operations. The authors should
be complimented for presenting a complex topic
simply and logically. Many useful illustrationsand
checklists accompany the text. Each chapter can
stand alone and the text is generally well documented.
The f i s t two chapters coverthe basics of CD and
optical technology as well as how standards and
software design affect product utility. Subsequent
chapters identify and extensively discuss issues
relating to CD-ROMs in reader service and technical service environments. Reader service issues

that are extensively covered include equipment location. staff training. staffing assignments. and
patron access as well as product evaluationand cost
analysis. The "Checklist of Search Considerations" and the "Search Planner" form included in
this chapter canbe adopted for use in any library-they alone are worth the price of the book.
The chapter on technical service applications is
short (fivepages).reflecting thelimited currentrole
of this technology in cataloging and acquisitions.
Only Brian Campbell's article in Database (Aug
1987)is cited in the chapter, and only a total of six
other references are listed in theuSelectedBibliography" at the end of the book relating to these
applications. Although using CDs for retrospective or backup catalogs appears appropriate, there
are many caveats for other applications-the main
ones being the inherentlackof currency,highinitial
production costs, and the temptation to ignore recognized standards for the sake of apparent economies. Librariansmust obviously becautious when
it comes to buying into the new medium with
respect to technical service applications.
The descriptionsof actual applications at representative academic.public. andspecial libraries are
especially useful. These case studies include the
librariesof SouthernMethodistUniversity, Fidelity
Investments,Los Angeles Public. Boston College.
and a junior high schoolmediacenter. Appendices
containa shortdirectoryof producers andmanufacturers as well as a selected bibliography of relevant
literature. A thorough and hierarchical index
provides access to people, companies, libraries,
projects, and subjects.
Inshort. thisis abooklibrarians willkeepcoming
back toconsult until they figure out the place of CD
and optical technologies in their libraries.

Irving Stephens
Rensselaer PolytechnicInstitute
Troy, NY

Current Technologies in the Library, by Walter
Crawford. Boston, Mass: G.K. Hall & Co.. 1988.
324pp. ISBNO-8161-1886-8. $29.95, bk; $38.50,
cloth.

Current Technologies in the Library is based on
a broad overview of many formats and techniques
presently used in libraries to organize and store
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information. It includes technologies thatmight be
consideredold, such as the printed page and microf m , as well as newer developments like CDROM and digital audioreco~diig.Thereader must
not infer from the title that this book deals only with
recently introduced library media. Current Technologies also concerns itself with the present more
than the future. Readers should not purchase this
book for Crawford's predictions about the futures
of technologies inlibraries. as hemakes only broad
statements, but rather for his discussions of where
technologies in various stages of development fit
within libraries.
Current Technologiesis divided into two major
sections. Part one is titled "Publishing Media." and
covers areas such as printing. microform. audio,
video, and computer software. A chapter on
preservation completes part one of the book and
provides a nice transition to part two. The second
half of thebook coversboth computers and communications. addressing input and display devices.
printers, and electronicmail. Surprisingly. there is
little mention of d i e searching in Current Technologies,althoughonlinehas hadmmendous impact
on the ability of libraries to collect information and
has been a direct result of the development of
computer and communication systems. It is also
puzzling why electronic bulletin boards are discussed in the chapter on teletext and videotex,
where the author comments "electronic bulletin
boards are also not videotex" on page 248. Would
this have not been better placed in the chapter on
electronic mail?
Chapters within Current Technologies average
ten pages in length, so all subjects are treated in a
cursory manner. However, it was not the author's
purpose to be exhaustive in his comments. As a
basic source on library technology, Current Technologies is satisfactory. since it is short and easy to
read.
In addition to an index. the author provides a
fairly generous glossary, helpful for a text which
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dependsuponsomany technical terms. Definitions
are short and clear, with longer explanations for
some of the more complex concepts. There are no
illustrations in Current Technologies, however,
several tables are included. These tables show the
historical development of particular technologies.
such as personal wmputers and video recording.
Shortlistsof selectedreadings follow eachchapter.
with brief annotations.
There are some problems in the text which detract from the overall presentation of the material.
ThroughoutCurrent Technologies,there is alack of
good descriptions about particular formats. For
example. a statement that, "the compact cassette is
compact" on page 45 does little to enhance one's
mental image of the object in question. In addition,
there are a number of errors in critical information
within Current Technologies. On page 118. the
author mentions 2.5 inch computer disks; he must
mean 3.5 inch. Similarly. on page 169. the author
quotes aprice range of $1500 to $250. These errors
should have been caught at some point in the publicationprocess. Also in the chapter on CD-ROM.
MEDLINE was not mentioned once, even though
thisdatabasewas experimentedwithextensivelyto
gauge its appropriateness for CD-ROM technology
Overall. Crawford has produced an adequate
overview of technologies found in today's libraries.
Although it is an appropriate text for librarians at
many career levels, it would also be useful for
nonlibrarianadministratorsandothers who have an
impact on library policies and budgets. Current
Technologieswould quickly give these individuals
abetter idea about thecomplexitieslibrariesface as
they to provide comprehensive access to information in a wide variety of formats.

Sarah A. Hook-Shelton
Head Librarian
Indiana University School of Dentistry
Indianapolis,Indiana

Special Libraries Association

State-of-the-Art Institute
"Information:A Strategy for
Economic Growth"

SLA's State-of-the-Art Institute
was introduced in 1986 to provide a
series of provocative, stimulating
conferences on issues of concern
to the library/informationcommunity. This intense, interactive
program addresses topics that have
yet to be presented in a conference
setting. During the last three years,
the State-of-the-Art Institute has
proven to be a unique forum for the
exchange of ideas and concepts.
The Institute is 2 If2 days in
duration and is held each fall in
Washington, D.C. Both SLA
members, and others concerned
with the economics of information
are encouraged to attend.

Evidence that U.S. and world
economies are becoming information
dependent grows daily as the number
of knowledge industries and businesses multiplies. With the emergence of this new economic order, a
new set of issues and concerns
demand the attention of the library
and information community.
The 1989 program will include
presentations on:
The Value & Cost of Information
Information & Productivity
Measuring the Constitution of
Information to the Economy
Information and Counter Trade
Practices
"Perestroika"Information and the
Soviet Economy
"Knowledge-Based" Economic
Development
U.S. Information Policy and the
Economy

Joseph Duncan, Corporate Economist
& Chief Statistician, The Dun and
Bradstreet Corporation
Jonathan Halperin, President, FYIInformation for a Changing World
Morey J. Chick, Manager, Govemment-wide Information Technology
Studies, U.S. General Accounting
Office
Matt Schaffer, President, The M.
Schaffer Corporation

Peyton R. Neal, President, PRN
Associates
(other speakers to be announced)

....................................
Please forward complete information on SLA's State-of-the-ArtInstitute
Mail to:
Name

Title

Address
City

StateEip

Business Telephone

Return completed form to SLA, Professional Development Section, 1700 Eighteenth Streek NW. Washington DC 20009,
or SLA booth in Conference Registration area.

You can have it all.

Others can place your order, but only Faxon provides a complete line of serials acquisition and management
services to guide you through every step of your purchasing cycle. Our accurate pricing information facilitates budgeting and planning, while other Faxon services simplify ordering and renewal, speed check-in
and claiming, and provide fast, easy access to all the information you need.
Start putting Faxon's comprehensive set of services to work for you
Call today at 1-800-225-6055. (In MA, call 617-329-3350 collect.)
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All the librarv services

and support qou could
possibly need. For less.
Cataloging, Electronic-Mail,Online Reference, Document Delivery, Sofrware,
CD-ROM Products, Publications, Library Supplies and Furniture
RLIN, OnTyme, DIALOG, CULp Federal Document Retrieval, CALLS, DEMCO,
CHECKMATE II, Medical Data Exchange, BRS, WILSONLINE, Brodart, VU/TEXT;
University Products,,The Information Store, Information on Demand, and more!

For more information call now:
4081453-0444
Cooperative Library Agency
for Systems and Services

1415 Koll Circle
Suite 101
San Jose, California 95112-4698

EDUCATION FOR LEADERSHIP IN THE 21ST CENTURY

School of
Librarv
Columbia
University
announces an
exciting expanded
MS program that
will emphasize
specializations in:

Academic and Research
Librarianship
Archives Management and
Organization
Bibliographic Control
Conservationand Preservation
Health Science and Medical
Infomatics
Information Science and
Systems
Information Services

In this dynamic new program
priority will be given to methods,
principles, and specializations,
forty-eight credit hours required.
Special internships available.

Lsw Libmrianshlp

For information about the Master's,
Certificate,Doctoralprograms
and Continuing Education in the
summer session:

Management and
Administration
Public Librarianship
Rare Books, Special Collections, and Bibliography
Speclal Llbmrles, Informatlon Centers, Independent
Specialtlea/Consultsncies

Qualified students may finance
studies with scholarship and
fellowship grants from the University and other sources, with
educational loans, and with parttime or full-time workhtudy
arrangements.

School of Library Service
516 Butler Library
Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
272-854-2292
A FREE VIDEO IS AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST
An Equal Opportunity
Educator/Employer

20A
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The Librarian's Helper
+ Version 5.0 o
Imagine catalog cards and labels streaming from your dot matrix or daisy wheel
printer. Even untrained volunteers can
create perfectly punctuated AACR2
standard cards and labels in seconds.
No more waiting, no high monthly subscription costs, just perfect cards, labels,
and acquisition lists when you want
them for pennies each.

"This is a superb, professional quality
program in which nothing seems to
have been left out."
Patrick Dewey, Wilson Library Bulletin
To receive a free IBM compatible demonstration
disk, send your name, address, and a copy of this
advertisement to:

Scarecrow Press
52 Liberty Street
Metuchen, NJ08840

201-548-8600
1-800-537-7107

The Price of Productivity -$250
Apple, CP/M, and IBM-PC Versions Available.
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Call for
Conference Papers

outstanding reference

source.^^ -ALA/RASD
Wtrongly recommended."
-Choice
Data Map leads you to
over 13,000 statistical tables from 27 of the most
widely used and recently
published sources.
Data Map's unique controlled vocabulary makes
entries immediately accessible.
Place a standing order
and save 5%!
1989 / 800 pages /
8Y2 x 11 / Paperbound /
ISBN 0-89774-541-8 /
$175.00

SLA's 1990 conference will focus on the
enormous resources the information
professional brings to an organization and its
users.
You are invited to submit papers for the
1990 Pittsburgh Conference on topics related
to the conference theme. Among the
specific topics which might be addressed are
the changes in the education of the special
librarian, management styles and techniques,
marketing and public relations, and facing
the future.
Multimedia presentations and poster
sessions related to the conference theme will
also be considered. Papers accepted will be
presented at the contributed papers sessions.
Very specific submissions will be referrep to
appropriate divisions.
To have a paper considered, the following
guidelines must be met:
Abstract-a 250-500-word abstract,
which accurately conveys the subject of
the paper, its scope, conclusions, and
relevance to the conference theme, must
be submitted by October 2, 1989, to
Nicholas Mercury, System Planning
Corporation, 1500 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209-2454.
Text-the complete text of the paper
is due at the Association office by April
2, 1990.
Length-paper presentation should
take approximately 20 minutes.
Acceptance-papers will be accepted
only if the abstract has been submitted
and evaluated, and if the author plans to
present the paper at the conference.

REFERENCE LEADERSHIP FROM:

THE ORYX PRESS
2214 North Central at Encanto
Phoenix, Arizona 85004-1483
Order Toll-Free: 1-800-457-ORYX*
FAX: 602-253-2741

1

'In Anzona, Alaska, and Hawat
(602) 254-6156

@vote for ~ y l a w s
~mendmentsin November.
Deadline for return is
November 2!

I
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The unique source of information
for researching companies in
EEC countries
Wr~ttenbyexpenencedinf~rrnat~onspecreport'credit-rat,ng agencies whlch are
m l ~ t sat the London Busmess School often the only source offinsnc~aldata on
Information Serwee. t h ~invaluable smaller European cumpames Other
guide provides details of the reg~stration chapters lnclude the avallabllrty ofthese
and d~sclosure
in each mem- resourcesinlibranesthraughouttheUK.
ber state, together with descriptions of
relevantonlinedatabasesandd~rector~es
for each country. excludmg theUK. Addltmnal chapters cover pan - European
sources andthe major UK-basedbusmess

SUO~P
Plaee.Regents
X
Park. L o n d o n N W I 4SAT~lephone:01-724 2:100 Pax: 0 1 ~ 7 0 61897
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ANNOUNCING MILAS-1 000, AN AFFORDABLE
MICROCOMPUTER-BASED TURNKEY SYSTEM FOR MEDIUM
OR SMALL LIBRARIES
Have you been thinking about automating your library? If you do, Micronautics Systems
has a solution for you.
Our MILAS-1000 SYSTEM can help you with the following on-line functions:
Cataloging, Circulation control, Patron access catalog, and authority file.
When you buy the starting system, you will get one complete system of hardware and
software with four workstations. You prepare your site with our free consultation; we
install the system for you and spend the day with you on site to train you. We are sure
that you will like our friendly menu-driven interface.
After your system is installed, you will find that you will not need computer
professionals to keep your system running. Of course, we will support you and enhance
your system with new functions as they are developed at nominal fees, because we
intend to stay in business and become a major source of library automation systems.
For more information, call or visit us at:
Micronautics Systems
450 San Antonio Road, Suite 53
Palo Alto, California, 94306
Tel. 1-415-493-4334

Prior to NELA Conference
Reorganization, Renovation and
New Construction for Libraries

A Call For Letters
Express your opinions, perspectives and
comment on issues, trends, and matters
concerning special librarians, information
professionals and information scientists.
Beginning in the Fall 1989 issue of
Special Libraries, SLA's Publishing
Services will run letters to the editor. The
letters will be run space permitting, and
SLA reserves the right to not publish a
letter.
SLA encourages you to share your ideas
and perspectives with your colleagues in
letters to the editor.
Letters should be sent to Maria C. Barry at
the Association office.

September 22-23, 1989
Springfield, Massachusetts
Fee: $175

Authors: PLANNING THE ELECTRONIC
OFFICE (McGraw-HIII)
AUTOMATION, SPACE MANAGEMENT
& PRODUCTIVITY (Bowker)
DESIGNING AND SPACE PLANNING
FOR LIBRARIES (Bowker)

AARON COHEN ASSOCIATES
RFD 1, Box 636 Teatown Road
Croton-on-Hudson NY 10520
(914) 271 -8170

EBSCO Publishing challenges
librarians to put The Serials Directory:
An International Reference Book to
the test. Our thirty-day trial period
gives you the opportunity to compare
our book to the serials reference source
you are currently using. Thousands of
your colleagues have taken the
challenge and their verdict is in. We'll
gladly provide you with references in
either your geographicarea or library
specialty.
The Serials Directory contains over
119,000titles with up to 38 separate
pieces of bibliographic information
accompanying each title. You will have
all this information in one easy to read
source PLUS, you will have the entire
EBSCO Publishing staff and three
comprehensive databases at your
disposal. That's right, if you can't find
the title you need in The Serials
Directory, call us. We will do
everything possible to find the
information you need.

summer 1989

month to weigh the evidence and decide
that The Serials Directory is
everything you want in a serials
reference book. Remember, you're the
judge and we're waitingon your decision.
To Order Call Toll-Free: 1-800-826-3024
Or FAX To 205-991-1479
Or mail your order to:
EBSCO Publishing, P.O. Box 1943,
Birmingham, AL 35201

"This disk now available for certain Macintosh@models!

STN Mentor lessons operate on IBM PC and 100%compatibles. Minimum
specifications are: IBM PC, PC-XT, PC-AT, PSI2 or 100%compatible microcomputers;
256K of random access memory; one floppy disk drive; MS-DOS 2.0 or higher. Lessons
are available on 3%or 5% inch disks.

STN Mentor tutorials cost $19.50 (STN Express Overview a n d STN Overview
a r e free.)

Call us today to place your order:
800-848-6538
(ask for Customer Sewice, extension 3731).

A?=---'

1"form.tOoNCI~

STN International is operated in North America by Chemical Abstracts Service, a division of the American Chemical Society.
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ARCHAEOLOGISTS,
DETECTIVES, PSYCHICS,

LIBRARIANS.
W h a t could these seemingly unrelated professions possibly have in
common with one another? Well, they're all people to turn to when
you need to find something. An archaeologist searches for ruins, a detective for people, a psychic for, well, you name it. But a librarian
searches for the most elusive thing of all, information.
And when librarians need information, they need it fast. They've got to
meet deadlines for never-ending requests. Now. it seems that searching through stacks of files, back issues, newspapers. reference guides,
microfilm or microfiche would make filling those requests a pretty
difficult and time consuming task.
However, there is a way, a vital connection, that can make even the
most voluminous library a snap to search through. And even the most
impossible request easy to find.
DataTimes. Even if you use an online service now, Datalimes enables
you to find things that simply cannot be found anywhere else. We offer
you connections to publications that no one else has, publications
all over the world. When the next demanding request comes your way,
dig deeper with DutaTimes.

NEWSPAPER LIBRARY SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL ONLINE NETWORK
1/8OO/642-2525
14000 Quail Springs Parkway Suite 450
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he first time yoik mri*thenew. enhanced Sdmce CU&n
Zndefl Compact Disc Edition, you'll know what we
mean. It's built for speed.
Speed that translates into instant access to the bibliographic
data from 3300 sci-tech journals. The journals you depend on
to keep your research going full speed ahead.
But the CD Edition does more than go faster- it goes farther.
An exclusive hypertext feature called related records leads you
to other records having references in common with the ones
you've already retrieved ... expanding your search with a few
simple keystrokes.
And even though Laserdisk Professional magazine named the
SCZ@CD Edition "Product of the Year," we went back and made
it better. Now on a single disc, it's easier than ever to use.

T

r

Call us toll-free at: 800- 523-1850, ext. 1405
or write us at the address below to reserve your free trial copy.

Find out what it 3 like to work without speed limits.
Science
Citation In&

Disc
I Compact
Edition

Institute for Scientific Information@
3501 Mket StPhiladelphia, PA 19104 U S A .
5-26-5667
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The First Source for Informationon
Business and Technology

Predicasts online databases contain more than 6 million abstracts and
full text records prepared from a broad range of trade and business
publications. As the largest single source of information of its kind,
Predicasts is your starting point to:
Monitor competitor activities and
strategies
Determine market size and market
share
Track new products and
technologies
Find facts and figures on virtually
any industry or company

Conduct background research on
M&A activities
a Evaluate market trends and
forecasts
a Keep abreast of current industry
news
a Evaluate international business and
economic climates

Predicasts offices in the U . S . and Europe are ready to provide your
organization with customized training and ongoing support. Contact
us, and let us show you why Predicasts should be your first source for
information on business and technology.
Available o n DIALOG a n d Data-Star

PROMT 0 lnfomat International Business
Marketing & Advertising Reference Service
The Newsletter Database 0 New Product
AerospaceIDefense Markets & Technology
AnnouncementslPlus 0 Annual Reports Abstracts Forecasts Time Series F&S Index
North America: 11 W l Cedar Avenue / Cleveland,OH 44106 l(216)795-3000l(800)3216388 I Fax (216) 229-9944
Europe: 8-10Denman Street i London W1V 7RF United Kingdom l(01)494-38171 Fax (01)734-5935
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"I've worn out about 10 sets of tires
traveling from New Jersey to Pennsylvania to
Connecticut and back visiting librarians.
And I guess I've been through 40 pairs of
shoes in that time. But at EBSCO we feel
that to offertruly professional service we
must offertruly personal service.
"In fact, EBSCO has built its entire
operation around the concept of being there
for our customers. We've located fully staffed
and equipped subscription processing
centers near enough to our customers to
make in-person calls a routine occurrence.
And the serials support group located at
each of these offices is composed of trained
professionalsdedicated to responding to
your needs quickly and effectively.
"EBSCO realizes that its relationship with
librarians is actually a challenging and sensitive partnership . . . one that requires its
representatives to display not only serials
knowledge and expertise, but also conscientiousness and genuine concern for customer

30A

customer needs. That's why 1 make myself
available whenever I'm needed, whether in
person or by phone. . . why I perform
inservice training for new customers . . . why
I use my experience to foresee and forestall
potential problems with your subscription
program . . . whateverit takes."
Audrey Greene
Sales Representative
At EBSCO, we think librarians should be
served by experienced serials professionals
who will 'bethere'forthern.Isn't that what
you expect from a professional subscription
agency?

r
&
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

International Headquarters
P.O. Box 1943 Birmingham, AL 35201
(205) 991-6600

special libraries

D€Rl€RS WlTH €XMRI€NC€ OVER TWO
D€CRD€S IN THE FIELD O F INT€RNRTlONRLLY
KNOWN R€S€RRCH PUBLlCRTlONS
The house of Research Periodicals brings to the
librarians an offer as never before. An opportunity
you can never ignore.
OFFER STAGE ONE:
We buy any surplus journals you may have
and we need So send In your duplicate list

NOW YOU HAVE ESTABLISHED A STANDING CREDIT ACCOUNT WlTH US.
Use that credlt for the purchase of periodicals, books and mtcrofilms We make the following
offers to y o u
OFFER A: Buy lssues and volumes to fill your
gaps or expand your coverage

OFFER B:
OFFER C:

Take our subscrlptlon servlces

OFFER D:

Save extra shelf space by the best
alternative. microfilm. We supply
many titles ~n microfilm. Trade
your hardcopy with our microfilms.

Books published from all over the
world

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES: YOU CAN TAKE THIS
WlTH OFFER STAGE ONE OR EVEN BY ITSELF.
Subscription Service comes to you in two major categories.

REGULAR:
We contact Publishers
Arrange dellvery d~rectlyto you
Clalm from publisher any rnisslng lssues that you report to us

CONSOLIDATED:

.
.

Journals ordered by you sh~ppedto our off~ce
We ma~ntaln computer~zed Inventory of order placement and
fulfillment
Computer generated packing list
Guarantee no gaps In perlodlcal sets that we deliver
Mlsslng lssues handled automatically no need to report mlsslng
Issues
Status of mlsslng lssues clalms Included In your monthly update list
No rnaterlal lost In transit

ALL ABOVE ADVANTAGES AMOUNTING TO A SAVINGS OF NEARLY 30% OF PERIODICAL
DEPARTMENT BUDGET.
LIBRARIANS, RUSH, RUSH NOW, TIME FOR SAVINGS, THE TlME HAS COME TO BUY, SELL AND
SUBSCRIBE UNDER ONE ROOF.

Mi
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AESERRCH P€RtODtCRLS 61BOOKS S€RVIC€S, INC.
P.O. Box 720728
Houston, Texas 77272 U.S.R.
CONTACT:

Telephw
kx:
Telex:

(713) 556-0061
(713) 556-1406
510-600-0921

Your Career Is Our Business!

SLA Publications
for the information professional

7he SLA Triennial Salary Survey I989 is the eighth triennial salary survey of SLA members to be
conducted by SpecialLibraries Association. This updated survey displays data on salaries for 1988 with
some historical data. Seventy-eight tables incorporate features that make information accessible in
terms of: separate data for Canada and the U.S.; comparison of salaries within an industry. broken down
by geographical area; and a comparison of salaries with job titles and budget ranges. Professionals in
the information field, such as managers, section heads, librariansfiormation specialists, and support
staff members. can compare salaries in their part of the country, as well as nationwide.
72pp. ISBN 0-87111.337-6 $25.00 (softcover)

This valuable information kit focuses on the operation and management of small (including one-person)
special libraries. and is cumprisedof articles compiled from Specialfibraries. as well as from SLA nonserial publications. The scope of the articles included ranges from the essentials involved in running
a small special library to automation to preservation planning. Human resources issues are covered in
terms of time management, sample position descriptions, and the draft report of SLA's 1988 salary
survey data. Reprints are arranged chronologically withim the following categories: Automation,
Human Resources, Management (Broad Issues). Operations, and Preservation Planning. A brief
bibliography lists SLA publications in addition to selected non-SLA material.
166pp. ISBN 0-87111-341-4 $15.00 (softcover)

This is a valuable collection of bibliographies of informationresources-books, journals. software, and
other information sources- chosen by members of 17 SLA Divisions as being of value to special
librarians and information professionals. Chapters include: advertising & marketing; aerospace;
business & finance; chemistry; engineering; food, agriculture .& nutrition; insurance & employee
benefits; metalshnaterials: natural resources: nuclear science:. pharmaceutical; physics-astronomy- mathematics; public utilities; publishing; social science; telecommunications; and transportation.
Twls of the Profession is a unique reference guide that will assist anyone starting a special library or
conducting research in a
field.
129pp. ISBN 0-87111-338-4 $15.00 (softcover)

.

Orderfrom:Special Libraries Association, Order Department, Box SL, 1700
Eighteenth Street NW,Washington, DC 20009; 2021234-4700.
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lnformation for Contributors
General lnformation
Special Libraries publishes material o n new and
developing areas of librarianship and ~ n f o r m a t i o n
technology. lnformative papers o n the administration.
organization and operation of special libraries and
information centers and reports of research in librarianship, documentation, education, and information
science and technology are appropriate contributions.
Contributions are solicited from both members and
nonmembers. Papers are accepted w i t h the understanding that they have not been published elsewhere. Special Libraries employs a reviewing
procedure. When rev~ewers'comments have been received, authors w ~ l be
l notifled of acceptance, rejection, or need for revis~onof t h e ~ rmanuscripts. The
review procedure wtll usually require a minimum of
eight weeks

For each proposed paper, one o r ~ g i n a land three
copies (in English only) should b e mailed t o the Editor,
S p e c ~ a l L~braries, 1 7 0 0 Eighteenth Street, N.W.,
Wash~ngton,D.C. 2 0 0 0 9 . The manuscript should be
mailed flat i n an envelope of suitable size. Graphic
materials should be submitted with appropriate cardboard backing or other stiffening materials.
Style. Follow a good general style manual. The
University of Chicago Press Manual o f Style is approprlate.

Format. All contr~butionsshould be typewritten o n
white paper on one side only, leaving 1.25 inches (or
3 cm) of space around all margins of standard, letterslze (8.5 in. x 1 1 in.) paper. Double spacing must
b e used throughout, including the title page, tables.
legends, and references. The first page of the manuscript should carry both the f ~ r s and
t
last names of
all authors, the ~ n s t i t u t ~ o nor
s organ~zations w i t h
w h ~ c hthe authors were affiliated at the time the work
was done (present affiliation, tf different, should be
Types o f Contnbutfons Three types of o r ~ g ~ n a l noted in a footnote), and a notation as to which author
should receive the galleys for proofreading. All succontr~buttons are constdered for p u b l ~ c a t ~ o nfullc e e d ~ n gpages should carry the number of the page
length art~clesbrlef reports and letters to the e d ~ t o r
New monographs and stgnlf~cantreport p u b l ~ c a t ~ o n s in the upper r ~ g h t - h a n dcorner.
r e l a t ~ n gs p e c ~ f ~ c a lto
l y l ~ b r a r yand ~ n f o r m a t ~ osclence
n
a w o r d useful In Indexing
Title Begln the t ~ t l ew ~ t h
are cons~deredfor c r ~ t ~ crevlew
al
Annotat~onsof the
and information retrieval. The title should be as brief,
per~od~ca
l~terature
l
as well as annotattons of new
speclf~c,and d e s c r ~ p t ~ vas
e possible.
monographs and reports are published-espec~ally
lnformative
abstract of 1 0 0 words or
Abstract.
An
those w ~ t hpart~cularpert~nenceto s p e c ~ a ll ~ b r a r ~ e s
less must be Included for full-length art~cles.The aband ~ n f o r m a t ~ ocenters
n
A n ~ c l e sof s p e c ~ arelevance
l
stract should amplify the title but should not repeat
may be r e p r ~ n t e doccas~onallyfrom other p u b l ~ c a the tltle or phrases in it. Qual~fyingwords for terms
tlons
used In the title may be used. However, the abstract
Full-length art~clesmay range In length from about
should be complete in Itself w ~ t h o u treference to the
1.000 words to a maxlmum of 5,000 words (up t o 2 0
paper or the literature cited. The abstract should be
pages of manuscrlpt typed and double spaced) Retyped w ~ t hdouble spacing on a separate sheet.
ports wtll usually be less than 1.000 words In length

(up to 4 pages of manuscrlpt, typed and double
spaced)

Instructions for Contributors
Manuscripts
Organize your m a t e r m carefully, puttlng the significance of your paper or a statement of the problem
first, and supporting d e t a ~ l sand arguments second.
Make sure that the significance of your paper will be
apparent to readers outslde your immediate field of
interest. Avoid overly spectallzed jargon. Readers will
skip a paper which they do not understand.
Provide a title of one or t w o l ~ n e sof u p to 2 6 characters plus spaces per Ilne. Write a brief author note.
and include posltion tltle and address. In the author
note, Include information concerning meetings, symposia, etc., where the paper may have been preseirted
orally. S u b m ~ trecent glossy black-and-white photographs of the authors, if you w ~ s h .
Insert subheads at approprtate places In the text.
averagtng about one subhead for each t w o manuscript pages. Keep the subheads short (up to 3 5 characters plus spaces). Do not use more than one degree
of subheads in an article. Provide a summary at the
end of the arttcle

Acknowledgments. Credits for financ~alsupport.
for mater~alsand t e c h n ~ c aassistance
l
or advice may
be cited In a sectlon headed "Acknowledgments,"
which should appear at the end of the text. General
use of footnotes In the text should be avoided.
Illustrat~ons. Finished artwork must be s u b m ~ t t e d
to Specral L~braries.Follow the style in current Issues
for layout and type faces In tables and f ~ g u r e sA. table
or figure should be constructed so as t o be completely
tntelligible wtthout further reference to the text.
Lengthy tabulations of essentially similar data should
be avoided.
Figures should be lettered in lndia ink. Chartsdrawn
in lndia Ink should be so executed throughout, with
no typewritten material ~ n c l u d e dLetters
.
and numbers
appearing In ftgures should b e distinct and large
enough so that no character w ~ l be
l less than 2 m m
h ~ g hafter reduct~on.A line 0 4 m m wide reproduces
sat~sfactorilywhen reduced by one-half. Most flgures
should be reducible to 15 plcas ( 2 . 4 9 in.) in width.
Graphs, charts, and photographs should be given consecutlve figure numbers as they will appear In the
text. Figure numbers and legends should not appear
as part of the figure, but should be typed double
spaced on a separate sheet of paper. Each f ~ g u r e
shoud be marked lightly o n the back with the figure
number, author's name, complete address, and shortened title of the paper.

For figures, the originals with three clearly legible
reproductions (to be sent to reviewers) should accompany the manuscript. In the case of photographs, four
glossy prints are required. preferably 8 in. x 1 0 in.
References a n d Notes. Number all references t o
the literature and notes in a single sequence i n the
order i n which they are cited in the text. Cite all references and notes but do not insert reference numbers i n titles or abstracts.

Accuracy and adequacy of the references are the
responsibility of the author. Therefore, literature cited
should be checked carefully with the original publications. References t o personal letters, abstracts of
oral reports, and other unedited material may be included. However, the author should secure approval,
i n writing, from anyone cited as a source of an unpublished work. Be sure t o provide full details on how
such material may be obtained by others.
References t o periodicals should be in the order:
authors, article title, unabbreviated journal name, volume number, issue number, inclusive pagination, and
date of publication.

Smith, John and Virginia Dare. "Special Librarianship in Action." Special Libranes 59 (no. l o ) : 1 2 4 1
1 2 4 3 (Dec 1968).
Smith, John J. "The Library of Tomorrow." In Proceedings o f the 3 4 t h Session, International Libraries Institute, city, year. 2v. city, press, year
published.
Featherly. W. "Steps in Preparing a Metrificat~on
Program In a Company." ASME Paper 72-DE-12 presented at the Design Engineering conference and
Show, Chicago, Ill., May 8-1 1, 1972.

-

References to books should be i n the order: authors.
title, city, publisher, year, pagination.
Brown, Abel. Information at Work. New York, Abracadabra Press, 1909. 248p.
Andrei, M. et al. The History o f Athens. The Histoty
of Ancient Greece, 10v. New York, Harwood Press,
1850.
Samples of references t o other types of publications
follow.
Chisholm. L. J . / "Units of Weights and Measure."
National Bureau of Standards. Misc. Publ. 286.
C13.10:286. 1967.
Whitney. Eli (to Assignee). U.S. patent number
(date).
Editing. Manuscripts are edited primarily to improve the effectiveness of communication between
authors and readers. The most important goal is t o
eliminate ambiguities. In addition, improved sentence
structure often permits the readers t o absorb salient
ideas more readily. If extensive editing is indicated by
reviewers, with consequent possibility of altered
meanings, manuscripts are returned t o the author for
correction and approval before type is set. Authors
can make additional changes at this stage without
incurring any printers' charges.
Proofs. Authors receive galley proofs with a maxlmum five-day allowance for corrections. One set of
galley proofs or an equivalent is provided for each
paper. Corrections must be marked on the galley, not
on the manuscript. At this stage authors must keep
alterations to a min~mum;extensive author alterations
will be charged to the author. Extensive alterations
may also delay publication by several issues of the
journal.

The Premier Source for Worldwide Business
and Financial Information

For todav's dobal business environment...
Information professionals turn to WORLDSCOPE Company Profiles for comprehensive
and easy-to-use information. Whether it's for names, addresses, phone numbers or busness descriptions or for a variety of extensive financial overviews of corporations, industries and countries around the world, WORLDSCOPE Company Profiles is "the source".

WORLDSCOPE Company Profiles offers....
0

WorMwide coverage - Over 4,400 of the world's leading corporations from 24 countries.
Comparability - U.S. and non-U.S. companies in a standardized format.
Comprehensivness - More than SO data variables for each of 6 years of operating history.

0

Value-added data - Key financial ratios for companies, industries and countries.
Rankings - Companies ranked on a country, industry and worldwide basis.

Achieve your goals with the information you need...

Worldscope Profiles arc jointly developed by the Center for lnlcrnational Financial Analysis and Research and Wright Investon' Servicc
Worldscope is a registered trademark o f Wright Investon' Service

Major Sessions, Workshops, Demos Include...
(/ Executive Info. Systems.. .Positioning Your

Info. Center.. .

(/ CD-ROM Updates, Case Histories, Networking, Demos
(/ Search Tips & Techniques.. .Fine Tuning Search Results

(/ Top New

Databases.. .What's Interesting, Useful, Unique

(/ Microcomputing Hardware/Software For

Database Users

(/ Purchasing Seminar For Microcomputer Buyers

c/ Local Area Networks.. .The Current State Of

The Art

I / Cheaper Searches...An Expert Panel Seeks Answers
(/ How To Set Up A LAN With An

(/ WORKSHOPS..

..

..

Apple CD-ROM Drive

IBM & Clone Fundamentals..

CD-ROM

Workstation Setup...a Online Searching With A Mac
(/ Big, Lively Exhibit Hall

WRITE, PHONE OR FAX FOR ADVANCE PROGRAM
r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
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TO: ONLINE '89, 11 Tannery Lane, Weston CT, 06883
Please send an Advance Program to:
Name........................................................................................................................
,

8

/
/ Address..................................................................................................................... /
/ City......................................................... StateProvince .............. Zip........................ j
1 PHONE: 1-800-248-8466 (in CT: 1-227-8466) FAX: 203 1 222-0122
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